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GLOSSARY
BahirNaraj

:Warp beam

Baksho

: Shuttle Box

Bar or chali

: Lease Taker

Chorki

:Swift

Dokti

:Lay

Hatol

:Handle

Jhamp

:Heads

Josher

: Lease maker

Kole Naraj

:Cloth beam

Maku

:Shuttle

Mutkath

:Top baltew

MathaKath

:Top bar

Nachni

:Levers

Naraj

:Beams or roller

Natai

:Reel

Pakha

: Side bar

Pasha or padol

:Treadles

Sana or Nach

:Reed

Seer

measure

I

slightly less than a kilogram

Sicca Rupee

: These are worth 16 percent better than Current Rupee.

Sor or Dangi

: Shaft

Tanar Noli

: Bobbin

Tana Nol

:Bobbin Frame

Thali or Poren

: Pirn

Tola

. 2 2/ ounce.
: 1 tola IS

Wosari or Moti

:Stretcher

Yam

:Thread i.e. twisted cotton fibres used in weaving and

3

knitting.
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INTRODUCTION
COTTON WEAVING INDUSTRY OF NADIA: 1773- 1977
A CASE STUDY OF SANTIPUR AND PHULIA

Under the above title of my dissertation, though I have detailed the of evolution
ofhandloom industry ofSantipur and Phulia but in another way I have strived
to present the entire scenario ofhandloom industry in Bengal as a whole and its
gradual evolution, progress. I have considered 1773 as the cut off year, which
is the starting point of my research.
The reason behind choosing 1773 as the cut off date was because in that year
weavers of Santi pur had raised their voice of protest against the British.
Initially it was an appeal and petition and then it hardened into strong protests,
picketing, siege etc. In order to present a clear picture I had to go back in the
earlier days ofHistory to explain the circumstances under which and how Bengal
or India's textile industry came under the influence of different foreign companies.
How shrewdly the British curbed the international market of that textile industry
and made an entry to grow their complete dominance all over the industry.
While drawing the picture of monopolistic dominance of the British many a
time I have referred to the significant events like Battle ofPlassey, procuring
Dewani of Bengal by the British Raj, famine of 1770. This was done to simplify
the subject and emotional flow of thoughts. In different chapters I have given
details of the ups and downs of the struggle of the weavers and marked 1977
as the landmark of that era because it is in this year when the struggle of the
weavers were recognized with respect by the government and the latter helped
them forming co-operatives. The year marked the end and fruitful consequence
to the age-old struggle of the weavers. Not that all problems had ended, but
1977 was a definite indicator for solution for the weaver's protest.

( ix )

In the first chapter- 'The evolution of Cotton Weaving Industry of Bengal Till
1833" I have explained the evolution oftextile industry ofBengal in the line of
Indian textile industry till 183 3. Initially I have shown the divisions among the
different classes of weavers that had existed, mention of textile in literary works
further proved the appeal of the textile and admiration that it used to draw in
those days. The British were attracted to Bengal than to places like Gujarat or
Madras. Gradually Dacca in East Bengal and Santipur in Nadia district grew up
as the two major centres of textile industry controlled by the British. Santipur
was an important textile centre of the undivided Nadia district then. In this
chapter I have depicted the political predominance of the British rule, their
struggle :for establishing monopoly over trade and commerce

Bengal

exploiting the weavers in many ways and finally to establish the Industrial
Revolution textile industry ofBengal every efforts of the British to strangle it to
death. Showing the change

the items of export by the British I have drawn an

end to the chapter. I have tried to show how the British in order to establish
their dominance have utterly tortured the weavers often choking their voice, In
the third chapter I have shown the series of protests the weavers had broken
into. Many a phenomenon and development are interrelated hence have been
mentioned time

again leading to unintentional repetition.

The 2nd chapter -"Historical overview of Nadia i.e. Santipur and Phulia as a
centre of Cotton Weaving Industry" has the naming of Nadia, its geographical
features, naming of Santi pur and Phulia, its geographical features have been
explained. Since Santi pur and Phulia are within the district of Nadia, hence it
was essential to discuss about Nadia. In this chapter I have discussed how the
modern township of Phulia has evolved. In this connection it is to be noted
that the history ofPhulia has remained silent for about five hundred years since

(
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the arrival ofAdwaitya Prabhu. Phulia has come into the limelight of history
after 194 7 which I have discussed in detaiL

In the 3rd chapter- Protest and resistance movement of the Weavers ofSantipur
- though the main focus was upon the struggle of the weavers I have touched
the description of muslin and mulmul saris, weaving finer textile with handlooms
and the specialties ofSantipur saris. I have mentioned the names of the prominent
weavers mention of such finer textiles in literary works to spread the message
was just not any occupation or income for which the weavers had fought
fought for keeping the tradition, the rich legacy alive. That
after decadence in industrialization the weavers did not
had started in 1
to

even

The struggle that

continued on. The Swadeshi movement gave new dimension

and these hard working weavers did not flee the war field and despite ali

hurdle, changed circumstances they had continued their struggle for existence.
Thus they still sustain with their distinct identity and glory. Many a time for the
sake of candid detail I have referred to Dacca and places of East Bengal as
they played key roles as centres of textile and weavers' movement.

In the 4th chapter--

V\leaving Class - as a reformer of society"

I have brought to light the role of weavers in the social reform movement in the
19th century. This is another side of the spirited righteous weavers. They could
realise to combat with the British atrocities it was essential that they had gathered
strength at base to develop strong mentality. They had strived to revive their
own traditional profession to choosing service under the British. Introducing
education for all, resistance to child marriage and Polygamy they had
championed social causes beyond the comprehension of many. Loom was
their base for action and needle acted as the pen and textile was the paper on
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which they wrote their protests. The incessant struggle of these poor weavers
may have missed the pages of history but the awareness that was created is
memorable among the remote regions of Bengal. I have quoted some of the
lines of the poetry the weavers had worked upon more than once and such
repetition was desired in the respective context.

In the 5th chapter -"Participation and the role of Women in the Cotton Weaving
Industry of Santipur and Phulia", the participation of women in the evolution
of the cotton weaving industry has been revealed. I have focussed upon how
women had taken to weaving since ancient times yet later they were reduced to
as helpers of the weavers. The women used

earn their

by spinning

threads, embroidery work and other finer works. Later the exploitation of the
British and decadence of industry had left many of these women unemployed
or poorly employed. Here I have referred to the letter of a poor lady. Though
the letter was written by somebody else on her behalf but lt was out and out
overwhelmed with the deep grief and misery that she went through. Later during
Gandhiji 's Charka Movement women took active role. Currently women have
taken to weaving on handlooms at Santipur, Phulia, Samudragarh and other
places along with men. At Phulia though numbers are few as most of the women
are engaged in making stoles that keep them highly remunerated. Incidentally at
Santipur and Phulia wages of women and men are equal irrespective of gender.

In the 6th chapter, -"Problems of Survival: Role ofThe Co-operative Society"! have discussed the history of the collective struggle of the weavers to form

samity and later with government aid how it has evolved as Samabay Samity. It
did not happen in one day and involved years of persistent effort. At first
Santipur saw the light followed by Phulia. Government aid rendered assured
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future for the weavers. The exploitating attitude of the moneylenders has changed
and the Basak community of weavers came forward with support. Problems
still exist yet solutions are available now hence at Santipur and Phulia handlooms
are found in almost every house. There is hardly any unemployment today.
Though my research period is extended tilll977 yet I have given accounts and
details upto 2007 to reveal the fact how the work of co-operatives have flourished
and earns accolade all over the world.

is noteworthy that my primary source of reference are magazines or books
written in Bengali in that period or later that have been translated into English
making every effort to keep the essence and pleasure of reading intact. Yet
lucidity in some parts may be missing owing to the limitations of translation

5

my apologies for thaL The archival documents being old, some of the words
could not be deciphered. They have been mentioned as SIC. Again the spellings
for the names Santipur and Phulia has occurred as both Santipur and Phulia
and also as Santipoor, Santipore and Fulia at different time according to the
way they appear in different sources of references. Though as proper nouns I
the liberty to use both the spellings. Same logic applies for or Dacca,
Madras which has also appeared as Dacca and ChennaL

The period 1773-1977 is long one, the study may reveal some inconsistency.
Again on the other hand, while delving into the anecdotes it is obvious for one
to be emotionally attached and thereby many a time one may come across
unintentional repetitions and sometimes has been done deliberately to induce
the thread of link for someone who is new to the chapter or as reminder or
reference (to) of the previous episodes for any occasional reader. My apologies
remain for any inconvenience that may come across due to it.
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My ultimate objective has been to surface the evolution of cotton weaving
industry of Bengal in the context of Indian handloom industry. My sole purpose
is to highlight the persistent struggle, indomitable courage and die-hard spirit of
the weavers along with the glory of India's own traditional and indigenous
handloom industry.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
In the history of the Cotton Weaving Industry, the name ofSantipur and Phulia
of Nadia district are well known. They occupied a unique place as a producer
ofhand woven cotton cloth not only in India but also in other countries of the
world. Phulia's hand woven cotton cloth even exported to countries outside
India. The history of cotton weaving industry or the cotton weavers of Santi pur
and Phulia of Nadia district deserves special mention. The English East India
Company, in1pressed by its fineness, art and variety, turned back to Bengal
from their textile trade of Gujarat and Bombay. It can roughly be said that the
English East India Company set up Factories at Santipur after 1672. The fine
cloth of Santi pur was named as "Malmal" by the English. Its impression was
specifically important in the market of Britain. Thus the English Company
entered Santipur for the purpose of trade and they put obstruction to other
European Companies in order to maintain their monopoly trade in BengaL As a
result, the nature of trade of the traditional Mughol period undergoes a
considerable change. This was visible in the field of weaving industry also.
This accounts for the economic and social change of Bengal weaving industry.

During 1757-1772, the English East India Company fully captured the position
of the indigenous traders of the Bengal cotton business. Bengal's entire economy
was controlled by the needs of the European market. For making cotton piece

(
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goods the weavers took advance from the gomastahs of the company and were
obliged to supply the product to them. Thus the company maintained their
monopoly control on the weavers, though the advance helped the weavers to
increase their production. But incourse of time, the unequal distribution of
advance, forced degradation of the quality of production, less payment on
cotton goods by the company made the weavers aggrieved. During this period,
the resistance of the Santipur weavers against the English East India Company
was exemplary. At a time, when there was no Trade Union or any labour
organization, the protest of the Santipur weavers could be set in the framework
of sub-altern paradigm. They not only protested but also demanded for high
labour rate. Another noticeable feature was that the Santipur weavers participated
in the Sannyasi Rebellion in the Second half of the eighteenth century, which
was also anti-British in character. But despite their resistance, the English East
India Company controlled and forced the weavers to weave for them and to
fulfill their designs they

the weavers mentally and physically.

The advent oflndustrial Revolution Completely changed the scenario. Machine
made industrial product became the rival ofBengal's hand made product. After
of 1793 particularly from 1800-1801, Bengal

Cotton goods

failed to compete with the machine made products. For a long time, hfgh quality
and high range was the main characteristics of Bengal's Cotton goods. But to
cope with the changing situation, the weavers now compelled to change their
weaving pattern. To compete with the progressive industrial low rate product,
Bengal Weavers' also began to produce low quality and low-rate product and
slowly Bengal's famous weaving textile centre as Dacca, Santipur lost their
glamour.

(
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In 1828, most of the. English Kuthi stopped their business but Santipur continued
their production. The weavers' of Santipur rapidly adjusted themselves with
the changing situation. Despite the indigenous thread crisis, they brought high
rate foreign yarn and tried to maintain their fineness in production. During the
decade of 1890's, due to natural calamity, the weavers of Santipur lost their
continuity but their struggling character did not put it off for long. During the
time of the partition of Bengal and the Swadeshi Movement, the weavers of
Santipur used their profession i.e. "weaving ofloom" as a medium of expression
of Swadeshi feelings, with this weapon, they not only fought against communal
feeling, social superstitions but also against the British Government. But it was
for a short period. The Indian National Congress banned their hand made goods
because these were made

foreign yarn. Weavers' patriotic feeling got hurt by

the announcement of the congress. Not only male members of the 'community
but also the female "

who were dependent

this occupation, put

resistance against this.

The emergence of Mahatma Gandhi in Indian politics and his "Charka" movement
ushered in new hope among the cotton weavers of Santi pur. They began their
struggle with new initiative and new enthusiasm and determination. New venture
was started for progressive and modern Tant machine for more production.

After independence, displaced weavers community from East Bengal came
and began to settle in Phulia in the district ofNadia, West BengaL Anew history
of the struggle for survival started by the weavers of Santi pur and Phulia during
this period. The deficiency of thread and the exploitation by the Mahajan class
made them helpless. At last the formation of the co-operative societies in Santipur
and Phulia ended the age-long-struggle of the cotton weavers. At present there
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is no Mahajani pressure or any gender discrimination on wage of labour. The
flourishing industry now demanded recruitment of weaver from outside Nadia.

Most of the researches on the cotton industry ofBengal, which was its premier
industry till the first quarter of the 19th century, have mainly concentrated on
its decline. The nature of the production organisation in the industry and the
changing economic conditions of the weavers have also been analysed. The
present study, stems from a feeling that a more detailed study of the changing
fortunes and resistance of the cotton weavers of Santipur and latter of Phulia
and their success will added a new dimension in this unexplored region.

HYPOTHESIS

The :research hypothesis has
forces that worked amongest

be examined

the social, economic and political

cotton weavers of Santipur and Phulia and

their continuous protest between the period 1773to 1977.

Conclusion of the thesis contains the very short summary of findings of the
Without

elaboration it will just mentioned some important facts which

are already discussed in the course of our study in different chapter.

The appendices contain the lists of some rare documents like Maps, Photographs
from some old Books, Journals and some very important documents of the
time of English East India Company which were preserved in the archives and
old libraries. Some documents are also collected from individual collections of
some distinguished personalities of the different district of Santi pur and Phulia.
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Chapter- I

The evolution of Cotton Weaving Industry of Bengal till1833
While discussing the evolution ofthe cotton weaving industry of Bengal it is
essential to mention the wide acclaim of Bengal and Indian textile across the
~-

world. Generally speaking the progress of any civilization is gradual development
from the general state and the progress or excellence is the yardstick measuring
the degree of development. Hindu civilization is ancient and weaving industry
has significantly influenced its development with its achievements. The ancient
civilization is incomplete without the mention of the significance ofthe weaving
industry and its influence upon it 1 It was even before the Vedic chants came
into being the handloom industry had started earning accolade. The women
were efficient in this work and took active part in this industry. It will not be
aberrant if we hold that the current traditional weavers (Vaisya) had originated
from

then Aryans. Otherwise Bengal handloom industry would not have

cited such phenomenal development since so many years despite the racialism.
As it is not possible for any traditional practitioner of any trade to give up the
original practice and take up a new trade and flourish immensely within a short
span of time. Among

Aryans none other than the Vaisyas have revealed

such expertise in trade and commerce and the undying fighting spirit to keep
the tradition alive for such long years which further strengthened the fact of
their origin. 2 Therefore it is a proven fact now that in the ancient world's history
(B.C era) of textile industry India has always held a prominent place.
The way the Indian textile industry had developed can be clearly understood
from the following paragraph.
Professor Weber had mentioned in his book 'The skill of the Indians'-"In the
production of the delicate woven fabrics, in the mixing of colours, the working

( 2
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of metals and precious stones, the preparation of essences and in all manner of
technical arts, has from early times enjoyed a work-wide celebrity. There is
evidence that Babylon traded with India in 3000B.C. Mummies in Egyptian
tombs dating from 2000B.C. have been found wrapped in Indian muslin of the
finest quality. There was a very large consumption of Indian manufactured
textile in Rome. This is confirmed by the elder Pliney, who complained that
vast sums of money were annually absorbed by commerce with India".

3

During the rule ofMughal emperor Shahjahan, Bernier had descrlbid the capital
of the empire as follows- He speaks of his immense treasures, gold and silver
and jewellery, "a prodigious quantity of pearls and precious stones of ali
sorts'' ... and marvels over the incredible quantity of manufactured goods.
Embroideries, streaked silks, tufts of gold turbans, silver and gold cloth,
brocades, network of gold."

4

From the Indian Industrial Commission Report it is known that once how the
Indian weavers were much more evolved and advanced than their European
counterparts. "At a time when the west ofEurope, the birth place of the modern
industrial system, was inhabited by uncivilized tribes, India was famous for the
5

wealth of her rulers and for the high artistic skills of her craftsmen". In one
word it can

said that without the weaving industry the history of Indian

tradition and its rich heritage remains incomplete.
The remarkable Indian textile industry specially the cotton textile manufacturing
was primarily developed in Gujarat, Maharashtra and Bengal. Bengal had an
old reputation for cotton textile production the centre being at Dacca. Later
Shantipur also reached a place of prominence through their dexterity in the
weaving of finer cotton textile. In his book 'Arthasastra' Kautilya mentioned
that bengal was very famous for that weaving industry. 73 B. C. Pliney also
6

praised highly about the silky elegance and finesse of the muslin clothes. "The

(

3

)

muslins of Dacca were known to the Greeks under the name of Gangetika ....
Thus it may be safely concluded that in India the arts of cotton spinning and
cotton weaving were in a high state of proficiency two thousand years
ago ... cotton weaving was only introduced in England in the seventeenth
7

century". In 1496 A.D. Poet Bipradas had praised highly of the then cotton
textile woven in Bengal while mentioning of Saptagram in his composition
'Mansamangal'. It goes on like this- in Sixteenth Century A. D. several traders
used to visit Saptagram with loads of items in their ships and exchanged them
for cotton clothes and several other products from Bengal.

8

Therefore in the Hindu civilization during the ancient and the middle ages, weaving
industry had influenced so much that its eminence over other trade practices was
irrefutable. In Bengal, this racial division among the weavers was remarkable. In
"Biswakosh" we find Bengal weavers were divided into different classes like :
1) Ashwina or original weaver, who are again divided into five classes

Bardhamani, b) Barnakul, c) Modhyokul,

Madaran, e) Uttorkul. In

West Bengal majority of the weavers are Ashwina-s.
2) The weaver originating from the type called Balarami are again of two types

Barendra or Radhi. They lived at Pangsa and near the place which was north of
Faridpur District of East Bengal.
3) Banga- they lived in East BengaL It is well known by Basak Weavers that

they (Balarami) are the best. 20 miles north to Dacca city is Dhamradhu where
there was a settlement of about 250 Banga weavers.
4) The weavers at Dacca are divided into two sectors
a) Bara Bhagia or Jhapania

b) Choto Bhagia or Kayet Weaver

5) Barendra- they resided in Calcutta, Shantipur who are better educated and
cultured.

( 4
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6) Katur

7) Kora

8) Khir
9) Madhukori

10) Magan

11) Moriyali
12) Nir
13) Patra
14) Purandari
15) Purbokul
16) Radhi

17) Udvobi are only some of the many sectors of weavers that resides

BengaL

J 8) Dakshin kul- they are found in the districts ofHowrah, Hooghly, Calcutta
and

outnumbered others in population.

19) 1\1ogi-found in Dacca

20) Karam·- Kayastha tanti or weaver
21) Ganesh- found in the region where Purnea, Maida and Rajshahi districts

intersect, many of them are well educated.
22) In Midnapore we find another class of weavers who are well educated and
well off.
23) In Chanpur village ofMagura sub division of Jessore district, another class
of weaver resides. The Bengal weavers essentially belong to the nabasakh
segment and thus are mostly Vaisnab (worshipper of Vishnu) being disciples
. 9
of Khardah's G oswam1s.
Mention of weaving expertise in literature
After discussing the various sectors and division of classes among the weavers
in Bengal we shall C?bserve the presence of weaving industry and its dexterity in

(
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the contemporary literature.
The women in the Eighth to thirteenth century A.D used to wear scarf or Odhron
or dupatta. It symbolized the elegance and feminism that Duk had descrlbid in
the native dialect as

II

"Odhon kare bole mane

Takey loiya ghar keney"

II

In Srikrisnabijay we find the author fondly mentioning the elegance of the textile
that enhances the sublimity of a woman's beauty as
"Pater pachra prishte ghono udhe jai".
In the 14th century we find reference of uses ofneths in textile, bhuni made of
jute and kanchuli (primitive form of unwoven corsets).
10

ln the court of the king of Goud, varieties of Bengal textiles were used. In the
15 1h century again we come across the mention of scarves (odhna) by women
in Vaisnab Padaboli.
Bijay Gupta has mentioned about jute textiles in his 'Mansamangal', the folklore
m verses.

II "Nil odhna majhe mukh sova kore
Sonar kamal bali dongsibe bhromore"

II

The kanchuli (primitive form of unwoven corsets) of the l5 1h century were
intricately embroidered. In the 16th century we come across sarees with superior
texture and designs in different varieties like maghdomru, gangajoli, cheli,
meghambor, mokhmol.

11

We find mention of these superior varieties in Jodunandan's 'Gobindo Lilamrito".
This Century also witnessed the development of full length or 5.5 metre sarees
(baro haath). Poet Konkonchandi mentioned this in his composition.
Also the range of sarees like Khasajora, Dubra (thicker quality) was woven as
mentioned in Dwija Kalidas's Mansamangal.

(
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)

j

In the 17th century more varieties of sarees in different colours came into being

j

like Jatrasiddho, Khunchaneth, Munjoful, Agniful, Safaria.

j

In Jagjiban's 'Mansamangal' we find mention of Munjoful saree. Agnikul saree

j

was known to be the finer variety.

12

j

From the above discussion it is revealed that the Bengal weavers had actually

j

rendered a finer touch of artistic excellence to the weaving industry, thus making
j

the Indian textile highly fashionable and popular across the world.
j

To understand the evolution of weaving industry in Bengal it is essential to
j

discuss briefly the political and economic condition of Bengal during that time.

j

During the Hindu rule prior to Mughals there was no separate existence of
and western part of

j

no specific proof to the extent of its

j

frontiers. From the Chinese travellers's (Hiuen Tsang, who reached Bengal in

j

63 8 A.D. a year after Sasanka's death) travelogues one can know, under

j

Sasanka

rule Bengal was prosperous. Tamluk was a prosperous port then.

j

But after the death oof Sasanka his kingdom started falling into fragments and

j

demarcation of land as Bengal. Comprising
Bengal, Gour had existed but there

prosperity ofTamluk port was declining. In north Bengal there was a kingdom

j

whose capital was Poundrabardhana. In his writing he has marvelled the garden

j

and decoration of the custom duty office on the bank of the river near the port
j

So business was another means of economics in Bengal then. Even during the
j

reign ofPal dynasty (750-1162) commerce in Bengal was advanced. The decline
j

of Tamluk and fall of Saptagram had happened within the 81h century. Pal rule

j

has witnessed many political crises, which has devastated progress of trade
and industries in Bengal. Soon the Sen dynasty followed in with the decline of

j

the Palas. Meanwhile at the onset of the 13th century Turkish invasion had

j

thrown Bengal into another political crises though the Sen dynasty continued

j

even after that for a while and eventually the independent Bengal emerged.

13
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j
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In the middle age the pathans had ruled Bengal for 400 years with a few
intermittent Hindu rulers ruling in between. Some fragmented kingdoms were
established here and there. The pathan ruler Hossain Shah 1453-1511 had
enriched the Bengal history in various ways. The pathan and hindu rulers had
never submitted to the Delhi throne. During this period commerce had flourished
in Bengal to a great extent so that it earned Bengal the complement 'Jinnat-UlBelat' meaning, heaven on earth. In this era peace,law and order were maintained
c

.

.

1or gulte sometime.

]4

In 15 7 6 after the death of Dayud Khan, Mughals took over BengaL Akbar"s
witnessed prosperity and expansion in trade and commerce as peace and
order were maintained. But the revolt

the Baro Bhuiyan again caused

disturbance in peace and order. Therefore the Mughal subedars started ruling
Bengal clasping the reign tightly. Trade and commerce rose to prominence
during this tenure. After the fall ofVenice and Geneva, commerce in India was
predominated by the Portuguese and the Dutch traders. But goods were exported
from India across the world even prior to the advent of the Portuguese in
Indian trade. The Portuguese had entered into Indian mainland in the 16th
century and dominated the commercial activities in Saptagram and Chattagram
areas and extended their
Tamluk.

Dacca, Sripur, Bakula, Hooghly, Hijli and

15

The Portuguese's predominance over the waterways started hampering export
of goods by Bengali traders. The foreign traders and their dominance started
affecting the ever-strong financial base of the Bengal traders. Till then goods
from Bengal were exported to Asian and East European countries and exports
had exceeded imports. On 31st December 1600 AD, East India Company secured
the permission from Queen Victoria to trade with the East Indies. In 1611 they
started settling down in Muslipattam and Petapalli to set up business here.

16
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Till this period Bengal was the largest business centre in India. Saptagram was
gradually losing its grandeur, Qashim bazaar and Hooghly were at their zenith.
Dhaka was declining but still atleast 100 shiploads of goods were exported.

17

The trade scenario in India started changing from the 171h century. Though the
East India Company had started business in India they were still unable to set
up an encouraging business atmosphere like the Dutch as they lacked in market
setup in the Far East. They were willing to start business in the East with
textiles from Gujarat from 1639 and even set up direct trading activity between
18

India and England. Gradually Indian goods started reaching a bigger market
introducing Indian textile to the farthest corners of the world.
In the early years of the 17th century Bengal could

the Dutch or

English primarily because it lacked in law and order, and the Portuguese traders
controlled its riverine ports. Also the Bengal political scenario was disrupted
revolts, battles and frequent change in rule that had repelled the traders.
Bengal then had two prime ports, Hooghly and Pipli and another reason that
discouraged the new entrants in trade was lack of any seaport in Bengal.
Moreover the European goods were not so popular among the Indians then;
rather Indian goods were in high demand in the rest of Asia specially textile
from Gujarat had huge market in South Asia.
Coastal Regions and

19

Principal Exports

Destination

chief seaports

Bengal-Hooghly, Pipli,

Provisions (Rice and

Pegu and Tenasserim,

Balasore, Chittagang

Sugar) muslin

Malacca, and beyand
Achin-extensive
.
coastwise
tra de. 20

The Portuguese controlled the entire trading activity in the 16th century and
this was carried on mainly in three routes. "The first was by sea to the Arabian

( 9 )

coast at Aden and thence to Cairo and Alexandria. The second was by sea to
the Persian Gulf and thence by land to Aleppo and on to the Laventine ports.
The third lay overland by Kandahar to the cities of Persia and Turkey. The
chief were those of the Malabar Coast and Diu and Surat further to the north. "

21

Till the first half of the 17th century business did not commence in significant
manner between Bengal or for that matter India and the European companies.
India was trading directly with the Asian, East European countries.
Though along with the Portuguese the Dutch, French and English had penetrated
into the Indian mainland, in this period we also come across the Armenian and
traders in BengaL Besides we have reference of traders from different
regions of India like kashmiri, multani, rajasthani, afghans and pathans, sheikhs,
pageya, bhutia, sanyasi etc (Pageya-s were the Hindi speaking traders with the
turban on head.)

22

The Mughals had captured the Hooghly port in 1632 and that initiated the rise
ofHooghly and decline ofSaptagram though its prosperity continued for another
3 0 years. In 1667 Dutch Admiral Warwick wrote that, Sapta gram is still the
oldest port and holding the flame of pride. It is mainly controlled by the
Portuguese traders.

23

Gradually the Government headquarters were shifted to Hooghly and the bank
of the Bhagirathi started emerging as a major business centre. There is a
controversy around the date when the Portuguese had arrived in Hooghly.
According to "Hooghly past and present" in 153 7 the Portuguese had secured
right in the place in terms of raising offices and forts from emperor Akbar. It
was because traders were facing problems in conducting business from
Saptagram. Again O'Malley said that in 1570 the Portuguese had secured the
right of business and raising major establishments in Hooghly from Suleman
Karnani. Bandel was the port from which the Portuguese used to operate. Rice,

( 10 )

wheat, oil, pipul, sugar, butter, silk, blue dye, jute, cut pieces, umbrellas, rope,
textile woven from threads ofTishi trees were the items which were exported
24

from the port. Tax imposed on imported goods was at the minimal rate of2.5
percentages. Now the question arises why the tax rate was kept so low on
imported foreign goods. The fact to be noted here is that the Mughals had
always encouraged trade and commerce with the foreign companies and to
expand it further they had imposed such low rate of tax. At that time the Mughals
did not have the practice of charging high rate of interest on imported foreign
goods in order to secure the market of domestic production. Bengal had also
enjoyed a monopoly in the trade in the International market without any
•

competitor.
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Because of its location on the bank ofBhagirathi, Hooghly gradually became a
popular trade centre. Indian goods were exported to other countries like
England, France, Netherlands and trade thus expanded. In 1649 the English
company was not able to expand its business through the sea route though in
163 3 they were able to set up an establishment in Balasore.
In 1621 the East India Company had once attempted to send calico from the
Arabian coast to London but it did not find any market. So the company did
not try anymore in that

In 1649 though export had increased still there

was not much demand for calico or muslin. But there was a significant demand
for the same in the markets of Africa and America as the Portuguese had run a
monopoly in trading with these goods in those countries. Indian calico had
entered the European market in the form of tablecloth, handkerchiefs, bedcovers
etc. Till then the Europeans had only used linen materials for making such
products.

26

In 1650, East India Company had raised their establishment in Hooghly. They
were the major buyer in the port. Till then their major export centres were

(
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Surat, Ahmedabad, Bombay and Madras. In 1664 half of the total volume of
textile exported by the company was from Surat that amounted to 35 percent
of the total volume of goods exported by the company. Madras exported 41
percent of the textiles that is 48 percent of the total sales volume of goods
exported by the company where, from Bengal, it only amounted to 9 percent
textiles amounting to 17 percentages of total sales volume of goods exported
by the company. Bengal handloom products were of very high quality and
priced high, hence was not exported much to Europe. Handloom products
were exported from Gujarat, Madras and the least from Bengal. But price in
order, was just the opposite. Bengal

be~.

_,the producer of the highest priced

products and Madras the least, Gujarat being the second highest. The four
varieties of clothes that were exported were Sallemporces (Salempuris),
Londuced, Gurrahs (Garras) and Cossaces (Khasas). The first two varieties
were produced in south India. Till 1725 these two varieties were exported and
the last

. . were exporte d f rom Benga1.27
vanetles

Though the East India Company had settled in India for trade till the reign of
emperor Shahjahan or even later, Bengal textiles were exported only to the
Arab countries and Asiatic regions. The reason why the finer quality of Bengal
textiles could not attract or reach the European market were due to some
problems related to the port, the Portuguese dominance, the high price of Bengal
textiles and also because of the fact that the English had then settled in Madras
and operated from there.
Business in Bengal was on a boom then. Bengal textiles were then procured by
most of the royal and aristocrat families of India. The entire country saw trade
under uniform rate of tax, as the central rule was strong under the Mughals.
Though the Mughal dynasty was declining, its effect had still not fallen on the
empire. With the change in political scenario, the business scenario changed

(
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too as because the European companies were then competing against each
other to get hold of the export industry in Bengal.

28

Another remarkable feature of the 17th century was that trade and commerce in
Bengal was under the Mughal Subedars's control. Though Bengal was under
central Mughal rule yet it was bit detached. After the cessation of wars Bengal
had started settling down with peace since that last few years. The absence of
the prolonged ruling complexity had started attracting the foreign traders. The
Delhi Badshah (ruler) was only for namesake, the real power rested with the
Mughal Subedars (known as Nababs ). Though the subedars bonded with the
Bengalis and adopted Bengali culture yet Bengal was equally exploited even
during the Mughal rule, though the

was

drained outside the country.
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From Raja Todarmal's 'Washil Tuma' r Jama, it is known that in 1582 Bengal
had 18 sarkars, 682 mahals and tax was Re/Rs 1, 06, 85, 944. In 1587 AD Man
Singh had visited BengaL

returned to Agra

1604. The Portuguese had

entered Bengal in 1537-38. During the rule ofNurjahan's brother Ibrahim Khan
in 1620, the East India Company had built their establishment in Patna. The
next Subedar was Shahjahan who became the emperor in 1628AD. By
Shahjahan 's order when Inayetulla captured Hooghly in 1632 the Portuguese
influence was curtailed. Since then Hooghly was the main port for trade and
commerce.
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Saptagram declined farther. In 1640 though the English had entered Bengal but
till then it was not their main centre of trade as already discussed before.
In 1657, there were 34 Sarkars, 1305 Mahals and tax was imposed at the following
'

rates Re 1,31,15,907.
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Shayesta Khan ruled Bengal from the year 1664 to

1688. During this period East India Company, French Company along with
other foreign companies availed certain facilities to continue trade and commerce
in Bengal.
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In 1651 the English company had secured some facilities for trade and commerce
from Shuja. This was gradually opening up trade opportunities in Bengal for
before the European companies. During this period there was remarkable clash
between the Mughal Subedars and the English or Portuguese companies. Like
in 1686 at the encounter at Hooghly between the Nabab 's army and the company
the latter's establishment was destroyed.
The English company had to bear a loss of rupees 45 lakhs. The company
begged for forgiveness before the Badshah and secured permission for duty
free trade. Hooghly was the favourite port to the English. Stresum, the governor
of Madras after consulting the members of the council, informed the Court of
inl

Ill

1st November that Hooghly was the most suitable

place for trade and commerce as all products from Bengal are imported and
exported from here.
Apart
econom1
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are many more advantages to trade. It was easier and
convey messages to Qasimbazar by land or waterways. In 1674

the French entered a treaty with Subedar Shayesta Khan. In 1693 they had
secured a permit from Aurangzeb to trade in Bengal, Bihar and Orissa like the
Dutch. During Subedar Shayesta Khan's rule the French settled in
Chandannagore, Dutch at Chinsurah, Dinemar at Srirampore and conducted
trade and commerce from these places respectively. The Mughal subedars then
exploited the Bengal wealth both legitimately and illegitimately. A huge amount
of revenue was sent to the Mughal court. Due to the entry of various foreign
companies in the trade and commerce, business was expanding and hence the
wealth. The rulers used to exploit and earn taking resort to all wrong means and
carried them as they retired and returned back to their homeland. "Shayesta
Khan had ruled for 22 years and carried back home 3 8 crores of money with

him~'. At the beginning of the 18th century the volume of revenue remitted to
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the Mughal Durbar was increasingly enormous.
During the end of the 17th century the decay of Mughal finance started due to
various reasons and after the reign of Aurangzeb it became precarious. In 1701
Murshid Kuli Khan became the Dewan of Bengal. During his rule Bengal remitted
a huge amount of revenue to Delhi Durbar. In 1712 after the death ofBahadur
Shah the new emperor Farukhshiar granted a 'Farman' or special permit to the
East India Company In exchange of annual fees of Rs 3000 the company
procured duty free trade in India which gave them extra advantage over all
Indian and foreign traders in the country. Within 1670 the English had established
settlement in Qasimbazar with patna and Dacca. Calcutta started
since the end of 17th and beginning of 18th century.
Studying the business scenario of the 17th century against the pretext of the
then political scenario that the financial condition in Bengal in the first half of
the

was dependent upon the control of the Mughal Subedars and was

very much an integral part of the financial picture of the entire country. But
the latter half of the century the picture started changing, the business scenario
also changed. But Bengal was still attached to the central rule till the 17th
century. Till the beginning of the 18th century during the reign ofMurshid Quli
K11an revenue was remitted to the Mughal Durbar. Though from the administrative
and other points of view he was an independent ruler but remittance of revenue
had helped maintaining a strong bond with the Delhi durbar due to which the
foreign companies never dared to avail any extra advantage in Bengal during
his reign. This was definitely because Murshid Quli Khan was an able and very
strong administrator. He also exercised complete control over the use of seal
and signature over the English company. In 1722 the rate of revenue in Bengal
was rupee/rupees 1,42,88, 186. Bengal was divided into 13 Chaklas, 34 Sarkars,
1660 Parganas. During the 12 years tenure of Sujauddin's rule (after Murshid

(
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Quli) revenue remitted to the Delhi Durbar was rupees 14,62,538. The drain
of revenue out of Bengal led to scarcity ofsiiver coins. There was rise in price
leading to inflation. But still until the time of Alivardi Khan there was constant
flow of revenue from within the state to out of it to the Delhi Durbar.
From last quarter of the 17th century Bengal started featuring as the primary
place whose products were exported by the English, Dutch and the French
companies. The main centers of export in Bengal were Dacca, Chattagram,
Shantipur, Maldah etc. Besides the finest muslin, mulmul, tangail from Bengal
there were the exquisitely done embroideries by the women from Shantipur and
adjoining areas. Surprisingly, use of machine was rare, advantages of labour
distribution were not felL Weaving was an integral part of the lives of men,
women and children. The sound of the loom was their heartbeat. The industry
had grown up amidst several advantages and disadvantages. Still the excellent
from Bengal was unparallel in their texture and design. The reason behind
the prosperity and increasing demand in the European market for the Bengal
textile was due to its low cost of production. Want of technology was not a
disadvantage. The united effort of sometimes an entire family supported by
lots of passion and love. The labour cost was low as cheap labour was available
and that kept the cost of production low. But in Europe availability of cheap
labour was unthinkable, hence this product from Bengal was very popular and
in great demand. During the last phase of the 17th century and first half of the
18th century, Bengal textile was exported across the country. Again, traders
from different parts of India purchased Bengal textiles and sold them across
the country. The political scenario in Bengal cum India was very favourable for
business for the European companies. Narendra Krishna Sinha has appropriately
commented "In the first century ofMughol rule (1575-1675) the other world is
said to have come to Bengal and Bengal went out of herself to the other world."
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In the first half of the 18th century on one side Bengal was getting detached
from the central Mughal rule and on the other side it was trading directly with
Europe with new products through different European companies and this had
begun to change the socio-economic condition in Bengal.
Now let us focus upon East India Company. In 1600 the company was formed
with 125 shareholders and its capital was 70000pounds. In 1700 they built their
36

headquarter in Calcutta. In 75 years the capital of the company increased to
13 lakhs pounds. Before the end of the 17th century dividend at the rate 150%
37

were distributed among the shareholders. Printed fabric lengths from Madras
and Bombay exported to England and then it was further exported from there
other

of Europe but finer quality white fabric lengths from Bengal were

great demand in London where the printing factories had come up. It is
remarkable that England manufactured cotton fabrics in the beginning of 17th
was not of significant quality or quantity till 1656-57. In
McPherson's words,"

quality oflinen manufactured in the British dominions

was so triffling as not to be equal to, perhaps the thousandth part of the
consumption and then it was evidently good national economy to encourage
the use of Indian Calicoes which were much cheaper than linen".
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So this is a

fact that when England was learning all about weaving, Bengal's woven textile
was much admired ,across the world.
Like in the past, in 18th century, the economic condition in Bengal was linked to
the political developments. From the beginning of the century taking advantage
of the weak central rule, disintegrated regional powers raised their heads in
Bengal and other parts of the country. The regional powers laid different duties
on products as per their discretion and this hampered the provincial business
of Bengal. On the other hand, Bengal's trade link with Persia was damaged due
to its worthless cruel ruler Nadir Shah.
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Trade with other Arabian countries
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also decayed fast, so in the first half of the century Bengal's inter-state and
export was considerably disturbed.
It was Murshid Quli Khan who revived Bengal from this crisis. Within the
second decade of the century he tried to revive economic, political scenario in
Bengal and established strong foundation. The peaceful environment created in
Bengal during his reign was the prime reason in attracting the foreign companies
to the state. During the rule of Murshid Quli Khan and then his son-in-law
Sujauddin followed by Alivardi Khan, despite the Mughal control, Bengal was
able to establish a different individual image.
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To improve the economic scenario, Murshid Quli Khan changed the Jamindari
System to lay definite land revenue. To overcome the business crisis he
encouraged the foreign companies to initiate trade in Bengal.
Murshid Quli Khan had excellent rapport with the European companies. Bengal
politics grew complex again at the time of Alivardi Khan. This was due to the
aggression ofMaratha and Afghan. During the time ofMurshid Quli Khan the
British company was expanding its business without the restriction of central
rule. Besides the company, their staff and representatives also availed of the
benefits of carrying out unrestricted trade in Bengal. Situation started changing
during the reign of Alivardi Khan. In the words of Dr. Kali Kinkar Dutta --"But with the accession of Alivardi the company had to deal with a Nawab who
was as strong as he was upright and who had a keen insight" .... he understood
perfectly well the interests of his Government, favoured the poor merchants
and administered justice very fairly when complaints succeeded in reaching
. " 41
hlm.
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The western region of I_len~al was affected by the Maratha aggression. It had
also affected the business of different foreign companies but efficiency and

..

"241092
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the words of Narendra Krishna Sinha "In other parts of Bengal peace was
maintained, trade flourished and wealth accumulated".
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Alivardi used to collect money from the English company using strict measures.
The company though not fully but could give some money satisfying him
partially. When Nawab had demanded 25lakhs from the company the latter
could only give 3.5 lakh and was acquitted for the time.
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If the company could not render money, the Nawab's army would seal the
establishment. Consequently major English establishments like Dhaka were
worse affected. Besides the Maratha invasion had also rendered huge loss to
44

the English companies. The political disaster had destroyed economy, finance,
agriculture and

Bengal significantly. Precisely it can be said that

before the English monopoly in trade destroyed the Bengal economy, the Maratha
invasion had already shattered it.
the textile

of Bengal was flourishing. By dint of his strict rule

equality in treatment for all, the English could not avail of any added
advantage to their benefit. Bengal continued exporting its textile to different
parts of the world through the foreign companies. Alivardi's rule was literally
devoid of central control that later had tempted different authority to come to
a power struggle began. Apart from the Marathas, in 1742 the Ayodha
advance, in 1748 the Afghan attempt are some of the instances supporting the
above statement. Later the English drew advantage from the fact that Bengal
was isolated from the central Mughal rule. P.J.Marshall has discussed the fact
how Alivardi had isolated Bengal from the Mughal control and ruled
independently. "Alivardi Khan ruled a virtually autonomous state. He seized his
position by force, subsequently gained imperial endorsement, and he filled
offices at his own direction, even if he sought imperial ratification for most of
them later. The practical power of the Nawabs of Bengal was such that Alivardi
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Khan was able to dispose of offices throughout the provinces, with virtually no
regard to Delhi. The major appointments were those of the Naibs, or Deputies
to the Nawab, appointed in Patna for Bihar, Cuttack for Orisha, and Dhaka for
Eastern Bengal, which has virtually administrated as a separate entity"
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.....

"But he had not thrown off his allegiance to the ideal of a Mughols Empire."
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Political turmoil had adversely affected agriculture and trade yet the
competitiveness among the foreign companies was remarkable. Meanwhile the
English company had established its settlement at Santipur (a place in Nadia
district in Bengal) spending lakhs of rupees. The reason behind settling down
at Santipur was for its location on the bank of the river Ganges (Ganga) that
facilitated waterway transportation. Later, this became significant as Dutch
settlement. From Santi pur and Dacca muslin, mulmul were exported to Europe.
Muslin from Dacca was of four types L Mulmul 2. Daria 3. Charkhana 4.

Jamdani.
Various types ofMulmul are : Obroya, Mar1:jer, Mulmulkhas, Saugati, Sarbati,

Sabnam, Khasa, Jhuna, Sarkar, Ali, Gangajal, Terindom, Hammam, Dimti,
Sani, Jangalkhana and Galabandh.
Various types of daria are : dorakata, Muslin, Nandanshahi, Anardana,

utar, Khop, Sakuta, bachhadar, Bapachhadar, Kustidar.
Varieties of Jamdani : Nayansukh, Butidar, Subarnabuti Chawal, Dublijal,

Mel, Tercha, Karela, Jolibar, Toradar, Pannahajra.
Besides Modonkhas, Albolla, Kasida, Meghdombur, Naste were the other
finer varieties of muslin delicately woven in those days.
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There was huge demand for these elegant sarees in Europe. The English
procured bullions from their homeland and continued investment in the trade.
Patna, Qasimbazar, Rongpur, Rampur Bauliah, Lakshmipur, Kamarkhali, Santipur
Burron (in Nadia District), Sonamukhi, Radhanagar, Kheerpoy, Haripal,
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Gollagore, Jongipur, Surodha, Dacca, Kalinga, Balasore, Maida, Baranagar,
Dhaniakhali, Harrial etc were the major textile centres of the British.
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But till the time of alivardi 's reign the English could not dare to misuse the seal
and establish monopoly in trade in Bengal. Till 1740 the French were better off
than the British in trading in some areas. East India Company continued dadoni
trade ti111753. in 1755 the amount of dadoni given is as follows:
Data of dadoni in 1755 :-

TABLE NO.-1
Places

Rs

Ana

Pai

Santi pur

93592

3

15

Haripal

85443

8

10

Dhaniakhali

38533

3

5

Gollagore

38518

3

10

Cuttorah

51400

6

10

Burron

82261

5

Harrial

224110

6

15

Buddaul

79483

14

10

Kheerpoy

162570

12

Maida

264007

2

Calcutta

59500

Barahanagar

78015

2

Sonamooky

22099

14

10

10

Source: Ghosh, Binay- Badshahi Amol
Sharma, Kali Prasannya - Banglar Itihas - Nababi Amol, 13 08 Bangabdo,
Page- 430.
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In 1757 the investment by the company is shown a table below: TABLE NO.-2
The investment figure mostly consisting of cloth, for the year 1757 was as
follows:Places

Rs

Santi pore

1,68,500

Cuttorah

64,000

Kheerpoy

2,48,675

Maida

3,52,450

Harrial

3,11,970

Buddaul

71,670

Gollagore

20,800

Burron

1,04,800

Sonamooky

1,01,220

Haripaul

1,54,645

Calcutta

1,69,720

Source : Letters to Court, 10 January, 1758 : Fort William - India House
Correspondence, Vol- II, Para- 35, P- 267
Mitra, Debendra Bejay - Cotton Weavers of Bengal - Page - 14

The above-mentioned Gollagore, Cuttorah are probably meant to be Balagarh
and Katoa respectively. But it is difficult to identify Burron or Buddaul. It is
worth marking that the company's amount of dadoni in 1681 was 1,40,000
pound.
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In 1755 its expansion was huge. But till this time the weavers had

ample freedom. Till1756 and even during Siraj 's reign the manufacturer could
use his money for production and had the freedom to sell it according to his
choice. Till then despite the change in trading practise in the country the market
across the country including Bengal did not encounter the competition of the
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international market. Like the producer exercised bargaining power the customers
could also exercise their options freely. In one word, 150 years after the entry
of the foreign companies the producers still had their freedom intact.
Before the advent of different foreign companies in the commercial market in
Bengal, volume of textile exported was limited. From 1730-40 the volume of
export had picked up and scores of orders poured in from different companies.
This led to a change in the production pattern as well. Though the producer
exercised freedom but slowly grew dependent on the creditors or mahajan.
Initially weavers were by birth (caste and creed) and tradition and the villages
were self-sufficient. Situation changed. The price of textile soared up. With
.
.
mcreas1ng
and production people from other castes broke in into the
profession, thus people from different castes joined in and under the roof of
same industry or sangha. Initially an experienced weaver used to work with a
single assistant

The latter would work with little wage; mostly a boy

the age of 12-14 years would do such work. There was no division of
labour. The relation between the chief weaver and his assistant was like that of
a family member. During the Mughal rule there used to be separate workshop
for weaving where under the same roof different producers would produce
different products. Things changed in the beginning of the 18th century. The
huge volume of export of textile from here was a matter of deep concern for
the British. Previously the production and export of Indian textile during the
Mughal period was limited. But later as the volume the manifold increase affected
the budding industries ofEngland.
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The cotton fabrics, white lengths exported from India to England and later
dyed there was of far superior quality than those produced in England and the
latter failed to create appeal in the market over the Indian variety. Hence to
safeguard the budding textile industry in England a law was passed on 29th
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September in 1701 in the British Parliament. The law banned the use of goods
exported from Bengal, China, Persia, East Indies by East India Company in
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Great Britain. But Indian cotton fabrics especially the muslin was very popular
in Great Britain and that led to continued use of dyed or printed Indian cotton
fabrics that adversely affected the burgeoning textile industry in Great Britain.
So in 1720 another law was conceded.
It declared anyone who flouts the law and sells printed/dyed Indian cotton
2

fabrics would be penalized with a fine of20 pounds. 5 Despite the enactments
by the parliament the textile industry in England did not grow significantly until
the year 1760 as till then England was known as a major centre for wool and
woollen products. Till 1760 the machine woven products made in England
were inferior to the finer quality produced in India.
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The export of Indian textile including white cotton lengths, muslins and other
varieties continued. The whole of l8 1h century witnessed the export of large
volumes of Indian cotton lengths both white and coloured, muslins into England
that were farther exported to other countries of the world. In 1772 Henry Patullo
said that the demand of Indian Textile was not-to-dwindle, as no other country
has products parallel to those produced in India and worth of competing with
•
Its
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Following are the data on the textile (cotton fabrics) exported from India to
England and its value. The data reveals that how the export has increased from
1766 to 1818 and how it has soared high.
TABLE NO.-3

Official value of Cotton goods Exported from Great Britain 1766-1818
Year

Exports

Year

£
1766

220,759

Exports

£
1780

355,060

(
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was a textile-printing factory that was mainly dependent on the Indian cotton
'1 55
textLe.

It was previously mentioned that the English company was interested in trading

with Bengal. From 1693-98 the volume of export had increased yet the volume
of export and order decreased thereafter in next 10 years. The reason behind it
was the Parliament Act, 1700. Meanwhile the company had appealed before the
Council in St. George that textile from Madras was less profitable compared to
Bengal and hence sought permission for investing in Bengal textiles. Therefore
the situation started changing in the next two decades. The act passed in the
Parliament in 1701 failed to disturb the company's activities in Bengal. In 1710
the export volume of textile comprised of 25o/o from Surat, 28% from Madras,
and Bengal 4 7%. From 1728-60 Bengal exported about 60-80% of the total
volume of Indian textiles exported which included finer and expensive quality
fabrics. In 1717 the law passed had actually put the business of the East India
Company on solid foundation. Later in 1720 when the second Parliament Act
was passed unlike the former act the latter could not affect the business much.
After 1720 subsequently in the following three decades the volume of export
each year from Bombay and madras Presidency amounted to 150,000 pounds
6

whereas from Bengal alone it was thrice the amount-400,000 pounds. 5
this

re-exporting products

England

company earned back

sufficient amount to reinvest for importing products from Bengal. Thus the
Bengal textile industry grew favourite in the English market. Among the cotton
fabrics exported from Bengal gurrahs and cossacs were the key choices. In
1742 the mainly export of gurrahs reached the peak. Gurrahs were of superior
quality and more expensive than the Cussacs. In 1710 they amounted to 5 to
10% of the total volume of export. In 1730 it increased to 15% of the entire
volume of export. In 1748 war affected business in Madras and export was
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worse affected. The French were weakened by the first and second Karnataka
war but the third war finally broke their backbone. After 1763 they completely
withdrew from the business activities in Bengal. Southern India was devastated
by war being engaged in war with Mysore hence Bengal was better positioned
in business. Apart from gurrahs finer quality of other varieties like tanjeebs
(tanzebs), humhums and mul (malmal) were exported from Bengal. But printers
and common men preferred gurrahs. The latter was low in price and that made
it stand apart among other varieties. The Bengal weavers moved with time and
demand in the international market and produced accordingly. Consequently
during the years 1734,1739,1742 exported 2,00,000 pieces of clothe to London. 5

7

The employees of the company carried back home finer qualities of sari lengths
that changed the taste of the European clientele. A demand for Bengal textile
started growing among the buyers in London. The printers in London started
following the designs of the Bengal textile. In one word by the grace of the East
India Cmnpany Bengal textile in its traditional form entered the English market
Side by side ample export from England itself yielded revenue and this
undoubtedly favoured the Industrial Revolution.
The success from the battle ofPlassey in 1757 earned the company economic,
cornmercial and political benefits and subsequent control gained had put the
business of the company in Bengal in a secured position. The finer control of
the East India Company is also a remarkable feature. The establishments of the
company were not scattered and even if they were, the Calcutta Council had
ample control over them. The employees of the company were well aware of
the quality of the products with which the company traded. They had engaged
the dadni traders for ensuring the quality. The samples collected were matched
with the final delivered lot to ensure the quality by the council. Therefore the
power and control of the dadni traders increased over the weavers. Sometimes
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under the dadni system goods were not delivered despite the agreement.
Consequently the Council directed the Court of Directors to instruct the dadni
traders to give lesser advance to the producers. The dadni traders refused to
accept the instruction. Until 1753 these traders had also worked under the
French and the Dutch. The latter used to invest substantial amount in the trade.
After 1740 traders started losing interest in business with the English East India
Company. The dadni traders many a time failed to collect and deliver the
products as per the agreement, hence the company completely stopped making
investments through the dadni traders. Instead they started establishing direct
control over the producers working at different workshops through their
agents. The Court of Directors instructed the Council to appoint
a cash keeper with each gomastah. Here one feature is noteworthy that the
gomastah system aggravated the misuse of dastak (special permit). When
the dastak its investment as per government sources
amounted to 3 3 lakhs. It

worth mentioning that dastak was granted to the

company for import and export. It was not meant for any internal trading, any
personal trading or trading by the company employees at personal level. The
employees of the company illegitimately procured
products at different places

denied the ·

traded with Bengal

of paying any tax on it to the

government. Later this issue became a major bone on contention between Mir
Qasim and the English company.
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This illegitimate business was further facilitated by the gomastah system. In the
words of Long that before and after Plassey weavers were brought to Calcutta
from Santi pur, Dacca against dadon by the gomastahs.
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"Gomastahs

mcouraged good weavers to settle in Calcutta. The provision of investment in
nd above Calcutta by Gomastahs, was so beneficial to the company, that we
an not think of a better option. You are therefore, to pursue that method, with
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every addition that can be suggested and shall be found reasonable for its
improvement. In particular, we earnestly recommend your giving every possible
encouragement to bring the weavers to settle in and about the neighbourhood
of Fort William on both sides of the river, particularly into the thirty eight
villages, totally acceded to us by the treaty with the Nawab, ...... involvement
may be provided in and near the principal settlements of Dacca, Cassajora and
Santi pur. "
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The company could not procure much benefit till or little after the reign of
Murshid Quli Khan it was only possible with the expansion of the gomastah
system. N. K. Sinha has rightly remarked "In 1753 the English East India
in India decided

adopt the policy of making investment

not through the agency of the country merchants who were known as dadni
merchants but with the assistance of their servants, their own gomastas. This
enabled them
manner.

up private trade with investment in a more efficacious

The introduction of gomastah system met the English undue desire

of establishing profitable business using illegitimate use of power but the demand
of the company's employees, independent English traders and their pressure
for their individual demands to satisfy personal interest the character of the
Bengal traditional weaving industry changed. Till the time ofAlivardi the company
and its employees were forced to keep their illegitimate practices within a limit.
They could not get any opportunity to exercise a monopolistic control over the
weaving industry. After the Maratha invasion in 17 53 though the English company
could increase its investment in the industry, still the French had an impressive
business running in Bengal. The French ship used to carry products from
Chandannagore to Madina, Pegu, Achin, Canton and Persia. The British had
primarily invested in cotton piece goods, silk piece goods, raw silk and saltpetre.
In addition to these, the Dutch used to export opium and calico as well. Another
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instance of absolute control during Alivardi 's reign is that though the English
and the French had fought in Karnataka several times but they were not allowed
to do the same in Bengal.
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The situation changed after the company's success in the battle of Plassey in
1757. The company needed to change the Nawab to establish its control over
Bengal textile industry and the political change for financial benefit. The victory
at the battle of Plassey also opened the door of colonialism in India to the
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British. In 1651 the English had procured the permit of duty free business in
India from the emperor Suja at Delhi in lieu of Rs 3000 which the Nawabs at
Bengal had denied it to them, the battle ofPlassey paved way to restitution of
that right. "The privileges which they were already enjoying by a nishan or
sealed permit Shuja granted in 1651-duty free trade on payment of3000 rupees,
and the rights over Calcutta whether Zamindari or Talukdari- were confirmed.
Beyond
Bengal. It

scope was left for the exercise of discretion by the government of
said that the battle of Plassey was fought to regain the

rights granted by the farman and hasb-ul-hukm which were denied by the Nawabs
of Bengal. The theory ofNawabi intransigence is based on a misinterpretation
ofthe language of the farman and of the administrative practices of the day."
As a result
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which in 1753 specially after 1750, the gomastahs, brokers and

Paikars kept very strict and close vigilance over the production and producers
that the latter were forced to handover their entire produce to them. These
employees took advantage of the political situation and went on to increase
their respective financial prospects. The local and regional traders for which
the Bengal weavers previously used to weave textiles slowly died down. Between
1757-72 the gomastahs, brokers and agents warded them off. In 1763 the French
withdrew completely. The other companies also stayed away especially from
the company's establishments at Santipur. To ensure control over the Santi pur
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establishment the company took many measures. One of the measures were
providing pension to the employees of the establishment and superannuating
erudite persons like Gourgobinda Khan, Becharam Bhattacharya, Ramhari
Pramanik, Brojokishore Bidyanta, Mahesh Chandra Bandopadhyay.
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Apart from this there were Raghuram Sarbavauma, Kandarpa Siddhantabagish,
Gokulchand Goswami, Sibram Bachaspati, Harihar Bidyabagish, Ramprasad
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Bhattacharya who were honoured with grants. To build rapport with the local
people the employees of the company alongwith the locals had build a tutorial
within the establishment for local children that was continued for long time.
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s shows how Santipur establishment was important and profitable for the
Company. In Bengal, goods were started to produce according to the market
detnand in Europe. After the Industrial Revolution the European market regulated
export and production in BengaL Their will forced Bengal once again to
become solely dependent upon agriculture. In the words ofN.K.Sinha- "The
entire economy of Bengal was dominated by the needs of the European markets
in 1760's, 1770's and 1780's."
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Thus the East India Company started to establish monopolistic control over
the Bengal cotton textile industry. After 1757 all the governors appointed had
invested increasingly to facilitate export in Europe. But the company did not
pay the weavers any justifiable amount. So the weavers were keen on selling the
production to the French and the Dutch who used to pay fully and buy the
products. To prevent the weavers from selling products to any other client the
Council appointed a peon with the gomastha to keep vigilance over, but the
weavers being poorly paid by the company showed reluctance to work for it.
The Court of Directors was aware of the injustice upon the weavers. In protest
against the injustice over the weavers the weavers of Santi pur had written two
letters to the Council. Many weavers gave up their traditional occupation. Court
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of Directors protested against the injustice upon the weavers and voiced for
their independence. It debated in favour of the weavers that in absence of
freedom to work the quality of work will deteriorate.
The famine of 1770 not only harmed the handloom industry of Bengal but also
affected the commercial activities of the East India Company. In Bengal the
worst affected areas were Purnea and Nadia, large number of people died in
the famine causing the agricultural activities to collapse. In the words ofW. W.
Hunter- "Before the end of May 1770, one third of the population was officially
calculated to have disappeared, in June the deaths were returned "as six" is to
sixteen of the whole inhabitants, and it was estimated that one half of the
cultivators and
to October)

will perish with hunger. During the rains (July
depopulation became so evident that the government wrote to

the Court of Directors
many

alarm about the number of industrious peasants and
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destroyed by the famine". At Santipur 25% of the weavers
of yarn increased drastically. Still the company had

in famine. The

its price for textile .fixed at the same old rate. In this situation in 1773 on 12th
April the law passed by the government showed some light to the weavers that
said that weavers in Bengal and Bihar would have the freedom to trade with
anybody. It further added that that nobody can force them to sell products
against any advance.
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Hastings had thought that 'Freedom of Trade' would

protect the weavers from the hands of the gomastahs. The weavers were reluctant
to take orders from the company and preferred working with the other
companies. In other words the famine had brought distress but it was soon
followed by relief to the weavers bringing them freedom and happiness. But
this happiness did not last long.
While the entire inland trade ofBengal was thus disorganized by the company's
servants and their agents in every important district the methods by which they
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secured the manufacturers to themselves were equally oppressive. These are
fully descrlbid by William Bolts, an English merchant who saw things with his
own eyes.
"It may will truth be now said that the whole inland trade of the country as at

present conducted, ·and that of the company's investment for Europe in a more
peculiar degree, has been one continued scene of oppression, the baneful effects
of which are severely felt by every weaver and manufacturers of the country,
every article produced being made a monopoly, in which the English, with their
Banyans and black Gomastahs , arbitrarily decide that quantities of goods each
manufacturer shall deliver and the prices he shall receive for them ........ Upon
's arrival

the Aurung, or manufacturing town, he fixes upon a

habitation which he calls his catcherry, to which by his peons and harcarahs,
he summons the brokers, called dallals and pykars ,together with the weavers,
receipt of the money dispatched by his masters, he makes to sign a
bond

the delivery of a certain quantity of goods at a certain time and price,

and pays them a certain part of the money in advance. The assent of the poor
weavers is in general not deemed necessary; for the Gomastahs, when employed
on the company's investment, frequently make them sign what they please; and
upon the weavers refusing to take the money offered, it has been known they
have had it tied in their girdles, and they have been sent away with a flogging ... A
number of these weavers are generally also registered in the books of the
company's Gomastahs, and not permitted to work for any others, being
transferred from one to another, as so many slaves, subject to the tyranny and
roguery of each succeeding Gomastahs ........ The roguery practiced in the
department is beyond imagination, but all terminates in the defrauding of the
poor weaver; for the prices which the company's Gomastahs, and in
confederacy with them the j achendars (examiner of fabrics) fix upon the goods,
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are in all places at least 15 percent, and some even 40 percent, less than the
goods so manufactured would sell in the public bazar or market upon free
sell. .... weavers , also upon their inability to perform such agreements as have
been forced upon them by the company's agents, universally known in Bengal
by the name of Mutchulacahs, have had their goods seized and sold on the
spot to make good the deficiency; and the winders of raw silk, called Nagoads,
have been treated also with such injustice, that instances have been known of
their cutting of their thumps to prevent their being forced to wind silk".
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The documents ofBolts being an eyewitness of the events reveal the oppression
atrocities the Bengal weavers were subjected to in the hands of the gomasthas
and other employees of the company. William Bolts, in 1772, descrlbid the
process thus: "The English, with their Banyans and black Gomastashs, arbitrarily
decide what qualities of goods each manufacturer shall deliver, and the prices
72

he shall receive from them." "The dearest dream of the merchant of the English
East India Company was thus realized: to draw the wealth out of India without
having to send wealth in return."
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Till that time the export of Bengal textile was still continuing at a prosperous
level. Hasting's effort could only resolve the problems on a short time basis. In
1775 the Board OfTrade again introduced 'investment system'. Till1782 agency
business continued. Investment process was re-introduced through fresh
agreement. Due to frequent change in the situation availability of yarn varied
widely at different times and hence the quality of textile lost its purity and
because of mixed texture that did not match with the taste, demand and large
investment system of the company. It became evident that without an advance
of at least 50% advance payment to the weavers it is not possible to keep the
quality of the yarn high. Monthly advance system continued from 1776-1779.
Another system that was introduced was not beneficial to the weavers. In 1781
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during war; the company could not pay advance due to financial constraints,
the weavers felt the urge to sell their produce in outside market. They hardly
make any profit working with the company. As there was no advance given to
the weavers during 1782- 83, they gave their ultimatum that either the company
would give them advance amount or they would violate the agreement and sell
their products in outside market. The protest of the Santi pur weavers in this
matter was significant.
The victory at the battle ofPlassey in 1757, gomastah system and the grant of
Dewani had increased the company's investment in BengaL The increased
investment had also increased their expectation of profit. In September, 1759,
its achievements. Prior to

the Council acclaimed

] 765 the export price was remitted in the form of silver bullions. After 1765
when the company secured huge land revenue, the situation changed. No lonp-~r
bullions were
by E.I.C,

to

exit of other companies, huge invest nent
1

expectation of profit led to immense pressure upon

the handloom industry of Bengal. With the increase in investment the control
was increased too. Though the Bengal textile industry found an international
market, it also paved way to its decline. The industrial revolution in England,
financial and political situation in that country was also responsible for the
decline of the Bengal textile industry.
After 1750 new discoveries took place in England and within a few decades
prospects of industrial revolution started taking place. But Export from Bengal
continued in volumes. In 1769 in the House of Commons Lord North compared
India as the Golden duck that lays golden eggs and encouraged employees of
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the company to double the volume of export. This paved the way to oppress
the weavers to force into signing agreement and defraud them simultaneously.
At the small centres along with the major establishments like Santipur, Dacca
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etc oppression of weavers was common when the weavers produce sample
fabrics which are originally of the quality 'A', 'B' and 'C' and send them to the
company, the Gomastahs returned them marked as 'C', 'D' and 'E'. There
were many other ways by which the profit was denied to the weavers and the
latter sunk into critical condition.
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After 1770, owing to increasing demand for different types of fabrics like
ordinary coarse variety, muslin, coloured the volume of export from Bengal
increased manifold. In 1778 the company exported 8,05,010 pieces of fabrics.
Meanwhile the war of independence started in America and these reduced the
volume of export drastically. In 1779 the annual export declined to 3,38,465
. During the period, 1779-82 there was no significant rise in export. The
materials exported from Bengal were re-exported to other countries in Europe,
West Africa and West Indies the volume of which significantly declined between
1779-83. In 1782 the calico printers appealed before the parliament to lay excess
over the printed cotton lengths exported from Bengal. Despite all adversities
Bengal cotton lengths featured high on the company's bulk of export to other
places.
It is true that after the battle ofPlassey, the English company tried to prevent all

other companies and establish itself as the monopolistic trader in India but they
were not completely successful in that. The Dutch business also flourished
during the period of 1757. Interestingly the Dutch and the English joined hands
of cooperation with each other that was only hurt during the Anglo-Armenian
war. After 1784 when the Dutch attempted to return in business the English
businessmen had already established their monopoly in trade and commerce.
The Dutch slowly withdrew from business. Though the English could establish
their monopoly and other companies withdrew, still the company or the Council
could not achieve the goal they had hoped and set for export.
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Frmn the beginning of the 18th century Bengal cotton textile was the primary
object of export. Prior to the Battle of Plassey the company used to sell goods
worth two million· pounds. The company had expectation of doubling the
volume of export after acquiring Diwani right but it did not happen so. P. J.
Marshall explains the reasons, firstly due to the enormous expenditure on
securing positions and establishing rights and expenses of war in the country
and secondly establishing and setting foundation of textile manufacturing
factories in England. From 1772 British calico was produced successfully and
sufficiently. From 1781 England started producing muslin of finer quality. From
1787 England started competing with the products from Bengal in the English
market. Till 1810, Bengal products were substantially exported to England.
Between 1777 and 1786 an average of 550,790 pieces of cotton fabrics were
exported to England. Between 1792-1801 an average of 777, 23 7 pieces were
sold. In the first half, the reason behind lesser export was the political condition
England. In the later half the figures indicate the export volume was not all
that bad. In one word the export from Bengal was substantial 40years after
acquiring the Diwani right.
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The year 1787 can be taken as an year mark in the history of Indian Textile
Industry. Between 1778 and 1786 the important discoveries started in England.
The British manufacturers started producing additional produces to meet export
demands and invested huge investments in it. On the other side the company
was increasing its export volume, the above information is a testimony to it.
They forced the weavers to work for them. Weavers were not allowed to work
independently or for other companies. It was enforced that if the weaver would
work for or sell its products to any outsider violating the agreement he would
be penalized with unreasonably huge amount of money. They were also subjected
to corporal punishments. The English parliament yielding to the then political
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and financial situation, was forced to put pressure upon the company for its
policies. Besides English East India Company had also the pressure of the
Free Trade of business policy of Adam Smith. Taking this opportunity, the
other European traders purchased clothes from Bengal and exported to different
. 77
E uropean countnes.

The English Company for its own vested interest had tried to save the Bengal
textile industry. To survive in competition in England they had reduced the

I

price of Bengal muslin and cotton fabrics. Before the renewal of the Charter of

I

the Company in 1793 Bengal handloom products could survive in competition.
After the charter was passed for the interest of the British producers and
production, Bengal textile Industry was dwindled and gave space for the
foundation of British textile industry. To understand under what circumstances
company was forced to reduce the export from Bengal one has to go back the
pages of history. After the gtant ofDiwani, driven by utmost greed for wealth
the company's revenue policy attacked the primary agrarian economy of Bengal.
Jamindari (System individuallandlordships) was replaced by ljaradari (lease
system) and Nawab's style of employing amla-s (officers of Nawab) was
replaced by collectors and this snubbed the intimate relationships between the
rural economy and revenue. On the other side the company set up monopolistic
control over all local industries. This control gave away to oppression over the
farmers and artisans. The weaving industry was under such coercion that the
artisan became landless labourers and farmers were converted into daily wagers.
The company's land revenue and business policy attacked ruthlessly and
enormously, the harmony between the grass root levels of the rural society and
the uppermost central control and the concord between agriculture and cottage
industry was attacked and this led to the formation of the ground where
conditions for future land settlement were seeded. In the grass root level in
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viilages after introduction ofljaradari (lease system) farmers became landless
or daily wage earners but this cannot be blamed upon land transfer. It was due
to the company's business policy that assaulted and snapped the ancient bond
between rural cottage industry and cooperative farming system. In 177 5-93 the
concept of individual ownership of land evolved and this was passed as a law
between 1789-1793. The rural system fell prey to the control of the English
unrestricted business exploration. This initiated the destruction of rural

I

enterprises of Bengal. England started putting pressure increasingly upon the

I

Indian economy for procuring raw materials to facilitate industrial revolution in
England.
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At the outset of the 18years of

Permanent Settlement, change in

agriculture and industry is remarkable. The agricultural problem of Bengal was
affected by the industrial revolution of England. On the other hand there were
serious move in the parli
monopolistic trade

deny the company the right of carrying
This phase ended with the period of Pitt's India

Act (1784) and the administration of Macpherson (1785-86). In the second
phase (1785- 93) the theory ofPermanent Settlement was formerly set at Bihar
as Mokarari Settlement and then Dasshala Settlement in Bengal and Bihar.
Ultimately for

of England's textile industry, without waiting for the

impact of the Dasshala Settlement, in 1793 Permanent Settlement was passed
as a law.
Between 1765-93 ground for agricultural revolutions was getting prepared
gradually in Bengal. Similarly industrial revolution was taking place in England.
But the consequences of these revolutions were contrary to each other. England
was walking away from feudalism while Bengal getting swallowed to similar
extent. Though differently directed, both were moving round the same circle.
In England, economy was moving from agriculture to industrialization, trade
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becoming free of all restrictions and India especially Bengal saw its economy
shifting from cooperative farming to individual ownership, oriental ancient
feudalism breaking into out and out business oriented nee-feudalism to satisfy
the need of the English company. Both the changes had an intermittent
. b etween th em. 79
connectwn
Bernal had divided the scientific evolution of the history of200 years between
1690-1895 in four phases. He emphasized that "the second phase of 70 years
between 17 60-183 0 is equally important for its political reasons as well as for
scientific causes. But the most eventful phase was the 40 years between 17601800. In terms of consequences, this phase had outweighed other phases. It is
during this time that Britain witnessed Revolution in textile industry and America
and France their respective National Revolutions. In the last phase of the 18th
century scientific discoveries joined hands with capitalist developments and
this evolved a force that changed the face of science, fundamentalism and lives
of people in the world. "
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Industrial revolution in England was initiated with textile revolution. It is
remarkable that in 1733 when discovery of fly shuttle or in 1738 roller spinning
happened it did not bring about much change. Since 1764 the discoveries
the financial and social changes. The leading authority on English
Industrial history Dr. Cunningham said, the financial changes are not for
discoveries it is also for the inflow of money into banks unlike before. The
outward transfer of money from India to England and the Plassey plunder
made it possible. Till1694 Bank Of England did not possess enough fund and
it changed after the middle of 18th century.
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In 1764 discovery ofspinningjenny by James Hargreaves brought about change
in the weaving industry and in the later 15years the change speeded further by
the genius of Arkwright and Krompton into other divisions ofthe textile industry.
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The iron and coal industry also underwent considerable progress. The steam
power was the greatest discovery. In 1765 Jemes Wats steam engine brought
about the revolution that culminated into Cartwright's making of steam driven
loom. Thus development of large and small industry together advanced the
industrial revolution further. "Resultantly there was decrease in prices of all
goods from factories, increased revenue from trade and commerce and creating
huge demand for unreserved/ unrestricted products in the market. The national
wealth increased considerably. On the other side India witnessed increased
number of labourers, destruction of wealth of the labourers with uncertain
•

1ncome.
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The change in British economy and society reached the subcontinent through
the path

its marine trade. British economy was driven from commercial

capitalism towards free trade. It tried desperately to ensure continuous flow of
production

factories for export and supply of raw materials to sustain the

growth. The change in principle of colonialism became important. The pressure
was felt upon the company's monopolistic trade practice and Bengal textli(;
industry. In England there was a constant clash between agricultural and industrial
interests and this triggered the clash in the parliament between the spokesperson
company favouring the company's monopoly trade practice and ones who
voiced for free trade. And India under the above influence witnessed the clash
between the governor's (ultimate authority in colonial rule) principal of ownership
ofland held by government and that ownership held by individuals.
After 1775 the clash started between the interest of free trade and commercial
capitalism and industrial revolution was not the only reason. In 1776 America
declared itself free from British colonialism. This led to a major political disaster
affecting export trade, marine operation and colonialism as a whole effecting a
change. Britain after losing an entire empire led tremendous pressure on Indian
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subcontinent to pursue free trade. In this regard the comment of Dr. Cunningham
describing the crisis of capitalism is when American colonies seceded all link
with its parent British Empire it affected a change in the commercial field. To
encourage marine trade, the laws that were passed earlier became ineffective.
As a result one had to restructure the entire department of the commercial
capitalistic sector that was a major task ....... Trade was restricted through
different prohibitions that created problems in the practical field, which brought
about many losses that are vivid in the description of Adam Smith.
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the history of the decline of commercial capitalism Dr. Cunningham has
marked 1

as the most important year. In this year America declared freedom

and publication of the book by Adam Smith 'Wealth of Nations'. The book
introduced national and logical solutions facilitating free trade.lt harshly criticized
the company's principle of monopoly trade practice that can be descrlbid
rightly

words of Birk - monopoly is the only driving force behind

commercial capitalism.
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These monopolistic organizations are adverse to national interest. They deprived
a major section of the public from free trading. They sell goods in other countries
at very high prices that would not have been possible in the presence of free
trade. For example the East India Company from the very beginning has deprived
the other English traders from trading. On the other hand imported items from
India had to be bought from the company at higher prices making up for their
monopolistic high profit and also paying for the abnormal losses due to fraud
85

and wastage within the huge setup of the company. In the words of Adam
Smith the company and its kind are all disturbing and sinful elements for the
country it has originated as well as wherever it trades in.
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Attuned to free trade an adverse reaction was triggered against the company's
monopoly trade practice inside the parliament. The reaction was activated during
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protest against the extension of the company's duration oftrade practice. "In
every decade during this extension procedure traders from London, Liverpool
and Bristol had tried to break the company's monopoly practice and get a taste
87

of golden business opportunity. Yielding to the efforts of the traders in 1773
by Regulatory Act respective traders were given some rights to import and
export certain goods from and to India. Overall the attempt to snatch
monopolistic right of the company was not successful until 1813. Till 1810 the
figure of the volume of Bengal textile exported could be lesser than before but
still revealed the evidence ofthe company's traits of monopoly. The rights that
the traders managed to secure were restricted by various conditions. After
1Oyears in the draft of Dundas law there was no mention of the right to individual
traders. In Fox's draft Act it was suggested in 1773 that a council would be
appointed as the guardian of the company to monitor its business activities
with nine members selected
the parliament.

1784

parliament but the act was not approved by
India Act was passed rendering national political

authority to the company sacrificing the right to individual traders. In another
word the company against payment of commercial price purchased authority.
The act was a negotiation and understanding between the company and the
Philips had said the political and commercial activities of
the company was so closely related that a new board was established but not
rendering any power of interference into trade to the board was illogical.
Now the question

~rises
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despite the progress under Industrial Revolution till

1785 - 1815 why it was not possible to pass the act stopping the company's

practice of monopoly in trade ? In the 18th century though changes were coming
in with the industrial revolution but it was not that strong then that could abruptly
change the feudalistic framework of the parliament. Before the first law of
reformation was passed most of the members were from the elite class of the
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society with vested interest and that there was a closeness between feudal
interest and company's interest was evident from the book published in 1767
which was relevant for the entire decade. In the last half of the 18 1h century the
clash between the industrial interest and company's interest is not clear. There
were few like Cobden in the political scene then who had unshakable commitment
towards industrialization. There were more like Pitt a believer of free trade yet
took financial support of East India Company to win election and had to repay
the loan as a minister by decreasing duty by 37.5% on company's products or
89

rather sacrificing 6 lakh pounds of national revenue. In this situation it was
unthinkable to abolish monopolistic practice of trade by the company. Another
reason being though the internal condition of the company was conducive to
free trade the international market was not so. In 1775 war with America and
Marathas, 1793- war with France, 1789- French Revolution, and 1790 -third
Mysore War and arrival of Napoleon at the end of the century (Anglo-French
War) had great effect on the international politics and England and thereby
trade witnessed major interruption. All nations became conservative in trade
owing to the disturbed situation. For the sake of the national interest in the then
politically disturbed situation an artificial clash on differences of opinion on
monopoly of trade was maintained and natural death of the company
monopolistic practice was delayed and the same reason why Pitt kept silent
over the issue in 1784.
The premier of England against the promise of maintaining a non-interfering
stance in the business matter of the company and actually robbed off the
company of its authority and power by passing an act in the parliament. Though
Pitt's law is criticized as a secret negotiation with the company and an act of
dishonest approach but whatever change it had introduced no other act could
bring that before. Secondly in 1784 it was not possible to snatch company's
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business interest and national interest at the same time. Hence Pitt's stand was
justified in history. Despite ignoring chances of negotiation and sacrificing free
trade before company's monopoly trade practice the law that was passed in
1784 was victory of industrial interest in England. Thus the law and transfer of
power gave the English traders partial opportunity in 1793 to practise free trade

in India despite the adverse international conditions. Owing to this transfer of
power it was possible to bring about changes in land revenue system for the
sake of English industrial interest. Cornwallis system in 1784 was the fall out
the Pitt's Act and also for the Permanent settlement and Dasshala settlement as
welL
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In favour of free trade Philip

had

the monopolistic trade practice

ofEast India Company in Bengal had hampered freedom of trade in the country.
He had written a long letter to Lord North in this matter. He had published it as
91

a book. He has made

allegations that the company has misused its power

and exercised illegitimate control over the resources of the country and many
of the employees are also involved in this exploitation in their personal interests.
Hence they would always protest in the question of any reform of the system.
The employees are used to many benefits and opportunities of direct business
they would be reluctant to share these facilities with others. Philip Francis
has been so clear in his opinion that it reminds us of the straightforwardness of
Bolts.
The superiors of the company along with the employees, banyans sitting away
from the capital in the towns are actually misusing their power in the name of
the business interest of the company and oppressed people and have seized
the market here. They have blocked the competition in the market by practicing
monopoly and have converted the native artisans into slaves. They sell their
products at high price in the market compelling independent traders to buy
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them so. In order to express authority in the name of the government they have
occasionally put the seal of authority over the loom itself.
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He proposed two solutions as remedy to the above problems. In Bengal the
internal trade would be free and the company would operate without help of
the royal authority government help (by the superior weight of its purse) and
devoid of any extra benefit. Secondly for the supply of the raw material free
tender will be called and all will be given equal opportunity including the native
traders. He expressed that this would give rise to fair competition at Calcutta
profitable for the company and the competition that would be created in the
Aarath or wholesale market would benefit the artisans.
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In this situation around 1789 the English had no other options and started
importing raw silk in own interest. They had already been importing raw cotton.
Situation got complicated at the end of 1780 and beginning of 1790. Under the
instruction of the Court OfDirectors in 29 1h March, 1774 a Board ofTrade was
established with four superior and experienced employees of the company to
handle the complex commercial situation in Bengal. The latter demanded to
improve the quality of textile for export. The reasons behind the fall of quality
have already been discussed. The weavers were exhausted in matching with the
monopolistic trade practice and frequently changing demand in export market.
The Board of Trade was helpless in this regard as it had to work under the
pressure of the Co.urt of Directors and Parliament to stop export of cotton
fabrics. The weavers were the worst sufferers.
The following is the chart of figures of import and export.
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TABLE NO.-4
Figures indicating the volume of Bengal cotton piece-goods exported to Britain
and British piece-goods imported into Bengal from 1800-01 to 1809-10
Years

Bengal piece-goods

yrs

import of British

exported to Britain

manufactures into

(sale value)

Bengal (Sale Value)

£

£

1800-01

14,06,879

1800

60,32,652

1801-02

11,31,531

1801

71,60,463

1802-03

6,64,317

1802

79,10,306

1803-04

6,72,079

1803

73,78,879

1804-05

4,44,114

1804

85,61,224

1805-06

6,21,862

1805

98,57,110

1806-07

4,98,233

1806

1,07 ,50, 724

1807-08

2,60,307

1807

1,08,51,045

1808-09

3,17,516

1808

] ,28,39,624

1809-10

3,33, 768

1809

1,86,34,614

Source : Milbern, William - Oriental Commerce - Vol. II, London - 1813,
Page - 235 - 236
It was not possible for the weavers to improve the quality of fabric like before

in that condition. Inadequate investment, high price of yarn and low wages,
company's drive to continue monopoly in trade followed by oppression upon
weavers turned the weavers from poor to poorer.
The figure indicates that from the period 1792 to 1823 there was no variations
or change in the wages of the weavers.
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TABLE NO.-5
Year

1

1792-93
1793-94
1794-95
1795-96
1796-97
1797-98
1798-99

Coomercolly
wages of
spinners
per seer
of cotton
of 80 sicca

Hurripual
wages of
spinners
per seer
of cotton
of 80 sicca

wt.

wt.

Kheerpoy
per
month

2

3

4

Rs. a. P.

Rs. a. P.

Rs. a. P.

N.A.

10-9-1

3-0-0

N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.
N.A.

10-8-5
10-8-5

3-0-0
3-0-0

Maida
per
month

Radhanagar
per month

Rungpore
cotton
spinners
wages
per seer
of cotton

7

8

Rs. a. P. Rs. a. P.

Rs. a. P.

Rs. a. P.

2-8-0

N.A.

12-8-7 I

5

2-8-0
2-8-0

6

3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0

N.A.

1

2-8-0

3-0-0

N.A.

I0-8-5

3-0-0

2-8-0

3-0-0

N.A.

10-8-0

3-0-0

2-8-0
2-8-0

3-0-0
3-0-0

2

1

12-8-7 I

3-0-0

3-0-0

1

N.A.

10-8-5

10-8-5

Santi pore
per seer

2

12-8-7 I
2

l

12-8-7 I
2

N.A.

12-8-/1
2

1

12-8-7 1
2

l

N.A.

12-8-7 I

N.A.

II

'
k

1799-1800
1800-01

N.A.
N.A.

10-10-3
10-10-7

3-0-0
3-0-0

1801-02

N.A.

10-10-3

3-0-0

]802-03

N.A.

10-10-7

3-0-0

1803-04
1804-05

N.A.
N.A.

1805-06

N.A.

1806-07

N.A.

1807-08
1808-09
1809-10
1810-ll
1811-12

N.A.
5-0-0
5-0-0
5-0-0
5-0-0

10-8-5
10-8-5
10-8-5
10-8-2
10-8-2
10-8-3
10-7-8
10-7-9
10-7-9

3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0

2-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-0

3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0

2-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-0

3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0

2

I

12-8-7 I
2

l

0-8-0

12-8-7 I

0-8-0

12-8-7 I

2

0-8-0

2-8-0
2-8-0

N.A.

12-8-7 I

0-8-0
0-8-0
0-8-0
0-8-0
0-8-0
0-8-0
0-8-0
0-8-0

I.

2

l

12-8-7 I
2

1

12-8-7 I
2

1

12-8-7 I
2

1

12-8-7 I
2

1

12-8-7 I
2

1

12-8-7 I
2

l

12-8-7 I
1

2

12-8-7 I
1

2

12-8-7 I
2

(

1812-13
1813-14
1814-15
1815-16

5-0-0
5-0-0
5-0-0
5-0-0

10-5-4
10-7-8
10-0-9
10-3-1
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2-8-0

3-0-0

2-8-0
2-8-0

3-0-0
3-0-0

2-8-0

3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0

0-8-0
0-8-0
0-8-0
0-8-0

1816-17

5-0-0

10-3-3

3-0-0

2-8-0

3-0-0

0-8-0

1817-18

5-0-0

10-2-6

3-0-0

2-8-0

3-0-0

0-8-0

1818-19
1819-20
1820-21

5-0-0
5-0-0
5-0-0

10-1-11
10-1-6
10-0-1

2-8-0

3-0-0

2-8-0

3-0-0

2-8-0

3-0-0

3-0-0
3-0-0
3-0-0

0-8-0
0-8-0
0-8-0

I

12-8-7 I
2

I

12-8-7 I
2

l

12-8-7 I
2

1

12-8-7 I
2

I

12-8-7 I
2
71'
12-8- I
2

l

12-8-7 I
l.

2

12-8-7 I

2

l

12-8-7 I
2
l,

1821-22

5-0-0

10-3-9

3-0-0

2-8-0

3-0-0

0-8-0

12-8-7 I

1822-23

5-0-0

10-0-0

3-0-0

2-8-0

3-0-0

0-8-0

12-8-7 I

l

2

Source: Progs of Board of Trade- 29 h June, 1827
1

Prog no. 48. Vol. 453, Part - II
Mitra, Debendra Bejay,

Weavers of Bengal, Page- 128- 129

There were intermittent protests, petitions before the council by the weavers of
Santipur but that was not enough to bring about any substantial change in the
system neither it could resist the decline and misery. Between 1793-1833 the
Indian economy turned into British economy.
In 1779 indigo cultivation was started in BengaL The company assessing the
situation invested in indigo, raw silk, and sugar export. This encouraged
increased indigo cultivation. The company was interested in export of raw silk
from the days of 1765 after acquiring Diwani. But the famine in 1770 took large
toll on human lives of which about 113 of them were involved in raw silk
cultivation. In 1775 its export increased. But again the export of raw silk declined
and company focused upon increasing indigo and other cultivation. In the words
ofN.K. Sinha-" Indigo became the principal article of export to England, the
commodity market being almost exclusively dominated by British private traders
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in the Bengal presidency. In 1800 forty thousand maunds of indigo were exported

I

from Calcutta to England, in 1815 one hundred and twenty thousand, between

I
I

1826-30 on an average about one hundred and eighteen thousand. In 1810,
Calcutta price was one hundred thirty rupees per maund. In 1824 it rose to Rs
3 30 per maund. There was a slump in 1829 and London price dropped from 10
to 3 pounds. Calcutta was the world's chief supplier of indigo. It was produced
in the delta regions oflower Bengal and Bihar. Indigo became almost entirely a
forced cultivation" .~>4 From 1800 the company started exporting opium to China.
The business was carried between India and England through Canton. Between
1813-3 3 the volume of business increased. Products from Manchester flowed
the Indian 1narket. Narendra Krishna Sinha comments "During these years
1813-33 India became flooded with Manchester goods".

95

Turmoil continued between 1780-1790 and reached climax in 1800.Bengal
started turning into a textile production centre to centre of raw material
production. The economy became dependent upon indigo, opium and other

I

agricultural products. In the interest ofEnglish industrialization agricultural and

I

industrial policies started maturing in Bengal. N. K. Sinha says -Muslin was

I

first affected. In 1801 cloth investment in Dacca was reduced to about 3 lakhs.

I

In 1814-15 investment in Bengal muslin was totally discontinued and company's
investment in Dacca and Santipore stopped altogether. Export of calicos
continued for sometime but gradually came to an end.
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I
I

Industrial revolution and huge volume of production along with some other

I

reasons were responsible for curbing the export from Bengal. In 1793 the Anglo-

I

French war affected export adversely. Little after that Napoleonic war began.
Though the export was hurt but some of the English traders were interested in
exporting Bengal muslin. Hence export was still continuing. But in 1806 the
Milan Decree banned Bengal goods to continent. Even in 1803 the Bengal muslin
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were sold at high prices in France, Holland etc. the cost of remitting goods
were high. Hence goods were priced extremely high. Bengal goods started
losing market in these countries. England meanwhile following the samples of
Bengal muslin, had started manufacturing the same varieties and they were priced
low. Hence Bengal lost its market. In 1804 SRs was 60, 13,004, in 1805-56, 65,
7

8

785,? 1809-22,39,441? the latter included all commissions and charges.
In 1813, besides the company, India too had its decisive indications. In 181314 imported British cotton fabrics amounted to SRs 91,800 but in 1822-23 it
was SRs 67, 77,279, 1829-30it was 50,61 ,861. Imported items included English
as well as American machine produced goods. Export potentials of Bengal
goods to Great Britain was completely destroyed.

export volumes were in

1813-14 Srs 34,29,043: 1818-19-13,98,926, 1827-28 Srs was 3,05,683, 1828was Srs 1,64,408. Thus Bengal lost its market in Great Britain and other
countries

the international market. Levy ofhuge amount of tax upon goods

also completely stopped its export to England. In 1797 it was 18%, 1800-30%,
1823-3 7.5% (in case of Muslin). In case of white lengths and like varieties, the
rate of tax was in 17.97-40%, 1800-60%, 1823-67.5%, and after 1830 they levied
85% tax on muslin products.
the international market Bengal goods

its market to English products. C.

J. Hamilton says that in 1787 it was computed that not less than 500,000 piece
9

of muslin were annually made in Great Britain. ? In this period calico was
produced and was exported.
Travelyan, keeping the huge tax crisis in mind, has given the accounts of importexport of the company between 1813-183 3. In this report upon the inland
customs and town duties of the Bengal presidency (1835), he gives the following
figures of displacement first in the foreign market and then in the home market:
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TABLE NO.-6
Years

Cotton goods

Cotton goods

Exported) Rs

(imported) Rs

2

3

1

Twist (imported)

4

SRs.

SRs.

SRs.

1813-14

52,91,458

9,070

1814-15

84,70,760

45,000

1815-16

1,31,51,427

2,63,800

1816-17

1'65 ,94,3 80

3,17,602

1817-18

1,32, 72,854

11,22,372

1818-19

1,15,27,385

26,58,940

1819-20

90,30,796

15,82,353

1820-21

85,42,763

25,59,642

1821-22

76,64,820

46,78,650

I 822-23

80,09,732

65,82,351

1823-24

58,70,533

37,20,540

1824-25

60,17,559

54,96,816

1,23,145

1825-26

58,34,638

41,24,159

75,276

1826-27

39,48,422

43,46,054

8,82,743

1827-28

28,76,313

52,52,793

19,11,205

1828-29

22,23,163

79,96,383

35,22,640

1829-30

13,26,423

52,16,226

15,15,321

1830-31

8,57,280

60,12,729

31,12,138

1831-32

8,49,887

45,64,047

42,85,517

1832-33

8,22,891

42,64,707

23,87,807

Source : Trevelyan, S. C. - Report upon Inland Customs and Town Duties of
the Bengal Presidency.
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Mitra, Debendra Bejay - Cotton Weavers of Bengal, Page - 186
Trevelyan also commented that the trifling quantity of piece goods which Bengal
still exported is for the most part made from English twist. The loss of Indian
market was explained in the following words:" In Mughal times transit duties
were tolls rather than duties, collected according to the distance travelled, in
small instalments. This new regulations (sec.30.Reg.IX.l81 0) aggregated all
the instalments on goods travelling the greatest distance. It was a frightful
augmentation. There was an endless multiplication of chokeys or customs
outposts. Inland trade was thus rendered intricate, dangerous and disreputable
during the years 1810-1833. By the charter act of 1813 British imported goods
paid 2 and

~,:z

% but no corresponding reduction was made in internal duties.

Cotton piece goods in the Bengal presidency still paid 17
raw material,

I p.c on the yarn, 2
2

1
/

p.c -- 5 p.c. on the
2

1

p.c on the plain and 2

/
2

1
/

p.c on the dyed
2

cloth. This was in effect on encouragement of English at the expense of local
Indian manufacturers. It is no wonder that Indian piece goods lost their home
markets so very rapidly in this unequal struggle. The anomaly of foreign goods
enjoying a preference in the home market undoubtedly helped to bring this.
The total displacement of Bengal piece goods in the Indian market and the
foreign market has been estimated by Travelyan at a crore and eighty lakhs.
This happens between 1813 and 1833 ....... The sword ofBrennus was thrown
into the scale, not with the words " woe to the vanquished" but perhaps with a
. 10r
c
sm1'1 e " T h'Is 1s
your bene fiIt. 100

Thus owing to the British business policy, Industrial Revolution, low prices of
mechanized English products, the Bengal textile market was destroyed in the
beginning of the 19th century. Meanwhile the Nawab's reign has come to an
end. The successors ofNawab preferred the finer and machine-made English
products to handloom Bengal products. The European products by then had
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become the status symbol for many.
In 1828 the Dacca settlement was closed. The Santipur settlement was closed

I
I

in the same decade. The Bengal products could not survive the competition
with the British goods. The British government did not make any effort to
revive the Bengal industrial production. Bengal goods could not face the
consequences ofthe Industrial Revolution, huge production with huge investment
or the organized division of labour and mechanized devices. Overall there was

I
I

lopsided trade. In the words ofR. C. Dutt- "The Invention of the power loom
in Europe, completed the decline of the Indian industries."

101

In the context of the destruction of Indian or Bengal textile industry a relevant
topic would be the gradual fall in the quality of the products since the last
phase of the 18th century and reasons behind. Since 1793 the English company

I
I

had tried to establish its authority over Bengal textile industry but was not
completely successfuL

already discussed. After the war

1783

English faced strong competition with the French and the Dutch. The English
in order to survive competition started interfering into the business of the other
companies. They made announcements in different places like in Santipur that

I
I

prior to the complete quota of investment of the English company no weaver
would be allowed to work for any other

In 1786, Mr. Fergusson

informed the Board of Trade that the weavers who had been working with the
company against advance for long years will be the one to follow the notice in

I
I

the announcement. Against the dominance of the English company, the Dutch
somastahs and brokers in 1786 informed their Board of Trade that the notice
~nd

the announcement of Mr. Beauland their business is getting almost wound

p.
sa result not only company's business of the independent businessmen are

~tting closed as well.
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After the regulation of 1787the condition of the weavers

I
I
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worsened further. The conspiracy of John Bebb made it complete. After 1793,
after the renewal of Charter the situation improved. The individual traders
captured the Bengal cotton textile market to some extent. In order to maintain
huge supply and expecting high profit the textile lost its range and elegance in
quality.
The uneven investment by the company due to expenses of war is also significant
in this period. The lesser and irregular investment in the weaving industry shut
down many workshops and discouraged many weavers and they were compelled
to opt out for new professions like agriculture and other works. The residents
of various Arongs also informed the Council of such issues. Between 1809-10
the situation reached its peak. Charles Beilley (Resident Santi pur Workshop)
reported that to retain a fine weaver and finer product regular and adequate
investment is necessary.
quality
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Else the weaver would tend to compromise with the

sell it accordingly. Consequently the finer designs with chikon and

flora] embroidery, which were in great demand in England, would lose the
grandeur and appeal in the English market. In 13th October, 1810 the weavers
at Santi pur raised a protest against the inconsistent investment of the British in
the weaving industry. So long the Bengal textile were higher in price and finer in
quality than their

counterparts. But Industrial Revolution and lower

price of the English mechanized products compelled the weavers to lower the
price compromising with the quality to survive the competition. This slowly led
to the loss of elegance and delicate designs of the finer variety of textile that
Dacca and Santipur had used to produce earlier.
After the Permanent Settlement in the last half of the 18th century the social
values changed with changed economy. In the past, Bengal was truly the place
for business. There were many rich industrialists and investors. But the
inclination towards trade and commerce the Bengali had at the core of their

(
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heart slowly started disappearing. At the beginning of the 19th century most of
the big investors pioneering trade in Bengal had expired and their successors
were not interested anymore in reinvestment and continuing the trade. They are
rather spending money in religious and other reformation works. Ganga-Gobind
Singh had spent 15 lakhs rupees on her mother's last rituals in those days.
After the Permanent Settlement many used to acquire jamindari as investment
and blocked the money. It could be seen that they used to derive very little
profit out of it. They had the consolation of possessing large areas of land.
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The Ivfarwari and the Gujrati still retained the entrepreneurship despite the western
for

period than the Bengali traders who were most inf1uenced

by caste and creed. The phenomenon grew to prominence after 1793, it reached
the crest after 1818. In 1817-1818, imports of piece goods from Britain exceeded
for the first

B

's exports of piece goods to Britain. After 1818 most

the cotton textile workshops were closed down and this could be another
possible reason for the above occurrence. Trade with the western countries
decayed in Bengal but western culture and taste started influencing the Bengal
taste deeply. Since the 3rct decade of the 19th century Bengal that was earlier
business and agriculture based started becoming solely dependent on agriculture.
Decay of handicrafts paved way for easy availability of labour. The labourers
were hardly left with any interest in developing skills. The scope for skilled
weavers had already reduced. In a nutshell Bengal turned into one devoid of
trade and commerce, contemporary touches but just religious minded mediocre
and backward society. The destruction of trade and commerce in Bengal had
affected the following factories/workshops at Dacca, Maida, Haripal, Katoa,
Khirpoy, Midnapore, Santi pur, Patna, Sonamukhi, Kumortuli, Rongpur, Benaras,
Mao, Azimgarh, Lakshmipur, Chittagong. Out of these 17 workshops only 3
were outside Bengal. Still many weavers used to weave dhoti, bedcovers and
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bafta and earn their livelihood. They used to sell these products to the Indian
traders. Many had opted for agriculture. Some places saw very limited use of
British cotton fabric like Maida.
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At Santipur there was reasonable demand for British cotton fabrics. The common
idea was goods imported from England were good especially among the native
rich community.
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But the British goods did not have the durability like the

native goods. At the onset many weavers lost job and many died out ofhunger.
From 1823-24 yarns were exported and many weavers got engaged

making

I
I

and spinning yarns. The textile out of this yarn sold very cheap even cheaper
than before.
As a result weavers at Santipur were compelled

use British yarn to sustain in

their traditional profession. Board Of Trade mentioned that if Indian weavers
purchase and weave textiles with British yarn it would do well against English
goods in the market. Another discrimination was made in case of duty; Indian
goods were taxed at higher rate when exported. Again British yams were available
at inflated price in the Indian market due to higher duty imposed. Consequently
the Bengal textile started suffering from both the sides.
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Meeting the regional

I
I

demand the weavers compromised with the quality and started selling inferior
quality

earn two square meals but in two decades the weavers lost the ultimate

hope too.
In this situation, some of the natives of Bengal who were manufacturers and
delivers in cotton and silk piece-goods, the fabrics of Bengal, presented a
petition, dated Calcutta, 1st September, 1831, to the Right Honourable the lords
ofhis Majestry's Privy Council for Trade & Co. 117 natives signed this petition.
They wrote, ..... that the fabrics of Bengal are charged with the following duties
when they are used in great Britain :
"On manufactured cotton, 10 percent,

I
I
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on manufacture of silk, 24 percent."
"They therefore pray to be admitted to the privilege of Bengal
subjects, and humbly entreated your lordships to allow the cotton and silk
fabrics of Bengal to be used in Great Britain "free to duty" or at the same rate
which may be charged on British fabrics consumed in Bengal. "
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But this petition was failed. The situation was very important. Because while
the Christian natives of England were congratulating themselves on the expansion
of their trade to India Company in 1813, what was the state of affairs regarding
the Export Trade of Indian-cotton and piece-goods to England. The following
table will answer this question:
TABLE NO.-7
Years

Bales

1814-15

3,842

1818-19

536

1823-24

1,337

106,516

1824-25

1,878

167,524

1825-26

1,253

111,225

1826-27

541

4,572

1827-28

736

50,654

1828-29

433

32,626

1829-30

Pieces

13,043

Source :P 883. Appendix to Report from select committee on the Affairs of the
East India Company, Vol-II, Part - ii (London.1832)
Basu, Bamandas, Major - Ruin of Indian Trade and Industries

1867 -

1930- Page- 63
The number of cotton-goods went on decreasing year after and this state of
affairs was not indicative of the material prosperity of the natives ofHindustan.
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Here I have presented some data from Basu, Bamandas, Major that have shown
how Indian manufactured goods (cotton) ruined to save the fate of the British
manufacturer. Here two Statement show (Table - 8 & 9) the value of the
principal Article of Export from England to India in 1814 and 182 8.

TABLE NO.-8
Articles

1814

1828

Increase

British Cotton

1,09,480

1,621,560

1,512,080

Manufacture
British Cotton

3,88,888

7

3,88,881

Twist manufacture
Source : Basu, Bamandas, Major - Ruin of Indian Trade and Industries :
1867- 1930- Page- 77

TABLE NO.-9
Commercial Year

Cotton goods

1813-14

91,835

Nil

1814-15

43,346

Nil

1815-16

2,61,846

Nil

1816-17

3, 13,102

Nil

1817-18

11,20,909

Nil

1818-19

26,55,192

Nil

1819-20

15,85,890

Nil

1820-21

25,55,908

Nil

1821-22

46,81,870

Nil

1822-23

65,77,279

Nil

1823-24

37,16,278

Nil

1824-25

46,27,765

81' 145

1825-26

36,65,461

1,41,305

Twist
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Twist

Commercial Year

Cotton goods

1826-27

38,04,022

8,09,052

1827-28

49,30,139

18,42,110

1828-29

Nil

Nil

1829-30

50,61,861

14,37,126

1830-31

58,18,247

29,17,969

Source : Basu, Barnandas, Major - Ruin of Indian Trade and Industries
1867- 1930- Page- 78
Charles Marjuribanks, the head of the settlement, in this context, made a very
important statement. In 1830, during the seminar on trade with China by England
with products generated in India at the House of Commons, it was said that the
Chinese can protect their industry but India cannot The way Indian goods are
taxed the Indians cannot derive any profit. England can only benefit from it
This is how economy of a native country is getting destroyed. The fall of
Chinese government started in 183 8-40. Marjuribanks has compared the power
of the Chinese government with that ofthe time ofMurshid Quli, Alivardi or
Shiraz's time in Bengal. As after that the weakness of the central power in India
led way for the British company to take the advantage and encroach the power.
From 1793-1833 the economic theory that was derived in India was in the
interest of the English agent. In the words ofNarendra Krishna Sinha "British
Cotton Industry thus succeeded in reversing the future of India. "
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To compare the two country's situation which is the decline of the handmade
cotton weaving industry are not same. Because India was under the British
Government, England being an independent country, the decay of handicraft
did not hamper their labour force. In the words of Rajani Palme Dutt - "In
England the ruin of the old handloom weavers was accompanied by the growth
. . d
,110
o f t h e new machme 1n ustry.
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The major change that took place in the society and economy was not only due
to the discoveries of machines. The machines became useful after 1764. The
leading authority on English Industrial history Dr. Cunningham says that the
major change in economy was not due to the new discoveries only, it is aided
by the inflow of huge money into the bank, which was not seen before. From
the middle of the 18th century it was possible due to the exploitation of India's
economy. Before this Bank of England did not have the fund.
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At first the East

India Company and later the exploitation by the British Government, the
economy and the handicrafts of India were destroyed. East India Company
also spoke of the equality of the rate of tax imposed. But the Ellenborough
Committee did not agree with
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Thus destroying the productivity and economy of a developed country another
developing country became more developed. The country's raw material is
used in production
country as

nobody spares a thought about the development of the

country is under the rule of British Colony. The exports of raw

materials leapt up, especially after 1833, raw cotton exports rose from 9 million
pounds weight in 1813 to 32 million in 1833, 88 millions in 1844 and 963
million in 1914.
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· is how Indian raw material was used in England to manufacture products
that received accolade from all sectors. This was the condition of all the British
colonized countries in the first half of the l91h century. By 1830 the department
of the warehouse keepers were closed down. The pattern of investment in
Bengal by the East India Company was getting transformed.
India's exports, commodity composition, percentage shares of selected items
in total value.
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TABLE NO. - 10
Yrs

Indigo

1814-15

20.0

14.3

13.3

8.0

1828-29

27.0

11.0

10.0

1834-35

15.0

7.0

1839-40

26.0

1850-51
1857-58

Piece-goods

Opium Sugar

Raw silk Cotton

available

3.0

15.0

17.0

4.0

8.0

21.0

25.0

2.0

5.0

7.0

20.0

10.0

7.0

10.0

4.0

4.0

12.7

34.0

10.0

6.1

2.9

2.9

15.6

32.7

4.3

I
I

Source : Choudhury, K. N., The Economic Development of India under the
India Company, 1814- 1858, Cambridge- 1971,
}vfitra, Debendra Bejay - Cotton Weavers

I
I

-Page- 189

Indigo was mostly, exported then. Raw cotton from Bengal was exported to
'"'"i''"'"

in exchange of tea from the latter, which was exported to England.
TABLE NO. - 11

Years

Cotton exported to UK

Cotton exported to World

1823-24

SRs. 4,51,021

SRs. 23,47,586

1824-25

SRs. 5,01, 779

SRs. 32,28,335

1825-26

SRs. 4,76,169

SRs. 30,57,130

I
I

Source : Tripathi Amolesh - Trade and Finance in the Bengal Presidency,
1793 - 1833, Page - 202.
Mitra, Debendra Bejay - Cotton Weavers of Bengal - Page - 187
The export of cotton from Bombay started since in 1778. Because of severe
famine in China the emperor had restricted the cultivation of cash crops to
facilitate exclusive growth of food crops. So the export of raw cotton to China
started during this period. In 1801 Bengal exported cotton fabrics to China.
Between 1809-12 export of cotton fabrics grew profitable. In order to maintain
the equilibrium with China in commercial terms the English started exporting

I
I
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huge volumes of cotton fabrics there from 1830. Between 1833-34 the price of
fabrics went down. The following data validates it further:

TABLE NO. - 12
182 9-3 0- 10 taels 8 mas a per picul
1830-31- 9 taels and a half per picul
1831-32 -9 taels 7m. -- 4c per picul
Source: Sinha, Narendra Krishna- The Economic History of Bengal, Vol-

I

III, Page- 18.

I

Though lower in price, the export to China had kept the Bengal weaving industry
somehow. But after 183 8 and mainly between 1848-50 one can witness
how textile
wanted

being replaced by opium as a primary object

England

establish a huge market in India. So it destroyed the textile industry

India by levying huge tax on it thus barring its entry into the English market.
the other hand the ones who were affected adversely so long by the huge
export of finer fabrics from India to other countries now started seeing profit
at the destruction of Indian textile industry. They all prospered and the last nail
was hammered on the coffin of Indian textile industry. Manchester solved the
problem for England. England continued exporting opium from India to China
thus capturing the market there. Thus the market for cotton textile industry of
Bengal got ruined and in place of once economically advanced region turned
into an underdeveloped place. Karl Marx commented that the British colonialism
seeded the modern socialistic structure here.II

4

The economic change in Bengal was rightly measured in the words ofRajani
Palme Dutt - "The structure of the economical elements of society remains
untouched by the storm clouds in the political sky. This is traditional Indian
economy that was shattered in its foundation by the onset of foreign capitalism,
represented by British rule. Here the nature of British conquest differed from
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previous conquests, in that while the previous foreign conquerors left untouched
the economic basis and eventually grew into its structure, the British conquest
shattered that basis and remained a foreign force, acting from outside and
withdrawing its tribute outside. Here in also the victory of foreign capitalism in
India djffered from the victory of the capitalism in Europe, in that destructive
process was not accompanied by any corresponding growth of new forces.
From this arises the "particular melancholy" attaching to the misery of the
Indian under British rule, who finds himself faced with the loss of his old
. h no gam
. o f a new one." 115
wor ld , w1t
"This loss of his old world, with no gain of a new one, imparts a particular
melancholy to the present misery of the Hindoo, and separates Hindostan,
rules by Britain, from all its ancient traditions and from the whole of its past
.
H6
h1story."
The foreign capitalism entered the country with the British rule and gulped in
the Indian traditional textile industry. The capitalists were different from the
previous adversaries, as the former had never tried to change the pattern of
economiy in the country. The British capitalists changed the face of socioeconomic picture of India. They had considerable influence in Bengal hence
the change

Bengal was remarkable. But still in certain parts ofBengal, keeping

pace with the changed socio-economy of the region, some weavers had tried
to retain the artistry in weaving and they were in Santipur- a village in Nadia
district. The persistent and rebellious attitude and the continued struggle of the
weavers of Santipur helped them in sustaining the weaving industry there.
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Chapter- II

Historical overview of Nadia i.e. Santipur and Phuiia as a
centre of Cotton Weaving Industry
SANTIPUR:
NAMING :If we delve into the history ofNadia we shall find many political
changes, devastations and attacks have ripped through the place yet its

I

development was uninterrupted be it in the fields of education, religion or

I

industry. The primary base of the economy was upon agriculture and cottage
industry. The facts related to ancient history of Nadia are mostly lost hence
there are much confusion relating to

name and origin.

There is no mention of Nadia village in the travel or other documents of the
ancient foreign travellers and historians. Even the ancient Greek and Roman
documents are silent to

origin. There is no hint of Nadia, Nabadwip in the

works of Chinese globetrotters Fahien or l-Eu-En-Tsang where they had
mentioned about BengaL Either the places did not exist then in their present
identity or they were not so remarkable to find a place in history. But in the
Baisnab literature there has been mention ofNadia. The chants prove it further. 1
assumed

Nadia was then part of 'Samatat' or 'Banga'.

The historians have concluded that Nadia and Nabadwip were synonymous
then. But which name actually acceded to the current name is unknown. 2
It is true that Nabadwip meant Nadia in earlier time. 3 Nadia could have become

Nabadwip as a result of malapropism. In times ofGour kingdom northern part
ofNadia was part of the kingdom. 4 During the Pal dynasty the rulers had set up
another capital. Raja Laksman Sen had set up his capital at Nabadwip (11791206 AD). The muslim historians had mentioned that the king had his capital
named as Nadia. Hence Nadia and Nabadwip are same places. 5 Later it must
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have become Nudia or Nadia.
Many people conclude several meanings to these two names. Nabadwip is
called as the collection of 9 islands by the famous writer on Baisnab culture
Narahari and many other authors. He has mentioned in his book 'Nabadwip
Porecromapadhyati' :

II "Nadia

Prithak Gram Noi

Nabadwipe Nabadwip Bestito Je Hoi "II
"Noi Dwip E Nabadwip lvaam"
"Prithak Prithak Kintu Hoi Ek Gram "II
"Joiche Rajdhani Kono Sthan
Jodwopi

Totha

Ek Naam "II

According to Some Scholars, the meaning of Nabadwip is new island
(dwip=island). In earlier days it was an island in the middle of Ganges surrounded
by Ganges

Jalangi Rivers. Later the river had changed its course and the

island

further. Gradually it changed into populated place that became

the capital of kingdoms. The new village that was established upon the island
was called 'Naba-dwip' .6
Some say that the name Nadia is derived from the collection of9lamps (dia or
pradip). 7
According to Dr. Khudiram Das, Nadia is the derivative from the spelling of
Nabadwip=n=o-di-o-Nadiaa=Nadia. The maiden mention Nadiaho or Nudia is
in the muslim literary work Tabakat-I-Nasiri (1250 A.D.). As per the documents
of Dr. Khudiram Das Nabadwip is actually an island surrounded by Jalangi and
Bhagirathi rivers and the name Nadia was derived from it which later was
identified with the entire district. 8

FAME OF NADIA : The history of Nadia is just not of Nabadwip. The
history starts from the time of decline of the capital Nadia of Lakshman Sen. 9
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This is because history ofNadia during the medieval age is in total darkness.
No body could say since when it was identified as a distinct place of importance.
In the prehistoric time Nadia was supposed to be under the sea as assumed by
the geologists. The deposition of silt by the Ganges and other rivers had given
rise to this delta with silt, sand and gravels. In this regard the excerpt from J. H.
E. Carrett is relevant- There can be little doubt that the delta through which the
ganges flows was built up from the sea in prehistoric times by the silt which the
various distributaries of that river brought down from the plain and mountains
for island.

10

Historian Ptolemy has asserted the same in the map he had drawn

the 2nd century. In those times Nadia was a marshy land and crisscrossed
11

by many small rivers. In the words of Carrett - "This marked the first stage in

the reclamation of the land from the sea, and Nadia in those days appears to
have been a fen country intersected with rivers and morasses, and probably
ited by a few scattered settlements of fishermen and boatmen."

12

It is

evident that even in ancient time Nadia was part of Bengal though it did not
have any separate identity as at present.
When the Maurya Empire was founded whether Nadia was part of its kingdom
or not is not known. During the rule of Chandra Gupta - II, Bengal came under
the rule of the Gupta Empire. After Skandagupta, the decline of the Gupta
Empire had started. Independent Bengal was created between 525-75 AD. It is
accepted that the present Nadia was a part of the independent Bengal then. In
750AD during the reign of raja Gopaldev Nadia was a part of his kingdom.
Presence of many idols and evidences of Buddhist sanghas from the time of
13

Pal dynasty proves that it was under the rule of the Pal dynasty. Later during
Sen rule and from the time of the muslim rule, the history ofNadia began.
The history of Nadia can be divided into three phases. The 1st phase is between
the times of attack by Ikhtiyaruddin Bakhtiyar Khalji to the arrival of Sri
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Chaitannya from 13th to 16th century AD. The history ofthe Nadia's education
in the society to Krittibash Kahini of Phulia marks the 2nd phase 16th -18th
century AD. The frequent change in the historical context--rise ofBaro-Bhuiyan,
decline of sultanate, rule of subedars under Mughal empire and beginning of
Nawabi rule and later the advent of the British rule and how all these have
affected Nadia cannot be known in detail. But what can be known is how the
Bhuiyans of Jessore had helped Mansingh against Pratapaditya and was
Bhabananda Majumder was awarded the Farm an ( 1606, 1631 forman granted
by Mughal Emperor) or title to the place and this Jed to the establishment of the
royal kingdom ofKrishnanagar according to 'Khitish Bangshabalicharit'. The
famous Krishnanagar royal family had produced equally prominent kings like
Raja Krishnachandra who had patronized poet Bharatchandra the composer of
'Annadamongol'.
The history of 17th and 18th century is the details of the kingdom and dynasty
established by Bhabananda. In 1765 after the grant ofDiwani Nadia came under
the occupation of the British.

14

Boundaries-Geographical position :

While writing the history of Nadia the foremost challenge is to define its
boundaries.

has constantly changed with time. There are many reasons to

that. The boundary that was till 16th century had extended further with the
establishment of royal kingdom in the 1st half of the 17th century. Earlier it has
been mentioned that Bhabananda Majumder had secured title to Nadia,
Mohotpur, Marupdaha, Lepa, Multanpur, Kashirnpur, Boyesha, Mosunda etc
15

oftotal14 parganas in 1606Ad and established his rule. From this time Nadia
was ruled independently by this dynasty. Again the boundaries changed between
16

1765-1883. In 1772 AD the map ofRenell shows a bigger place as Nadia and
included the current North 24parganas, Hooghly, Jessore (Bangladesh) and
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parts of Murshidabad. In 1793 parts of Basirhat, Jessore district, Anarpur, 24
parganas were added. Like this in 1795 Burdwan and Hooghly, 1796Murshidabad, 1835-Barasat, 1882-Jessore again, 1888-Burdwan again and parts
ofNadia were added. In 1947 out of five mahakuma or divisions ofNadia,
Kusthia, Choyadanga, Meherpur were added to East Pakistan. The independent
India formed Nadia with the remaining two divisions Krishnanagar and Ranaghat.
Under the rule of Pakistan the divided parts of Nadia was also called Nadia
district in that country. The Indian side named the Nadia district as Nabadwip
district. Later when the Pakistani side was named as Kusthia in Bangladesh
India renamed the counterpart as Nadia. During the rule of Krishnachandra it
had Plassey in the north, Bay

Bengal

the south, dhuliapur in the east,

Bhagirathi in the west. Nadia was then formed with the 84 parganas. Currently
Nadia is only 3927 square kilometer.
It has Bangladesh to its

17

Murshidabad in the northwest, Burdwan and

Hugli in the West, North 24 parganas in the South and the southeast .. The
district is cut across by the tropic of cancer in two equal parts. It is situated
between the latitude 24°11" and 22°53" and longitude 89°22" and 88°9". It has
mainly alluvial, sand and laterite soil. It is situated at an altitude of 46ft above
the sea
For official work Nadia got its identity as a separate in 178

5yrs after the

death of king Krishnachandra.
The district shares boundary with Bangladesh border for 265km. It has 17
blocks of which 7 blocks are on the Bangladesh border and they are KarimpurI, Karimpur-II, Tehatta-I, Ranaghat-II, Chapra, Krishnaganj, Hanskhali.

18

Administrative divisions : Nadia has 4 Mahakumas, Krishnanagar (sadar or
head quarter), Tehatta, Ranaghat, Kalyani.
Number of town- I
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Townships or ganj-16.
According to latest data of2002 January west Bengai has 19 districts divided
into 3 divisions
-: Burdwan
- : Presidency
- : North Bengal
Of which Nadia belongs to Presidency division.

19

Population :
2001 was the year we had the last census and with this we shall compare the
figure 100 days or more before census. In 1872 first census was done but it
revealed many mistakes. In 1881 another census was done which is considered
authentic.
According to the census between 1870 and 1911 figures are given revealing
how the population has increased (+)and decreased (-)in the Nadia district.
Year AD

Total population comparison with yr inc/dec

1911

1,617,846

1901-1911

49,645-

1901

1,667,891

1891-1901

23,583+

1891

1,644,108

1881-1891

18,687-

1881

1,662, 795

1872-1881

1,62,398+

1872

1,500,397

20

According to census 2001 the population of Nadia is 46,03756. of which
2365054 are men and 22,38702 are women. The ratio between men and women
is 1000:947. About 78.73o/o live in rural areas and 21.27% live in urban areas.
. 1172. 21
P erson per square k 1'l ometer 1s
Currently 6% of the total populations of West Bengal stay in Nadia. After
partition population has quadrupled. In 1952 population is 11,44,924 and it is
•

•

ever 1ncreasmg.

22
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Municipality:

According to Carrett (1990) Nadia has 9 municipalities- they are Krishnanagar,
Santipur, Ranaghat, Nabadwip, Kusthia, Kumarkhali, Meherpur, Birnagar,
23

Chakdah. Currently Nadia has 8 municipalities.

24

Rivers :

Bhagirathi, Jalangi, Bhairab, Churni, Mathavanga, Ichamati, Anjana.

25

Santipur is a very traditional ancient place. Many times the change in rule,
change of culture, system, inhabitance of different peoplewith varied culture
has enriched it with rich traditions and colourful heritage. After discussing
Nadia it is important to know about Santi pur and its origin or else it will not be
possible to judge its cultural aspects. At the very outset we would discuss how
did the place earn its name.

Naming Santipur :
The name of Santi pur seems very common, as there are at least 8 places of that
name of which 7 are in Bangladesh/Bengal and 1 in Nepal creating confusion
for us while discussing the origin of our Santi pur.
The Santi pur villages are
L

Near pandua on the west ofMadhaipur

2.

In the district of Dacca a village named so

3.

A village on the South ofDebagram in Nadia district

4.

South ofKolaghat in east Medinipur district a village named so

5.

Village on the West ofHooghly district

6.

Village in Burdwan district

7.

On the bank ofBhagirathi in Nadia district

8.

In Swambhu in Nepal-"Santipur" Ashram.

26

The mention of the place Santi pur in different literary works like Baisnab literature,
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Mangal Kabyo, Padabali and other literature with the glimpse of glorious and
rich culture, education, religion, commerce and literature is none other than the
one situated on the·banks of the Bhagirathi or Nade Santipur and we can start
from here.
The history says that the name is derived not from any individual name but
meaning profound peace.
The probable origin of the name follows as below:
In the times of Adisur by the name of hermit Shantipan
According to Charyapad composer Shantipada (Shantacharya)
By the name of Addaitya Shantacharya

Name ofSaibya Shatomuni
Name of mohanto Shanto
. Shantomum.. 27
H erm1t
Some says that the Hindus used to bring their dying parents here at Santipur.
Ones who recovered did not go back home in fear of any harm to the household
and detached from all worldly affairs spent the rest of the life here in peace and
hence the name Santi pur.

28

But it is found that Santipur is more known as the seat of the hermit 'Shanti'
than anything else.
Historical anecdotes say Emperor Asoka's son and daughter Mahendra and
Sanghamitra had travelled down the Bhagirathi on the south of Gangetic plain
(now Santipur then not named) for spreading Buddhism to Singhal. Later during
the reign of Adisur one of the 5 Brahmins who had arrived from Kanyakubja
named Guru Shantacharya of (Vedagarva) had settled down in the eastern part
of this Gangetic plain. King Prachandadev Rudra ruled this land. According to
the records of Pandit Amulyacharan Bidyavushan and Haraprasad Shastri,
excerpts from history of Nepal it is known that the above king had gave up his
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royal status and kingdom adopted the name Sidhyacharya Shantidev and left
for Nepal and founded the land Swambhuksetra and built 4 buildings on four
sides. One of this buildings or ashram was named Santi pur. He had breathed
his last here. The place is still considered a holy place for people in Nepal,
Bhutan, Tibetans and Buddhists.

29

So we conclude from this that the name was derived from the name of the
Siddhyacharya. Sic:ldhyacharya Shantidev by the name of Shantipada had
composed several verses of Charyapada. Later the land was named by the
name of one of the descendents (of the same royal family) king Dibya Singha
as his capital Dibyadanga. Later it is said that another guru had turned into his
and followed his principles and beliefs. So it is evident that Santipur
had earned its name much prior to the Turkish invasion.

30

Another story says about two kilometers north ofSantipur a teacher Bedacharya
Shanta used to reside at Babla near Nijhor. He was popularly known as
Shanta muni from which maybe the name Santipur was derived. But time and
evidence do not agree with the above fact, as the name Santipur had existed
much before the time of Shanta muni. He was contemporary of Adwaityacharya
and name Santipur existed prior to that time. Further evidence proves that
Grandfather of Sri Adwaityacharya had come to the Badshah of Gour for work
and settled at Santipur that is after the name Santipur was already popular. Jt
So we may conclude that name Santipur was originally derived from the name
of the founder of traditional Buddhist centre Adiguru Shantacharya though later
we find the word 'Shanti' being attached to the names of different Mahanta,
Saibya, Baisnab, hermits etc which can be overlooked avoiding confusion. So
we can say that 'Santipur' was named by the link of the Siddyachariya Adi
Santideb (Santipad).

32
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Origin of Santi pur :

There are different opinions regarding the origin and founding of Santipur.
Anecdotes claim that in ancient time Santipur and its neighbourhood was under
the Ganges. Deposition of river silt has given rise to places like Santi pur, Phulia,
Belagarh, Ula (Birnagar) and Ambika Kalna which is still evident from the fact
that the ground is still full of sand and digging exposes at least 5/6 feet of
alluvial clay. Mostly it is sand covered area dotted with clay.

33

The origin of this landscape is supposed to be as following:
Firstly: Santipur originated during the time of Adisur
Secondly: Santipur originated during the time of Raja Prochondodev
There is confusion regarding the timing of Raja Prochondodev. History hints
of the presnce of three other Singha kings from this family later. During the
time ofNarendra Dev Singh (1190A.D.) Lakshman Sen was the ruler ofGour.

34

Docun1ents state that the remains of his fort could be found at the time of
Narendra Dev Singh.
l. Sutragarh-where the fort area starts

2. Saragarh- where the fort area ends
In the words ofHaraprasad Shastri- Bengal had a town called Santipur. It had
forts on three sides; now such a fort-surrounded place could not be found
anywhere else other than Santi pur.
It still has Saragarh at its east, Sutragarh on the west. The fort on one side has

vanished due to change in the course of Bhagirathi. Even the medieval period
records prove the presence of a fort in this area that was built before the 1Oth
century AD. Probably it was reduced to ruins at the end phase of the Pal
period. This

prove~

the antiquity of Santi pur and its rich legacy.

35

Thirdly, some say in 1194AD during the rule of Raja Lakshman Sen when

Army General of Mohammad Ghori, Ikhtiyaruddin Bakhtiyar Khalji conquered
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Nadia (Nodiah) and Santipur was founded after that. It is said that he had
crossed the Ganges between Santipur and Boura and went to Nabadwip. A
part of the riverbank is still known as "Bakhtiyar ghat". This proves that the
place existed even a little more than 700 yrs ago.

36

Fourthly : The antiquity of Santipur and its history is further asserted in the
documents of Bholanath Chandra.
He has depicted in his book "Travels of A Hindoo (1869)" - "Most probably
Santipur existed from a remote ages. The Ganges flooded immediately below
Santi pur. Now in front of the town there is a large sand bank ... the Chinese
traveler Fa-Hien returned home by this way across the sea in the 5th century
D.

known voyage down the Bhagirathi was made in the age of
who sent his son, Mahendra on a mission to the king of Ceylone in the

third century B.C."
From the above description it is clear that from the remote ages of 3rd century
. to the starting of 12th century A.D. is the time of origin of Santipur. It is
also obvious that even during Asoka's time settlements existed at Santipur,
south of which flowed the Ganges connecting to the sea. It was across this
Ganges thatAsoka's son and daughter had travelled to Ceylon from Pataliputra.
lt is still under dark what exactly was the place called then but certainly it was

Santipur that is beyond any doubt.

37

All this proves Santipur had originated much prior to the Turkish invasion as
already stayed before.

Brief History of Santipur And Its Boundaries And Physical Features :
Before discussing the boundaries of Santipur it is important that we discuss
how such boundaries were made.

During the time of Adwaityacharya (1434-1558) Santipur was under the
occupation of Badshah of Gour Sujan Shah. As per the opinion of Acharya
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Sen, Dinesh Chandra a Kaji (muslim priest) named Gorai used to rule Santi pur.
His residence was near Sutragarh at Kulia. Later it came under the rule of
38

Pathans and Mughals. From the preserved panja-s at Santipur, of the Mughal
guru Ghondkar descendents that Mughal emperor Humayun had granted his

I

guru Ejrat Shah Dewan (also known as Sayeed Mehbub Alam) 13000-bigha

I

land to settle under Hatiarpur mouja. At this time the boundaries of Santipur
was Ganges in the south, Nijhor at North, Saragarh in the east and Gorpheya
the west.

39

I
I

Let us discuss the presence of Ganges in the landscape of Santi pur. From
ancient description

found that Santipur was surrounded

three sides that is also referred in AdwaityamangaL

on

used to

eastern, Southern and western sides of Santipur. Evidences of the above facts
are

at Santipur. From Nabadwip Ganges had flown south keeping

ambika-Kalna and guptipara to its right and has flown down the south of Santi pur
to the east by the side

Phulia~

I
I

40

Boyra and met the Ganges at Calcutta. The

course has still the same for the river till date; only the eastern part of the
course is changed. Still the gullies, ponds and depressions prove the point till
date. Rest is all filled up with alluvial soil and are fertile agricultural land or

I

settlements today.

I

The ganges flow from the north east part of Santi pur through Babla village and
Banak to the National Highway at Saragarh under the pool and meets the

I
I

mainstream of Ganges. The mention of this course of the river is found in
Brindaban Das's 'Chaitanya Bhagabat'. It is known that Bakhtiyar Khalji had
come with his army to the confluence part of two distributaries of the Ganges
that is still popular as Bakhtiyar Ghat. Ganges flows east to the Nabadwip thus
this is the ancient course of Ganges to the heart of Santi pur.

41

While discussing the ancient course of the Ganges it can be said that during the

I

I
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time of Adwaityacharya or even before the Ganges used to flow by the southern
part ofSantipur even during the time ofHumayun the same path continued. But
later from the map of Rennell it is found Ganges had shifted to further south
and this change of course is still on.
Humayun had sent 700 raj puts and 600 pathans with arms/ammunitions to protect
his property at Santipur. The descendents of this army still reside here at
Rajputpara, Pathanpara and arms/ammunitions; canons were preserved in an
area that is called 'Topkana para'.

42

In 1606 after helping Mansingh Bhabananda Majumder had secured 14 parganas
as award from the Mughal emperor and eventually his descendents rose to
power. In 1676 during the rule ofRudranarayan when Sutragarh was still beyond
his domain but later it got separated from Harinadi and attached to Santipur
which was then under the domain of king ofNadia.

43

Same year Emperor Aurangzeb's grandchild Sayeed Din Mohammad Sufi had
taken back the sanad ofHumayun and instead awarded Ekramaml sanad. This
made the Ghndkars owner of 13000 Bigha sadatmay lakhoraj properties. At
this time the Bengal nawab under the instruction of Delhi Durbar renewed the
panja that was in Persian language. Later in 1930 it was translated into Bengali
at the Ranaghat court.
Translation was as below:
Niskar: sanad or Jaidad Sayeed Shah Alam
Dakhlikar: Sayeed Kajem Hussain Ghondkar
Father-late Sayeed Naqeebuddin
New no. 657
Old : not available
List ofLakheraj land: Lakheraj properties carried by Madatmay Pirowor
Donor: Nawab Jafar Khan
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Donee: Najrat Sayeed Shah Dewan
Present owner: Sayeed Wajed Ali alias Panchu Mia, self or of his descendents
generation wise
Nam Pargana: Sutragarh
Measurement ofland: Ek mouja 13000 bigha.

44

After Din Mohammad Sufi his son Sayeed Malik (1622-1725) inherited the
entire property of his father (13000 bigha of Sutragarh + 1000 bigha of
Chandpur). After Sayeed Malik his son Sayeed Darbesh inherited (1700-1768)
the property. At this time in 1757 the battle ofPlassey was fought which marked
the decline of the Khundkars.
landlords were stripped

45

By the Sunset law passed by the British all
rights.

1768 Sayeed Darbesh expired and

his son Sayeed Wajed Ali became the owner (alias Panchu Ghondkar 173546

1884) . After the Permanent Settlement the picture of land reform completely
got transformed.

lakheraL debottor and Pirottor lands were confiscated.
~"

1848 Sadhu Panchu Ghondkar died without any male descendent His only
daughter Nichha bibi got married to Sayeed Naqeebuddin of Khondokosh,
Burdwan. Their only son Sayeed Kajem Hussain (1828-1932) had some dispute
with the king of Nadia over properties and they went into legal intervention.
The ruler Maharaj Kshitish Chandra Roy ( 1890-1911) brought against Sayeed
Kajem Hussain 47llaw over the Sutragarh property at the subcourt of Nadia.
Accusation no. 12, June 2nd, 1899.

47

The Maharaj had won the case and took custody of the property. In 193 2 after
the death Sayeed Kajem Hussain his child Sayeed Mojammal Hussain despite
all efforts could not revive the properties.
The ownership to the properties of Santipur had reached hands of the
descendents ofBhabananda Majumder after many other owners. He had secured
in 1606,14 parganas and 4 farmans from the Mughal emperor of which Nadia,
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Machlandpur, Marokdaha were remarkable. Again in 1613 he had secured Ukhra,
Ismailpur, Bhaluka parganas. Later his son Gopal in the middle of 17th century
had secured from emperor Jahangir, right to the parganas ofSantipur, Sahapur,
48

Rajpur. According to 'Annadamongal' during the reign ofRaja Krishnachandra
Nadia and Ukhra, Santipur were included among the 49 parganas. Later in 1758
April revenue from Burdwan and Nadia went under the British custody. Owing
to defaulting to pay revenue on time Nadia Raj's property was put to auction.
Eventually the Nadia comprised of 84 parganas was reduced to a smaller
dimension. Eventually "Santi pur" the favourite region of Raja Krishnachandra
turned

the British main Kuthi of cotton textile for export.

49

According to Hunter's statistical accounts the geographical position of Santi pur
at latitude

0

14'24" north and latitude 88°29'6" east. 5°

According to Nadia District Gazetteer (1990) it is located at latitude 23°15"
north and longitude 88°27" east. The amazing fact is that the first municipality
ofNadia was established at Santi pur ( 1865, 11th January) with jurisdiction of 7
square mi1e. But on investigation from the municipality authority it is clear that
51

land for settlement amounts to 9 square mile. Besides the land appurtenant to
the riverbank under the municipality when added to it amounts to about 13 or
14 square miles. It has a stretch of 21 miles of concrete road and 82 miles of
mud road.
The boundaries of Santipur municipality is like below :
Gobindapur in the North, depressed lands of Babla and Nijhor also in the
North: depressed lands ofNijhor also in the east traced by Kontkhola, Choto
Ranaghat, Ghoralia, Beharia, Phulia, Boyra (Badarika), Malipota etc. in the
south Bhagirathi flows with its plain. In the west it has Haripur canal, Haripur,
Bramhasashan, Raghunathpur, Baghachra.

52
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Religion :

ln the last decade of the 12th century army general of Mohammad Ghori
Ikhtiyaruddin Bakhtiyar Khalji had attacked Nabadwip and landed at Santi pur.
Raja Narendra Dev Singh who was a Buddhist then ruled Santipur. Owing to
the strained relationship of the Buddhists with the hindus Narendra Singh did
not come to the support ofLakshman Sen, a Hindu king, at the time of Turkish
invasion. Post Turkish invasion the Buddhists were forcibly converted to
Muslims. Thus the number of Buddhists was reduced drastically and Buddhism
almost disappeared from Santipur. Santipur went under Muslim rule. The Muslim
traditions and customs intervened into its living and culture. Again at the time
of Sri Chaitanya and Adwaityacharya the influence ofBaisnab cult was profound
in the culture of Santi pur. Its wide outlook and simplicity had attracted many
irrespective of caste and creed; both Hindus and Muslims. During the rise of
the royal family of Krishnanagar the dominance of Muslim was considerably
reduced. Maharaj Krishnanchandra was a Hindu Samajpati. He rolled Hinduism
back to its glory in BengaL
At Nadia during the rule ofKrishnachandra, after the battle ofPlassey when
Bengal's political scenario was devastated, British started ruling the country
and Santipur came under its domain. During the British rule the Christian
missionaries became very active in spreading literacy in the area and they had
set up many missionary schools in this region. They also took active role in
converting Muslims and Hindus into Christians but the latter was not very
effective. At Chapra there are still a few Christian families, they also have a
church in that region. Santipur has thus become the seat of varied culture and
religions, Hinduism, Buddhism, Baisnabism, Islam and Christianity and all have
mingled into to form Santipur's own identity, own culture where all religions
are respected equally. This culture or ethnicity cannot be identified with any
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The inhabitants of Santi pur :
After 16th century with the advent of Baisnab culture Santipur came to be
recognized as the epitome of culture, traditions and Baisnab cult. But the history
of its populace is very ancient and colourfuL The archaeological evidences and
other proofs indicated by the specialists despite the dominance of the Brahmins
in the society and rich cultural development Santipur that is dotted with rivers,
forests was primarily inhabited by the age-old natives of the place. Till now the
tribal community of Orao, Rajowar, Munda, Santhals, Bagdi, Sardars inhabit
different parts of Santipur.
Population of Santipur :
The Population of Santipur has kept varying over different period of time. It
has varied over the years with the varying boundaries and dimension of Santipur.
It "vas considered apargana during the time of Jahangir and its area was pretty

huge. It was one jojan of area at the time of Adwaityacharya. Later the dimension
of Santipur was reduced but the region along with other areas in the surrounding
was collectively called as Taraf Santipur consisted of 38 moujas.
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In the beginning of the 19th century the population of Santi pur was more than
000.
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In 1822 it was 50000. Number of household was 20000.
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According to Nadia District Gazetteer the population is: 1st census report
18 72-28,63 5
1891-30,437
1901-26,898.
1921-27,300.
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The present population (190 1): Hindus, 18,219, Muhammadans, 8672, Christians-

6, and other religions-!.

59
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Population according to 1991 census report:
Urban Population: 1,67,594
Rural Population: 1, 09,911
Female: 1,35,038
Male: 1,42,471
Scheduled caste: 83,812
Scheduled tribe: 16,727
Ward: 25
Concrete road: 60,356 Km
Brick road 51.181 Km
Mud road: 91,018.
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Weather:
It

predominated by monsoon winds of the south from Bay of BengaL tle

rainfall is found during winter. The rainfall during 1990-91

1685 mm and

1234 mm respectively. Average rainfalll40lmm.
1990 highest temperature: 36 degree Celsius lowest 8 degree Celsius
1991 highest temperature: 43 degree Celsius, lowest 8 degree Celsius.
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Rivers : Bhagirathi
Port : Harinadi Bandar

PHULIA:
At present Phulia is under Santipur police station within 54 no. mouja and
situated on south east ofSantipur (6.4km). Phulia is situated on the west of34
National Highway. But old Phulia was on the south of the NH-34.
Initially Phulia was comprised ofTarapur, Udaypur, Lalmath, Nilnagar, Pumulia,
Kuthirpara, Ranidanga, Boyra, Malipota, Beharia, Gobarchor, Gangadharpur,
Belgaria, Ghusra etc. the Ganges used to flow by the south-west of Phulia.
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Gradually with the change in the course of the Ganges the geographical position
ofPhulia has changed. In the last 500 years many places went under the river
like Ranidanga, Kuthirpara, Gobarchor, Gangadharpur, Ghusra, parts ofBoyra
. h was once very developed. ~
wh 1c
Baisnab Kulaguru Sri Addaityachariya used to walk on foot every morning
from Santipur to Phulia to take lessons of Sastra from the famous professor
then Shantacharya. Phulia was then the abode for many scholarly men and had
some chatuspadi as well and the place was then an epitome of culture, tradition
and rich legacy.
The village Fullabati at the time of Adwaityanama was later named as Phulia. It
is known that the place had flower gardens hence the name. It was also the
birthplace of renowned poet Krittibas at Boyra adjacent to Phulia.
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Gradually the changed course of Ganges leading to geographical changes, urban
oriented development, famines Phulia started losing its grandeur with people
moving out to other places. History reveals after the arrival ofKrittibash (1398/
99),
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Sri Chaitanya and Sri Addaityachariya no other remarkable event has

taken place at Phulia in these 500 years. Before partition the population at
Phulia was small and scattered all over the place and engaged mainly into animal
husbandry and agriculture.
It is amazing that Post partition scenario have drastically changed Phulia

developing into a busy township with handloom as the primary means to
livelihood. Let us now discuss how it all happened.
In 194 7 after the partition the refugees from Bangladesh started pouring in
Phulia and its adjacent areas. With the increased number of refugees it became
imminent to arrange shelter, employment, land, setting up cottage industry and
supply basic raw materials, set production and distribution and sell of such
products in order to rehabilitate this community. Jawaharlal Nehru the Prime
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Minister ofindia then understood the gravity of the situation and came Calcutta
with the honorary advisor of Rehabilitation department, Government of India,
Sri K. Dey. They had long discussion with the Chief Minister of West Bengal
Sri Bidhan Chandra Roy.
Meanwhile in 1947, August rehabilitation project had advanced appreciably in
Kurushetra relief camp with refugees from West Punjab, Northwest boundary
of India, Sindh. Also lots of development with the extended rehabilitation
programs was done in Nilokheri in Karnal district under the guidance of
S. K. Dey. Primarily on the same line and principle Composite Township
alias Rural Cum Urban Township was agreed to be taken up
Initially it was agrred that a pilot scheme

made

West BengaL
was approved by

the chief minister then later 9110 other such townships were proposed to be
built. Sri S. K. Dey was entrusted to chose the locations of such townships.
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In this regard an article by Manindranath Majumder is very relevant.
"In the first half of 1946 my elder brother Kulda Pro sad Majumder had left our
village in Pabna district (under the police station Iswardi) and after roaming
across many places came to Buicha village buying 3 3 acres of land very cheap
and settled here at Raiti Sthitibash with family and relatives.
In 194 7-49 many people had arrived in this village (Buicha mouja), bought land
and settled here. The land in and around Phulia was mostly forest-clad wasteland.
All of us bought land out of such territory according to our capacity and made
it suitable for agriculture and living. But it was totally secluded devoid of
settlements, facilities of market, education or any basic amenities. There was
an advertisement given in the Anandabazar Patrika that government would adopt
all wastelands and distribute it among the refugees from East Bengal.
Inspired by the advertisement hoping for a bright future with opportunities for
better education, culture and economic developments we prepared a map of a
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huge mass of wasteland in the parts of Buicha, Udaypur, Belgaria, etc about
3500 bigha and submitted a mass application in the office of the Minister Of
Rehabilitation under the State Government through the District Magistrate and
pleaded with the ministry for rehabilitation process and make arrangements for
dignified, cultured and healthy economic living for all of us. We were instructed
to prepare a map with 5000 bigha of land for approval to Central Government.
We followed instruction and prepared a second map with a total of 5000 bigha
of land (including the previous 3500 bigha +another 1500 bigha) and it was
sent to the Rehabilitation Department ,Central Government.
This was followed by the visit of Director to Development Technical Advisor
Commissioner (Sri S. K. Dey) had investigated the land affair and initiated the
rehabilitation process here.
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Under The Nadia Scheme development of Phulia Township had started. The
township is symbolized by Nataraj idol which was placed at the entrance to the
township by the National Highway on the left side and engraved below were
the words "Majdur Manjil".
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The rehabilitation process was started in 1950 on 15th June under the supervision
of Sri. S. K. Dey with the state government identifying it as a place for
68

rehabi1itation. Gradually the forest clad waste land transformed into a township
with Phulia Polytechnic, Phulia Primary School (later upgraded to Seconday
School), Institute of district Seed centre for Agro-technological Development,
District Technical Institute, Haringhata Dairy Farm (branch), Rurallibraryand
Group Development Office or Panchayat Samity etc.
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Among all cottage industries handloom industry is the foremost and vital of all,
though production of shoes, baskets are still on. The development ofhandloom
industry at Phulia is by itself a major accomplishment in the history of Nadia
hand1oom industry. Santi pur being the centre of handloom industry then the
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refugee weaver under its influence were driven to handloom production. Many
a time in the struggle of the weavers of Santi pur when weavers of Phulia had
joined in it had given a different dimension to such protest and the identity of
the weaver community was greatly restored. The initiatives of the refugee
community of weavers are remarkable as they developed the co-operatives
(mentioned earlier) mainly the contribution of the Basak community. They have
overwhelmed the moneylenders with their commitment and helped the weavers.
At present population at Phulia is more than a lakh with improved economic
condition with hardly any instance of major unemployment Gradually Phulia is
evolving as a complete city equipped with state of the art amenities.
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Chapter- III

Protest and resistance movement of the Weavers of
Santipur
Bengal alias India had coined its name and had a standing in the history of the
textile industry since long and that we have discussed already. Speaking of
Bengal muslin would obviously refer to the ones produced

Dacca. On the

other hand though not that famous like Dacca yet another place remarkable for
finer woven fabric was Santipur. Both the places were noted for their fine
woven fabrics in the undivided Nadia districL The places were significant for
producing

it calls for a discussion on muslin.

Cotton or Carpus weaving is an ancient practice in India. The muslin in Bengal
was also known as 'Carpasium'. These are all derived from the Sanskrit word
1

Carp as.-

that the word calico was derived from the
2

of Cali cut was famous. It is said that for many years
the overseas traders collected muslin fabrics from the port of Macchlipattam
near Madras. Some says that the Turkish emperor used to wear turbans made
of muslins collected from India and hence Indian muslin was in great demand
"In the 17th century due to the fear of the Portuguese pirates across the
Bay of Bengal, traveling became difficult and risky, weavers in Mosal, the capital
city of Turkey then, started weaving fabrics like that of Bengal's finer variety of
textile. The name muslin was thus derived. Though we consider 'machhlip' as
the more appropriate origin for muslin.

3

"The aristocratic section of the society generally used muslin clothes more. A
length of 10 yards by 1 yards muslin would cost Rs 60 -80. The cheaper
variety was 20 yards by I yard and priced at Rs 2. It took 7 to 8 days to weave
a length of muslin. The width of a muslin thread was 1/1 OOOth part of an inch. In
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England the muslin thread would measure 1I 480 part of an inch. Four yarns of
muslin in Bengal when combined, will form a single yarn in the English factory.
One Abroya muslin length of 15 feet by 3 feet of meagre 900 grams weight
4

would take the weavers by and large 6 months to complete" . In the description
given by Tavernier that the Persian king was gifted by the Indian messenger a
300 yards muslin length coiled inside a coconut which was of the size of an egg
of an ostrich. The muslin of Dacca was generally 20 yards in length, 1 yard in
width and frills on one side. Many used to place order and get it woven according
their taste and choice. The loom in muslin weaving would use more threads
for warp than weft In a 20tola inferior variety of muslin would have warp and
weft in the ratio of 11: 9. In case of greater length the warp count of thread
would be more. Lighter the weight more would be the price. A length of 10
:;

and I yard ofwidth muslin would have 1800 counts of yarns.
J)ifferent types of Muslin:
1.

Jhuno: like spider web

2.

Rang : very fine quality

3.

Sarkar Ali: The Nababs used this variety, finer quality, tough. The weavers

of this variety used to get Jagirs from the government.
4.

Khasa:

5.

Sabnam (Dewdrops of evening) :

6

In the description of French travellerTavernier it is found that emperor
Aurangzeb's daughter Zebannisa was wearing it and walking across the palace
when the emperor reprimanded her thinking she did not cover her body with
clothes properly, such finer was the variety of the muslin.
These varieties of muslin were mainly woven in Dacca, the Santi pur variety of
muslin were quite advanced too the proofs of which are evident. During the
reign of King Krishna Chandra a group of youths of the Mulliks at Ranaghat
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used to procure finer quality of muslin from Santi pur and export it to European
countries. In the beginning of the 19th century the representatives of the East
India Company used to procure muslin of worth 170000 pounds from here."

7

In 1786, Hall well in his writing praised the finer yarns and weave of muslin in
Bengal. "N. E. of Calcutta, distant about 3 day's journey, lies Krishnanagar, the
fort and capital of Rajah Kissen Chunder. He possesses a tract of country of
about twelve day's journey and is taxed at 9 lacs per year though his revenues
exceeded 25 lacs. His principal looms are Santipur, Nuddeah etc, where
Mulmuls, Coffaces and cotton yarns are manufactured."

8

finer quality of cotton fabric produced in Santi pur had immense demand
the market and the British recognized the fabric as mulmul.

Santi pore,

the manufacture ofmulmuls was an exclusive occupation of the weavers. Even
the weavers who weaved mulmuls could not weave mulmuls of superfine quality
which required a highly specialised skilL Mr. Fletcher~, Commercial Resident at
Santipore in 1788, stated that Mulmuls superfine 40 x 2

1
/

yards is an assortment
4

which only a few weaver can manufacture well and from the scarcity of proper
thread (owing to the famine of 1788) for the cloth, I do not think, that the
quantity wanted can be procured. The ordinary mulmuls 40 x 2 and 40 x 2

1
/
2
9

yards can be manufactured by all the weavers who make the middling mulmuls" .

Parts of Loom
While discussing weaving industry it is crucial to mention about the primary
parts of the loom. To construct a loom the following parts are needed. Previously
these parts were made with bamboo and wood. Shantipore was surrounded
with bamboo and forests of other plants and trees that has evident influence on
the choice and make of handloom parts. AI these gave rise to a proverb about
Shantipore "bamboo, box and ponds were the beauty of Santi pore". Loom
parts 1nade of bamboo and wood were mentioned as Kale Norod, Bar Norod,
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Sana, Boya, Maku; Noli, Kole Khili, Bar Khili, Beekale Piri, Tepor Noli,
.

- '

Dangi, Dola Kathi, Chorka, Latai, Dokti, Theka, Chocha and Bisn-Karam.

10

Since ancient times the loom that has been used in India is called Handloom or
Bengal Loom. Looms made with the wood variety and had more longevity to
work and lasted for 3 to 4 generations. Here one has to operate the Maku on
one hand and hold it by the other hand. It is difficult to weave fabrics with
wider measurements on this type ofloom but very thin or thicker variety can be
woven on it using least of thread it can produce such thin fabric that handlooms
cannot produce. One cannot work fast on Bengal handloom. A skilled weaver
can run the maku 31/32 times per minute. The foremost fault in the model
there is no resting space

and

time it has to be kept in a straight

line and run with equal stress or else it would not run and may fall down. For
new apprentices it

not an easy task to run a maku.

is with this Bengal handloom through which several finer varieties of textiles
were produced in Dacca, Santipore and other areas of Nadia district that
received accolade from various places of India and abroad.
Finally, the advent of flying shuttle loom invented by John Kay in the last half
of 18th century brought about a change that improved the face of Bengal
handloom.

had many similarities with the handloom mechanism. Teaks of

good quality after sun-dried properly, n the parts of the loom are made.
The significant parts of this loom are :
Dokti, Baksho, Mut kath, Pakha, Mutha Kath, Frame, Maku, Hatol, Tarajut

Hath Khil or Khil Kathi, Pasha or padol, Naraj, Kole Naraj, Bahir Naraj,
Wosari or Moti, Belna, Jhamp, Sana or Nach, Nachni, Nachnir Pati, Mechka,
Sor or Dangi, Sir Dangi, Josher, Gulot Kolputh or "Bo" pati, Chorki, Natai,
Ghurni Kath, Teko, Charka, Tanar Noli, Thali or Poren, Tana Nol, Bar or
chali, Tanahata Sor, Holki, Murabari or Palabari, Jharon, Tanapechha
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Dangi, Satashi or chiyor, Fulki, Majan or Brash etc.

12

These parts are used to run the loom and prepare cotton textile till now.
Previously yarn was made using spinning wheel everywhere in Bengal. Later
yarn was made using machines. Despite the higher technology based machines
the yarn has to be tough, glossy and in line or else good quality clothes cannot
be made. In the cloth yarn that is laid longitudinally is called warp and it is
divided into two parts. Part of this thread is passed from the upper portion and
part is passed through the lower portion with the help of maku and placed
laterally and it is called weft thread. Both these yarns should be tough, striking
more the warp thread.
To make the thread usable it needs to be dipped in water properly following the
rules. Then

should be wrapped properly along the 'natai pati' (kabari stick).

thread

'mochra' (piecing). Thin yarns are appropriate for

mochra and thicker ones for joining.
At the end of the process yarns are given vatan and bolan (sizing), thick
threads are starched or a mixed pulp of Chopped rice and khoyer is applied
whereas for thinner threads khoi pulp is applied. Previously rice starch used to
used hence was known as Vatan. Using these starch when the yarn is smeared
and rolled the length gets increased and it

called Bolan.

The thread reel is sun-dried and dried reel is fitted into the bobbin and in line
that facilitates weaving.

13

Then the woven length of cloth is plained. It is done with water whereas now
we use Sabu to do the same. The warp and weft was done putting khoi pulp
hence water was used to rinse it out and then applying a little weight it was
straightened and dried out.
Like other areas in Nadia, at Santipur clothes were woven using similar technique.
Gradually Jacquard machine was introduced in this region. At Baranagar in
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greater Calcutta, an English had established a factory for Jacquard machines
by the name Industrial Orvong Company that is also the origin of Jacquard
machines in Santipur. Later a man with the employees of the English man called
Kalipada Mondol had set up another such factory named 'Mondol Company'
that permanently introduced the Jacquard machines in Santi pur. Previously the
machine could not generate so many designs as it does now.

14

While discussing the weaving industry of Santi pur it can be mentioned that no
proof is evident from where it can be concluded whether Santipur in Nadia
existed or not in ancient time. The existence of the place becomes evident for
the first time in the 15th century during the reign ofRaja Ganesh Danujadarman
15

Gaud) (AD. 1401). While probing the origin behind the name it
was known in the middle of gth_J Qth century in the composition of' Charyapada'
16

the name was derived. There is also confusion about the time period during
weaving started

Santipur. In Addaityacharya's Biography there is

mention in the "Addaityamangal" kavya

II "Santipure jato

chilo tantubai

Acharya prangone asi horigun gai "II

17

It is evident from this that weaving had started in Santipur much before the

arrival of Sri Chaitanya. Perhaps it was started from the beginning of the of
Sultanate period. On the urge of Lakshman Sen, the king of Gour, several
weavers, tailors and masters came from Dhamrai in Dacca and settled here in
18

Santipur. The weavers at Santipur manly had the expertise in weaving muslins.
Naturally they had started weaving muslins here. Later this became famous as
'Santipur Sari' with fine intricate borders. After the arrival of Advaitya Prabhu
many weavers had arrived from Dacca, Tangail, Bikrampur and other areas to
Santi pur. Again in the first half of 16th century due to the disturbances created
by Mog and Arakan bandits many weavers had shifted from Dacca to Santipur
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19

in Nadia district. Thus gradually Santi pur grew up as a major textile weaving
centre and its prosperity increased manifold. Before the settlement of the weavers
from East Bengal, the erstwhile Santipur textile though was famous but had
lacked in the finesse and subtlety in their work, which these weavers from East
Bengal introduced later. The yarn needed to weave such finer quality was
produced from a particular variety of cotton which was not grown in Santi pur
initially. East Bengal is riverine delta with high moisture in the climate conducive
to produce such higher quality of cotton.

20

While shifting form Dacca, Bikrampur to Santi pur many weavers had brought
seeds of the higher quality cotton produced in their lands. They planted and
sowed seeds; the cotton produced was not like that of Dacca due to different
weather condition yet it was of much higher quality. Textile produced from this
21

cotton was known as Mulmuls. Later Carpus cotton became popular in Santipur
and about 3000 tonnes of this variety was produced. Over and above to meet
the demand at Santipur another 400 tonnes of cotton used to be imported.
Gradually Santi pur started producing thicker variety to thinner and subtle types.
Besides the weave being subtle the muslim masters used to weave them in
intricate designs. Till now they have their descendants continuing at Santi pur.
Hence 'Ripu' and 'Arong Dholaf at Santi pur are still famous all over BengaL

22

In the context ofhandloom textile it is important to mention the implication of
the word "Arong Dholai". It is mainly used for thrashing a crooked person
clean and straight. East India Company opened Santipur Commercial Residency
or Commercial Settlement and started business with the famous textile of
Santipur. The above settlement had 11 textile collection centres and each such
centre was called arong. Before depositing the clothes at the arong they were
washed properly. They were boiled in the mixture of cow-dung, "saji mati" and
alkaline mixture and washed and beaten with mugur to clean and straighten it.
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The clothes looked white as conch-shell and were called 'Sankha-petai' cloth.
Santi pur was famous for its wash and clothes from settlements of other areas
were sent here for wash. Still Santi pur wash or dholai is famous and hence the
..
d23
proverbhas ongmate
.
The evolution of'Santipuri' or 'Mulmul' can also be attributed to the contribution
of the women of that era. Girl child within the age of 15 years whose palms
were still very tender used to prepare the yarn in the early hours of the morning
in the fields before the dew drops would dry up. As lack of moisture and
24

softness would make the yarn thick The weavers then would weave with 250
to 300 counts thread. Now a days where 50 I 60 or 100 counts thread are
considered subtle

15 111 or] 6th century the girl child by dint of the dexterity

of their hands could spin 250/300 counts subtle yarns. Later this subtlety reached
the height of 1000 counts during the Mughal period. Today what machine cannot
produce, the poor uneducated women and children could produce such finer
yarns.
Dewan Kartickeyo Chandra Roy in his "Khitish Bangshabalicharif' has
mentioned that previously there was no import of yarn from foreign countries
in the country. The yarns that were spun by the women were used to weave all
textiles in India. There were numerous instruments with which yarns were spun
here like Takru' 0 'Charka'. The former was used to spin fine yarn and latter
to spin the thicker variety, through the occupation of spinning thread they used
to earn money to support their livelihood.

25

The characteristics of Santipuri sari :

The primary characteristic of these saris was their fine teaxture and delicately
and elaborately designed borders. It was extraordinarily designed with smooth
texture, lightweight and an extremely comfortable to wear. The Silk or jari borders
were woven with needles. Primarily with charcoal designs were marked on the
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soft silk texture and then those designs were woven with needles directly on
the cloth. The women did this needlework. Their intricate and fine embroidery
with needles in skilled hands used to make these saris attractive and popular
amongst all. This became a significant point of self-sustenance for the women.
Initially handloom textile was of four types - Ellol, Dam, Sam, Chaharam etc
were the different .names and varieties of saris. Striped in White or colour
Sarbasundari, Sinduri, Kharkemuti, Chowrangi, Taskhupi, Choukhupi,
Ainakhupi etc. As mentioned in Mukundaram Chakraborty's 'Chandimangal'

ballad perhaps Meghadomboru saris were made too.

26

There were many other varieties of saris like the jor for the deities, then the
ones with borders called Chandmala, Taj, Tajkolka, Kolka, choukolka, Tekka,
Era, Chanch, Rajmohol, Doroka (two different borders on two sides).
Kanadumri, Gaan, Aish, Mach, 11.1anush, Poshu, Pakhi etc. were the other
27

types of borders. Pakhi or Bird border was the general range, bird being a
generally accepted being. Colours that were mostly used were yellow, red, blue
or purple and wherever needed black was mostly used. The stitch that was
mostly used was run type.
Tercha, bokeya, Leak, Chatai, Pati, Bans Pata, Jotil, Botam Ghar, Chain, Cross,
Darning (more like the ripu or repair stitches) etc were the other stitches that
were used. Borders were woven with40 to 300 counts yarns of silk or jari. Orni
28

or dupatta or stole were woven too. Formerly various types of stole or Orni
or dupatta were produced at Santipur like Chakmilan (exquisite expensive type
woven in 300 counts yarn), vari par orni etc. and yarns from spinning wheel
used to be used before the advent of English yarns. They were exported abroad.
Santipur and Phulia had given a remarkable dimension to the formation and
designs of stole that were in great demand as an export. While weaving the
dexterity in running the warp and weft smoothly and swiftly and later the intricate,
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fine designs that were done made each piece of textile an object d'art. Previously
the Muslim craftsmen used to colour the yarns. After the partition many of
them had left the country and traditional yarn and the colour went missing.
It was not always the natural objects that were made the subjects for designing

the borders. With an attitude of reform many other subjects were designed on
the borders. The subjects that were woven were like songs/ballads promoting
Widow-remarriage issue. One that was significant was the line

I

saying, "Benche thako Vidyasagar chirojibi hoye". Sometimes it could be just

I

Vidyasagar~s

the opposite cursing Vidyasagar for reforming the society's evils "Suey thako

Vidyasagar Chirorogi hyoe". Dhotis (fine length of cloth) named Jolsaghar'
29

were woven till recently. Among the Santipur weavers there was one such
person who could replicate almost identical figures on cloth following any
photo/statue. He was known to be the only person who could do it in the
country. After replicating the figure
. o fR s. 500. 3o
pnze

King George V on textile, he had won a

Without mentioning some of the names of the weavers whose skill, expertise
and understanding of the art had evolved the handloom industry as a seat of art
were Kishori Lal Pramanik Kirtoniya (champion of the old method of weaving).
He was famous

developing motif

different songs, names and pictures on

the borders. He was also famous for innovating various things in handloom.
31

this field PurnaChandra and his son Gora Chand were very famous too. Later

it was Bhupathi Charan Pramanik who introduced the jacquard method in 1923
and brought about a revolution in textile designing. The name ofGirish Chandra
Pal, the champion of the old method needs special mention. Had this great
artisan not being there, the handloom industry would have long perished at
Santi pur under the blow of the industrial revolution. Gora Chand Pramanik was
a significant name in developing designs on the pitch board. He used to bond
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the design in a way that lasted long. Among his designs that demand special
mention are Krishnachura kolka, Brindabani mayur, Horin. These designs were
popular at Santipur for long time. He would first hit the punch machine with
hammer and cut the pitch board, later had discovered a machine that would cut
the border appropriately. He believed in the theory that if the weaver is expert,
the old designs become new in his hands. Bamacharan Pramanik was the one
who was skilled in producing stole or orni. He had won the gold medal at the
Mohon mela in Calcutta. Ramchandra Dalal was famous for weaving
32

fabrics. In 10 hours he could weave all of I mora ofyarn.: Mathuramohan and
Brojomohan Pramanik of the "'Boka" family had the same skill as that of
33

Ramchandra Dala1. in this context it

that we discuss the implication

the word "Boka" which otherwise would have meant stupid.
During the

of Sri Chaitanya when weaver Shibram had arrived at Nabadwip

with his family, Lord
another generations

directed him
weavers

settle at Santi pur and started

Since Shibram was great devotee of Sri

Chaitanya and was always engaged in devoted recitals the adversaries of Sri
Chaitanya specially the angry Brahmins used to identify him as Boka or stupid
and thus his generation came to be known as Boka bongsho. Though in history
we

come across the weavers being called Boka, but spinning yarns out of

cotton and then with wonderful skill and artistic proficiency they weave beautiful
textiles where there is no trace of dullness. On the contrary, it exhibits their
high mark of artistry, intelligence and creativity.

34

Another remarkable weaver was Chandra Kanta. He could weave more than I
mora of yarn and was famous for making borders. Nitai Chand Pal was famous
for fast par and Pata weaving. Elite people like King Krishna Chandra,
Palchaudhuris of Ranaghat, Maharaj Monindra Chandra Nandi used to buy
clothes from him. Bhupathi Charan could replicate on the cloth whatever picture
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he would see. Bhupathi Charan, Shibkali and Harakali Pramanik were those
who invented new types of borders in the industry. Hajari lal Pramanik's song,
chandelier or birds depicted on the sari border was famous. Once an Englishman
impressed with a border depicting the song "Yamuna puliney bose kande

Radhabinodini" had asked for the price and purchased. Later he had cut the
35

border and sent it to England. It can be derived from here how special was
the Santipuri textile in those days. In the initial period at Dacca the weavers
could design borders as good as Santipur but later the skill went missing.
Another speciality of Santipuri sari was its longevity. Here the kind of fine
yarns the women used to spin with lot of care and dedication was unparallel
which the English mechanized loom could never match later. The English had
taken samples of this thread and underwent many researches and trials still
their machine could never produce 100 counts subtle yet durable thread ever.
The reason why even any ordinary textile made in our country is more durable
than the foreign textile because the way our yarns are tightly rolled with lot of
care and made strong by starching, which is not done anywhere else. Otherwise
these clothes would have not been so lasting yet the thread was thin and do not
go soft and weak.
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The discussion and description

the Santipur textiles in the words of the

poets and novelists are worth mentioning. In the middle of 18th and 19th century
in Bengali literature especially in Mangal Kabya, there is ample reference that
gives idea of the textile in this area. Meghambor, Kolaboti, Chandmala,

Meghadomboru, Ratnamala, Rajmohishi etc wonderful varieties of textiles
.
d 37
are mentwne .
Macheta dekhiya mare dorpone chapar
bachiya poroye meghadomboru kapor Vromorer mota borno oti sukhhotoro

kobi kankanchandi
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meghambor nam tar oti monohoro-jodunandan

38

Dinabondhu Mitra the famous dramatist on santipur says Nibosito kare lok sonkhya nahi tar
gosain dorji tanti hajar hajar
Santipure dury sari saromer ori
nilambori ulangini sarbango sundori.

39

Dwij endra Lal Roy wrote Oi porone tar durey sari mihi Santipure
Santipure durey re vai Santipure durey

40

Poet Nabin Chandra Sen wrote"Sei Sanipure durey sari soromer ori" Now goes to foreign"

41

Bhobani Charan Bandopadhyay wrote "Santipur, Ombika, Baigachhi, Dacca, Chandrakona, Khasbagan,
Barahanagaradi and other places where saris were bordered as red, kakrapere
(like crab),

pere (blue), tabizpere, boranagure and durey or striped."

42

A magazine named "Basantak" published from Calcutta drew a picture that

depicted Santipur (fashionable well attired youth) and Ula (Birnagar-tonsured
aged man) were requesting each other for travelling by the newly conceived
railways in between which is personified as a lady11

Santipur vashe, eso momo pasey, dibo monomoto sari

ula bole jato, sasya nana mota, dibo pure gari. II

43

Besides Rasaraj Amrita Lal Basu had depicted in his writing about the specialities
of Santipur like 'Fulparwala' and 'Kalkadar' saris and 'Jari-bordered orni'
I Stole.

44

Anurupa devi in her 'Bharatborshio Bramhagyan' treatise in explaining

the meaning of the word 'Bharatbarsho' has mentioned that this word has been
used in the way Santipur and Dhoti (Santipure dhuti) and mango of Bombay is
connected (Bombai aam). Thus establishing an eternal connection between a
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place and for what products it is famous for. Its meaning is expressed in the
word 'Bharatborsho' itself.

45

It is clear from this that Indian tradition and culture had a nexus with the

flourishing textile industry of Santipur. With its rise and fall the country's political
and economic rise and decline is connected. Through the development and
advancement of the loom machinery one can observe the development of
freedom movement of India. Bamacharan Basu in his book 'Bastra Bayan Siksha'
has discussed this in details. He expressed that if the traditional Bengal handloom
items be made in a way such that it can be used in a different way, then it is
house would use it giving rise to increased number oflooms,
46

weavers and volume of products. It is true that during that time there were
weavers living in many parts of Nadia. There was no crisis of spinning wheels.
weavers elsewhere lacked the skill of producing finer quality and dedication
unlike

Santi pur weavers. This is the reason why Santipur was a recognized

name in the history of cotton textile.
Historian Kalikrishna Bhattacharya wrote that Bengali weavers had shown such
excellent skill with the native loom, the way it was creating beautiful flowers of
art that is imitable by all in the world. From the begining to the end of the
process is a brilliant example for imitation to any body.

47

It is evident that generally the weavers were sincere, simple, honest and harmless

group of people. Santi pur weavers were no exception to this. The dedicated
love of the weavers for their aurang and loom had helped the weavers to fight
back collectively and had also called a strike. The historians have acknowledged
the beginning of patriotic movement in the second half of the 19th century. But
it was dorment among the community for long time. Therefore it was during
the Sanyasi Rebellion, the first noteworthy protest against the British exploitation,
when the weavers had taken part in it.

48

They were also not indifferent to the
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great Mutiny of 1857. They were also part of the social reforms in the 19th
century. They actively participated in the Swadeshi movement and took part in
the Charka movement of Mahatma GandhL Hence such freedom fighters do
strongly claim the right of recognition and vivid discussion of their struggle
throughout this period.
The exquisite beauty of"Santipuri sari" was revealed during the Mughal reign
and it became famous worldwide. In the words ofDurga Chandra Sanyal in
book "Banglar Samajik Itihas'~- It is known that the textile industry ofSantipur
famous since ancient days. During the Mughal period its eminence was further
augmented. During those days the textiles were initially sent to Delhi. From
there it used to be sold to different countries like Kabul, Beluchistan,
49

Arab, Turkey, Greece and Italy at golden prices. During the reign of the king
ofN adia, Rudra Roy between 1683-94 AD, the textile industry of Santi pur had
witnessed much progress.,

progress reached its zenith during the reign of

King Krishna Chandra Roy in 1728- 1782 AD. It was during his time that the
delicately designed fine quality dhoti or cotton length produced here earned
recognition across the world. In 1766 AD, according to the report ofHallwell,
Santipur that was within the domain of King Krishna Chandra Roy, was famous
for its twists, mulmul and other finer variety of clothes. During this time annually
Rs. 9,35,929, 3 ana 9 pai used to be sold from the Santipur chapter of textile. 5°
The male members of the royal family used to wear dhoti or fine cotton length
made in Santipur. The Mughalladies used to wear 22 yards delicate and superior
textiles produced here.
The delicacy of the textile as well as the higher quality weaving style of Santipur
had attracted the attention of the European companies specially that of the East
India Company which has discussed earlier. Among their establishments and
workshops in the Bengal Subah Santipur was very famous. During this time
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due to the fact that the Business Representative House and government owned
larger textile units were situated here at Santipur it gradually had turned into the
centre of the textile business. Besides, the river Ganges flowing by the town
had facilitated trade much more than any other place. The East India Company
had opened two establishments in Nadia, one at Santipur and the other at
Kumarkhali. Observing the concentration of textile growth and trade and
commerce at Santi pur in the first half of the 18th century, the company made an
establishment spending more than rupees 1 lakh at Baigachi in Santipur. During
this time the company had a flourishing textile business in the southern regions
oflndia. Still the company used to purchase handloom textile worth 1,20,0001 0,000

from Santipur. At the Kuthirpara region at Santipur, the

company used to own two aurang units at Banok and Ghai, the latter was
comparatively small in size and had more than 500 native workers engaged
there.

Appendix the list ofEnglish employees who had worked in these

establishments til11832 are given) The native workers had worked hand in hand
with the company and grew their status financially. Later these employees turned
into the early moneylenders of Santi pur. The company also wanted to keep the
employees satisfied and purchase textile through them and export it to different
European countries and make huge profit out of it. The English trader used to
sell only two third of the textile in the English market and used to export the
rest to France and America. From these countries a portion used to be reexported to other countries. Santipur was one of the major establishments and
business centres of the British and its importance lay in the existence of the
aurang units or textile collection centres under it. The aurungs were at Santi pur,
Sonaberia, Bagara (Baganchora), Kaligunj, Deulpur, Kholsi, Monohargunj,
Niniya, Satboyra, Sebati, Siddhipasha. During this time the names were available
according to the accented pronunciation of the English and in most cases the
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It is worth mentioning that till the time of Alivardi Khan the English company
52

could not exercise much influence in the trade and commerce in BengaL Till
1756 the weavers had the freedom to produce and sell textiles at Santipur. N.K.
Sinha has revealed ih his book that during the time of Alivardi Khan the condition
of the weavers were completely different. He said-'" The weavers used to
manufacture their goods freely and without oppression, restrictions, limitations
53

and prohibitions." Even the Court of Directors was aware of it. Tilll753 the
dadni system was on. In this regard the mentality of the Court of Directors was
" The Directors had also a feeling that the dadni merchants had managed
investment a way
.
54
h ad Increased."

which the weavers had been encouraged and their number

After 1753 with the demolition of dadni system and introduction of the gomastah
system the condition
had kept

the weavers became criticaL The inspiration, which

weavers motivated till before 1757, started declining drastically

after 1757. The exploitation of the weavers in the hands of the gomastahs
started immediately after 1753. Initially they were not supported by the political
powers. But after 1757 they started availing political facilities and grew powerful,
increased their abuses. The weavers grew fragile and insecured in their
hands. "The decline of the manufacture was inevitable because the weavers
were obliged to work against their will at what ever prices are arbitrarily imposed
55

upon them." It is true that in places like Dacca and Santi pur where the English
had tough competition with other European and Asian traders in business though
the weavers of those places had suffered in the hands of the British but it was
never reached any extreme point. That is why the company tried to establish its
dominance over the weavers at Santipur and other places. In 1757 the year in
which the battle of Plassey was fought the English company had made an
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investment ofRs 1,68,500. Most of this money was usually given to the weavers
as advance or dadon. This dadon was given through the gomastahs of the
company. The gomastahs used to forcibly collect clothes from the weavers at
unreasonably cheap price in the interest of the company. This fetched high
profit for the company. In 1758 and 1759 in two letters written by the company
has expressed satisfaction at the performance of the gomastahs and expressed
eagerness to invest more money in this sector. In 1753 when the company
withdrew the dadoni system it had justified that the company did not receive
clothes even by paying money on time. The dominance and control of the
gomastah system had devastated the weavers. The employees of other companies
or independent

used

offer more money to the extent of 20

30o/o

more over the English company. Even they were interested in taking rejected
clothes or ones that did not match up with the East India Company's sample at
much higher prices. The weavers had the freedom to sell their clothes to others
till the time of Alivardi as the Nawab could firmly control the company and its
operation in Bengal. He would negotiate with other foreign companies like
Armenian, French, Dutch and others and would maintain the commercial gain
in the trade for the players and the producers as well. Dr. Kali Kinkar Dutta has
6

mentioned about this in his book 5 After 1757 when the gomastah system was
empowered with political rights the company used it detrimentally against the
weavers to maximize profit and in the course the weavers of Dacca, Santipur
who had so long acquired freedom in producing and selling their products in
the market were ruined. The court with the advent of the gomastah system tried
to motivate the weavers like the time of the dadni system. On one hand the
English did not want to revive the dadni system on the other they did not want
to project the company as an enemy before the weavers. 5

7

In 1765 after acquiring the Dewani right the influence of the English company
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increased manifold over the weavers of Bengal especially at Santipur. In 1770
the famine occurred. It caused immense damage to the weaving industry. Many
artisans who produced cotton textile or made twists died in the famine. At
8

Santipur about 25% ofthe yarn spinners had died. 5 But that did not affect the
demand for Santi pur textiles rather it had increased gradually but the price did
not go up correspondingly.

TABLE NO.1
SANTIPOOR AURUNG
Account of Cash remitted for the provision of the Investment and the Balance
due from the weavers from the 1st of May 17 57 to 1st May 1771
Year

Cash remitted to

Current Rupees P piece. Balance

Santipoor Aurung

due from the weavers

1757

2,01,901.--

726.8- 3.

1758

1,27,200. ~ -

854.1. -

1759

1,50,000. - -

944.11.6.

1760

45,000. - -

1031.0.3.

1761

1,75,000.--

1273.0.6.

1762

1,25,289.--

792.11.6.

1763

1,00,000. --

1925.15. ·~

1764

96,500. - -

1930.4.-

1765

1,15,000.--

916.2.9.

1766

1 ,00,000. - -

231.6.9.

1767

28,000.--

261.15.-

1768

1,95,000. --

10,766.7.-

1769

80,000.--

13,203.9.-

1770

75,000.--

24,481.2.-

1771

1,60,000. --

23,807.12.3.
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Source : Board of Trade : Commercial, General letters from the Court of
Directors, 13th December 1765 to 15th September 1785.
EXTRACT OF CONSULTATION DATED 12TH APRIL 1773, Page- 58.
During this time the wage of a yarn spinner was 3 anas a day and wage of a
weaver for any ordinary fabric was 2 to 3 anas per day, and that of the weaver
for finer quality with design was 11 anas a day. The gomastahs used to dig even
into the meagre earnings of the weavers. Exercising their political influences the
gomastahs would ensure that the weavers could not sell their clothes to any
outsider I trader. In 1772 the number of weavers at Santi pur was more than
40000. The exploitation of the English company made their life miserable. Their
freedom

they had

oyed since the time of the Mughal

was destroyed.

life alongwith their livelihood with handloom was at stake. Very aften they
were deceived by the gomastahs. When they would weave very fine or fine or
average variety of clothes the gomastahs would serially call1.t just fine~ average
or below average and cheat them on prices. Even at times the \"0lothes declared
as

ected were not returned from the English establishment.

Ey~witness

and

annoyed at the exploitation of the English company was William .0olts who
wrote about the agony of the weavers - "With every species of morj_'1poly,
therefore every kind of oppression

manufacturers of all denomination.

throughout the whole country has daily increased; in so much that weavers for
daring to sell their goods, and Dallals and Pykars, for having contributed to or
connived at such sales, have by the company's agent, been frequently seized
and impression confined in irons, fined considerable sums of money, flogged
and deprived, in the most ignomious manner, of what they esteem most valuable,
their castes, weavers also upon their inability to perform such agreements as
have been forced from them by the company's agents universally known in
Bengal by the name ofMutchuleams, have had their goods seized, and sold on
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"The torture were incredibly cruel. The poor weavers were cheated in all
respects. They were bound to deliver predetermined quantity of clothes in time
at the prices determined by the company (at 15 to 40 rupees lesser than the
actual cost). If someone would secretly sell the clothes outside at justified
prices then he would be severely penalized. His loom thread, clothes would be
severed. For first-rate weavers the penalty would be even worse, their thumb
would be cut off and made incapable of weaving or any related work for the
rest of the life."

60

In this situation the weavers were compelled to rise in mass protest. In 1773 as
mentioned earlier, the famine occurred, during the weavers had intimated their
condition and difficulties to the English authority in writing. The Court of
Directors had understood the complexity of the situation the weavers were into
and they thought about it. Understanding the interests of other foreign companies
in trading with the weavers of Santipur, the Court wanted to lease out some
freedom to the weavers. In 12th April1773 mentioning about the application of
the weavers the authorities of the company had issued a letter. They admitted
that there is no mistake in whatever the weavers of Santipur has complained
about. They have now come to understand the miserable condition of the
weavers., The prices that the weavers earned for their clothes are hardly enough
to meet their expenses. Due to the famine, misery of the country has increased
manifold and many weavers had died out of starvation. In this situation there
was no other way than to help the weavers to come out of the condition. Not
just appeal, the weavers, after silently suffering the torture for long had submitted
a complain letter to the authority signed by the weavers collectively. (See
Appendix No. I) The weavers had first united under the leadership ofBijayram.
Later Ramram, Lochon Pramanik and others joined the leadership. They were
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not satisfied only by a written complaint, walking overnight they had all reached
Calcutta and verbally communicated their grievances before the Company
authorities and sought justice. The weavers had warned that until their grievances
are taken care of they would not weave any cloth for the company. Dr. Suprakash
Roy had highly praised this protest of the weavers.

61

This protest can be
62

identified with that of the modern day's Trade Union movement. This was a
rare instance in the history of the labour as because, by the workers in India,
the farmer's revolt against the British had not started yet. Till then there was no
sign of collective protest or any sign of separate labour union's existence. In
this situation the protest of the weavers of a native village seeking rightful wages
and opportunities, borne the hint of Subaltern Revolt. In this context it is
remarkable that the. weavers of Santi pur on the one hand struggled and fought
back

sustain their industry on the other they joined in revolt with the farmers

against the British in Sanyasi Rebellion. Both the protests were simultaneous.
63

Dr. Suprakash Roy and Dr. Atul Sur had enlightened further in their books. In
this situation Hastings declared complete freedom for all weavers and
64

producers. It goes without saying that the protest raised by the weavers of
Santi pur had compelled the English authority to find the remedy promptly. The
weavers did not derive any long term gain out of it but though temporary they
had derived some relief from the daily oppression.
Despite freedom, the method of taking advance kept the weavers in the same
darkness. Board ofTrade again initiated the agreement for investment. Many of
the persons who had entered the agreements were Bengalis from within the
state. But they were all employees of the company and the latter invested through
them. If these employees ever failed to deliver goods within the specification
and date they were punished and such instances were plenty. When the process
of investment had started, a contractor appointed at Santi pur named Blaquire
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had said-the weavers at Santi pur were reluctant to work for the company. Mostly
they were keen on working for others or independently.

65

In this situation on 27th May, 1786, nine weavers of Santi pur mentioning their
difficulties and seeking solution had submitted a collectively signed letter before
the comptroller of the Aurangs William Barton as follows :-William Barton
translated a Petition from the Santi pore wavers.
We the undersigned submit the following on behalf of all Santipur weavers-:
1st.

The price of thread is dear; in the mafussil the muster clothes are very

old and much worm and have become fine. We therefore cannot deliver clothes
according to those musters at the established rates and therefore pray that the
prices may be increased.
2nd. Your petitions take advances for the letter B. the company's letters by
which b, our clothes are prized, are A, B, C & D. if it happens that the clothes
which we deliver are
but

letter D, the gomastah will not return the clothes

in the Dutch or ferreted assortment by which we lose two or

three rupees on each piece whereas were these clothes to be returned we could
sell them at one or two rupees profit and we could deliver others in there of in
ten or fifteen days. ·
. For every small fault the gomastah confines our stocks and thereby brings
disgrace upon us, we are the company's weavers and had never been accustomed
to such treatment. Your petitioners therefore pray that those grievances may be
redressed.
the 16th of Jaystho- 27th May 1786
Birinchy Bustam
Ramkishore Cast
Saufferam Pramanick
Balaram Pramanick
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Signed

Ramhurry Pramanick
Coonjudutt Bunnick
Neelo Pramanick
Ramlochun Pramanick
Rassoe Pramanick
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From this application one can understand the miserable condition ofthe weavers.
The gist of their letter is, they had appealed for higher price as prices of twists
are going up hence the cost of production. The clothes marked as D by the
gomastahs are seized inflicting loss upon the weavers whereas elsewhere it can
fetch them prices where they can make profit of 1 or two rupees or may deliver
better quality clothes in lieu of it in 15 days. Moreover the gomastahs used to
disgrace the weavers for triffling issues, which was unprecedented, the weavers
had never experienced before.
The protest made by the Santipur weavers in 1773 had brought benefits for
weavers at other places as welL Again the protests of 1786 whether justice was
done or not the weavers of Santipur never lagged behind to raise voice for their
rights.
To react to the protests made by the weavers of Santipur the company had
issued regulations

different time on different issues recorded

the

proceedings of the Public department on the 22nd April 1782. All these were
made to frighten the weavers but the weavers had the indomitable courage and
persistence to fight back for their rights that was evident from their later course
of actions. In reply to the petition (27th May) of the weavers John Beanland
(agent for Macrofles, the contractor) on 301h May 1786 informed William Barton,
the comptroller of the Aurungs. " ... The complaints are both frivolous and
trifling, so I am induced to hope sir, that you will be pleased to cause such
punishment to be inflicted on the ring leaders as may prevent the like behaviours

(
'

.c,

1n 1uture."
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He further wrote about the triffling complaints of the nine weavers and bringing
allegations against them :
s

Ans. 1st
"It is denied that the muster cloth are old, or in the state they are represented to

being. They are the identical ones that were established by Mr. Blaquire and
approved of by the weavers themselves at the very time that both cotton and
provision were considerably dearer than what they are at present, consequently
there can be no reason either for changing the musters or increasing the prices.
But the fact is, there are several private gomasthas that have settled in the
aurang, who hold out superior advantages

weavers

complaints have been inflaming the minds of all the others because they are not
suffered

work for those intruders with impurity.

s

Ans. 2
It is acknowledged

which are found inferior to the letter D of the

mudling sort, are taken into the Honrble company's ordinary assortment (which
is what is turned Dutch in the petition). This is the established custom ofthe
aurung, and was instituted by former super intendants of the investment
purposely to present the weavers from making bad cloths.
It often happens that the weavers take advances for superfine or fine clothes

and two or three months after deliver in return clothes that will only pass in the
lowest letters of the five sorts. It therefore follows if those clothes are returned
were to be returned to the weavers, it would be an encouragement for them to
make clothes inferior I the sort for which the advances were made purposely
that they might sell them in the bazaar, and the consequences would be that no
investment would be provided.
Ans.3d
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Formerly it was customary if a weaver was detatory (sic) in the delivery ofhis

I

cloths, or made it inferior to the assortment for which he took advances, the

I

superintendant had authority to punish him - at present the weavers are under
no control, the take the company's advances and make cloths for private
Merchants; several were detected in this practise at the very time that they had
advances in their hands for two and three peices of fine and superfine cloth,
yet had not a single loom employed for the investment; I therefore ordered the
looms with the private cloths on them to be signed and detained in the factory,
until that day delivered the cloths for the investments, likewise confined the
weavers in the stocks in order to deter others from the like behaviour; this
however is what has given

&

turbulent and rebellions weavers who made
the minds

complaints and the
took this opportunity to inflame

all the weavers throughout the aurung and excited them to put a

stop to the investment
weaks labor,

be lust

taking no more advances to that upwards of six
· counsel

those people .

I
I

Signed John Beanland
A true copy

Agent for the Contractor

Selpor (sic)
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only John Beanland, even John Fergusson in 26th June 1786, had written
to the Board of Trade addressing the president Charles Stuart that some obstinate
weavers of Santipur had taken advance from the company and instead of
supplying the clothes, have stopped weaving and fled to some other place. On
investigation it has been found that they have sold the cloth they have made
taking advance from the company to outsiders. [See Appendix No. II]
It is evident that the English company, despite all its efforts, could not completely

control the weavers of Santipur. In this situation Beanland declared that no
weaver would be allowed to sell clothes to outsiders before settling the advance

I
I
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taken from the company. [See Appendix No. II ]
The weavers were united against it. To spy under whose leadership the weavers
were united in protest, a peon was sent who got beaten in the hands of the
weavers. The weavers were adament that they would not work for the English
unless their wages are increased. Fergusson declined to raise the wages and the
company declined too. This further aggravated the protests of the weavers. It
is remarkable that the export business increased in the later half of the 1780.
The demand for Santipur textile went up further.
TABLE NO.-2
Statement of the Investment for 1786/7
Factories Names of
~on tractors

First

Advance~

2d Advances 3d

of 10 annams pf 4 annams

Advance~

Laks

of2 annams

Santi pore J. Furgusson 61,934,7.,10 24,773,12.,9. 12,3 s6jl4.js. 99,095,3.

Source : Progs of Board

Trade - l8 1h July 1786, Vol - 51, Part- 2, Page -

324.

The company also wanted to export more of the textiles ofSantipur. The reason
behind the boost in export trade is discussed now. The English were so long
fighting against the different resisting forces within India like Tipu Sultan in
Mysore, French, and Marathas and

war ended

had wanted to

settle down peacefully and focus on expansion of business. Though in 177 6
after Industrial revolution in England the company was forced to change its
.

c

Items .tor export.
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The company had wanted to export more and more of the textiles from Santipur
and other places whose cloths were very popular then. But the recurrent protests
of the Santi pur weavers irritated the company very much. Compelled to enter
into a peaceful reconciliation with the obstinate weavers the President of Board
of Trade Charles Stuart had deputed Bebb to Santipur from Calcutta. The
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irony was that it was Charles Stuart who had earlier declined to concede to
increase the wages and later he was compelled to change his mind. This proves
the outstanding demand and dignity of the Santipur textile in the world and also
that he was frightened by the Indomitable spirit and awareness of right of the
weavers, the confirmation to which was found several times. John Bebb later
gave a declaration after scrutiny and judging reality that Santi pur textile had a
huge market in Europe. So many independent traders are trying to purchase
cloths from here and do business. In this situation though the weavers are
taking advances from the company, they are selling the cloths to outsiders at
higher cash prices.
In a nutshell, the huge demand for Santi pur cloths on one hand had empowered
weavers in negotiations with the English company, on the other hand had
frightened and compelled the company, despite initial rigidity, to release
grudgingly several benefits to the weavers later on. In this situation with the
increasing demand for cloths the prices of twists went up. The company did
not raise the wages of the weavers proportionally and thus the income of the
weavers was effectively reduced than before. Again the company unable to
collect more cloths from the weavers its income was decreased too, The business
followed a downward trend. Weavers

meet regularly to discuss about

their wages and how to increase it. Their protests were becoming widespread
including far off aurangs. Gradually the weavers around Santipur had also
stopped working. While John Bebb stayed at Santi pur the weavers had submitted

a collective petition to him on 12th July in 1786 where they had complained
after introducing contract method the conditions of the weavers had become
.
bl e. 70
mtsera

It further said that the unbearable dominance and control by Mr. Beanland, his
gomastah Kishore Sanyal, dalal and other employees who were running the
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business under the contractual system (1784-85) were making living miserable
for the weavers. The weavers were cheated on wages in many ways. Like they
were given wages of fine cloth for making super fine cloth, that of average for
fine cloth and ordinary for standard/medium quality. For the expensive
nayansukh variety they are paid the wage for dutch or ordinary type. On one

side lesser wages on the other increased price of twists. In this dilemma, the
weavers were compelled to sell their ultimate belongings to procure two square
meals. Many ofthem were moving out ofSantipur. The way the weavers were
tortured in the hands of Mr. Beanland and his gomastah Kishore Sanyal is
beyond description. Until they are removed and replaced
experienced to handle that aurang, the weavers would
would be bound to leave the place and work elsewhere. The ways

someone
weavers
which the

weavers were cheated on wages were given in the petition. Like money is
advanced
rupees

weaving nayansukh variety and rate would be fixed later Rs8/9

reduced and wages for dutch/ordinary variety would be given. Again

advance given and rate fixed for super fine or superior quality of mulmullater
rupees 5 would be lessened and wages paid would for that of fine quality.
Again for fine type and ordinary type, payment would be reduced by Rs 3 or 4
and Rs4 or 5 and wages

medium and ordinary quality would be paid
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respectively. After scrutiny John Bebb reports, "Nothing can be done with
the weavers without they are paid a price more equal to their labour than they
72

receive at present." If the weavers can be satisfied the aurang can collect
annually 10 to 12000 cloth pieces from here. But the situation was boiling. The
obstinacy and discontentment ofthe people worried the company. Mr. Beanland
expressed the possibility of physical assault to Bebb and Bebb requested the
collector of Nadia Mr. Redfurn to send 8 to 10 guards for protection. He
suggested that in order to discipline the adamant weavers and ensure the future
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prospect of the aurang this would be an appropriate measure. Bebb was
surprised by the localized yet organised and collective protest made by the
weavers of Santi pur for raising their wages and against the atrocities of the
British. He describid this awareness, protest and work-consciousness, as
unparallel. The way they had united undaunted by the threatening by
representatives of the company, reaching up to the office of the Board ofTrade
and expressing their grievance and rights, the way they collectively refused to
work unless their objections are settled was beyond any comparison.
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It is clear from John Bebb's report that the rebellious attitude of the weavers

had agonized the English company. The company became concerned of the
fact that the attitude of the weavers of the Santi pur would influnce the other
weavers and was compelled to pass several regulations. Even before Bebb had
submitted his report, the company in order to frighten the independent traders
interested in buying cloths from Santipur, had passed a regulation on 19th July,
i 786,

lS

directed that every weaver be furnished with a ticket

specifying the name, place of abode and cootey under which he works, and
containing an account of the dates and period of advances made, the value of
the cloths or goods he shall from time to time deliver in return.
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Thus with the help of political power and ]aw the company had wanted to
silence the revolting voice of the weavers. When the weavers

Dacca,

Teetabaddy region were bearing the pain of atrocities of the English company,
75

weavers at Santipur raised their voice in protest. "At Dacca, the weavers
accepted the regulations without much opposition. The result was the decline
of the Teetabaddy aurang, which manufactured one very important assortment
for the company's investment. There were 900 houses of weavers in Teetabaddy
76

in the year 1774 but the number fell to 500 in 1778. The fact is cloths of
Santipur had huge market in Europe that has been discussed before. Because
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of this enormous market appeal and facilities of trade available at Santipur
traders from everywhere used to crowd here to procure goods. Bebb who had
stayed at Santipur before his posting at Dacca said among all places he had
witnessed the market competition the most at Santipur. This was the reason
when the weavers would get better price they could dare to sell their products
•

to Independent traders and not to the company.
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In this regards it is worth mentioning the reason how could the weavers of
Santipur protested against the powerful English Company. It was possible
primarily due to the huge demand for the Santipur textile, secondly due to this
demand and other trade facilities traders of other foreign companies and
independent traders from elsewhere used to frequent the place to procure goods
and thirdly because of the courage, organised effort and work ethics and
consciousness ofthe weavers ofSantipur. The weavers always demanded wages
matching their labour and skilL With the increase of prices of all itetns of bare
necessities, twists induced them into thinking the justice of matching increase
in earnings and hence the demand for higher wages. Such labour consciousness
was exceptional then. At present it may be a common feature, but 230 years
ago rising in protest against the British Government and with such awareness,
righteousness, organised collective protest with work consciousness was few
and far between. At that time no Indian had the courage to protest against the
British rule. Where at the area ofTeetabaddy (manufacturer ofTanjeebs Sari)
we find the weavers submissive, frightened and trying to be happy with even
less than bare minimum, the burning protests of weavers of Santipur was a
remarkable instance. In this regards a petition in 1798 is remarkable.
Petition from

FORT William, the 1Oth July, 1798 ....

Santipore Weavers

Translation of a Petition from Santipore weavers to
the Commercial Council dated the 25th assar. 1205
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corresponding with the 6th July, 1798 -Received on
the same day When we have prepared the thread for the
different sorts of cloths, for which advance have been made to us, sorters of
thread came to allhouses, and sort the thread, after which, on our commencing
to weaver the cloths with the said thread they came daily to inspect the progress,
and affix the company's seal to the cloths. On the completion of the Piece, we

deliver it in at length, are counted, and the cloth is weighed, and exmined with
the Musters, by the sarter, the Gomastahs and Naib Gomastah; and received if
equal to them, and if inferior returned.
The ci
afterwards priged by

s

ich are thus received, are

sarter, the Gomastahs and Nayeb Gomostah, and the

gentleman, who throw them into inferior sorts, than those which they appertain
to. This does

pack in our presence, and we are told some days afterwards,

when the cloths are entered on our chits that they have been thrown into inferior
assortments"
When on hearing this, we request permission to
examine our cloths with the Musters, it is refused.
We suffer great loss from these lardships and
therefore pray, that you will take such steps, as you may deetn fit for giving us
redress and relieving us, that we may continue to furnish the Honrble Company's
investment and pay them Revenues.
Poraun Doree - Manager Ramsunder Paramanick
Crishna Purshaud Paramanick
Calachund Paramanick
Gangaram Paramanick
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I

Sig

Poraun Dorre
Lochun Dolou
Subho Paramanick
Bulram Mundul
Gopul Sein
Sitaram Khaun
Ramnedhu Cashto
Horen Senn
Bijaram Biddente
Doocooree Dololl
Muddun Khaun
Ramtonoo Collyah
NocuKhaun

a

Hanaye agah &c ,
All inhabitants of Santi pore
A true translation
W, C. B laquire

Translated ordering.
May be that is why
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1773,1786 1798 and later in 1801, 1810 and taking part in

the first organised protest against the British rule the Sanyasi revolt, the protests
of weavers ofSantipur still continued. Again they raised their voice after 1833
in 190 5 and thereafter till 194 7 and even till 1977 the indomitable spirit of these
weavers was very much present and continues till today. !incidentally the
weavers ofTeetabaddy were paid the same wages for the 20-30 years and even
less at times and yet they lived somehow and continued weaving, the reason is
explained by N.K.Sinha-'This was only possible because most of them had a
little land which they cultivated themselves'.

79
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The weavers of Santipur, though had some land but they did not depend on
that. Loom was their live vein (heart bit) and the clitter clatter sound of it kept
them ticking too. Weaving was their profession and means of livelihood. They
did not make any compromise on that. That is why whenever they had found
the wages of the company inappropriate, they sold the cloths to outsiders at
higher prices. Beanland was a contractor and had made every effort to stop the
weavers but the furious attitude of the weavers frightened him. In 1788 when
weavers ofTeetabaddy were happy with less than minimum payment the, weavers
Santipur revolted and they also become successfuL On the basis

the

Report the gomastah was replaced. The demands of the weavers were overall
met up. Out of the imprisoned 12 weavers, nine

them were released after a

their good conduct. Disturbed by the rest three, the latter were sent to

year

Khi derpore jaiL Anyway,
success. But
authority

this chapter the revolt of the weavers yield in
The company informed the higher

was not the end of

England about the impending danger of such organised revolt.

Again in 23rd July 1787, new law was passed to keep the weavers under firm
80

grip. The superintendent of Revenue and Opium Manufacturer and composer
of Calcutta Police George Charles Meyer had translated the law in Bengali. The
translation ( 12 pages) was

Calcutta in the company's press. In the

introduction of the law it is written : "All native weavers who are connected
with the affairs of the company, a law is enacted to them, the meaning of which
is thus:" the law was made further stiff and another law was passed in 1789.
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George Charles Meyer too translated that.
The new law could not bind the indomitable spirit of the weavers of Santipur.
The atrocities of the Kuthi-in charge increased day by day. If the weaver would
not deliver the cloths they would be thrashed, ousted from their homes. On the
other hand the weavers also started revolting and protested against the abuses.
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On 26th January 1801, the weavers of the village of Sonaberia under Santi pur
chapter had submitted a petition before the office of the company in Calcutta.
[See Appendix No. III]
The petition highlighted the different ways and means by which the weavers
were exploited. Skilled weavers were running out of job as the industrial
revolution had started in England. The machine-made cloths were taking its
place in India. In this regard some points are remarkable. The industrial
revolution was budding and England and its parliament since 1700 was keen to
protect its growth. The effort started materializing from 1790. But till 1780,
1790 and even till 1810-15 ample evidence is available proving that Santi pur
textile was very popular. Even in 1790 excluding the cloths manufactured in the
82

kuthi, the company used to purchase cloths worth Rs 15 lakhs annually. Effort
keep the Santipur handloom cloth under their control is another evident that
proves the above statement. It is also true that understanding the significance
of the situation the company was changing the items of its export, Like in 1795
cotton piece goods Rs

47,74,591~

raw silk-Rs 17,24,137 sugar-Rs 19,41,213,

salt Petre Rs 3,37,875 were the main items of export In 1799-Rs 90,51,324
83

cotton piece goods and raw silk Rs 17,25,000 was exported. The export of
cotton piece goods was remarkable. But situation started changing from 1801.
In 1806 after restriction inflicted due to the blockade of Napoleon but the
export from Bengal was not disturbed. The matter was already discussed earlier.
But overall the export was affected. The fine textile of Santi pur was adversely
affected. Even the women who were dependent upon the textile industry for
their livelihood were miserably affected. In 1810 indigo was exported of worth
84

Rs 20,00,000 and cotton piece goods of worth Rs. 25,50,000. The export of
cotton fabrics was reduced. The labour consciousness that was evolved in
persistent negotiation was hampered too. In a nutshell the Bengal's labour had
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to be give space to machine." The cheapest Hindu labour could not compete
85 .

.

either in quality or quantity with Lancarshire's mules or throstles". After 1820
the company did not export Bengal fabrics to St Helena or any other places
around it.
In this regard on 13 1h October, 1810, the manager of Santi pur kuthi Charles
Bailey wrote a letter. He said that if quality work could be given to weavers
consistently then they would be able produce better work. If a skilled weaver
did not get order for superior quality cloths order from the company for 4 to 5
months, he would be compelled to weave with thick yarn, the ordinary variety,
and would sell in the ordinary market. Gradually his skill would come down.
His two square meals get uncertain for the family and then against advance
from the company it is impossible for the weavers to maintain the quality and
deliver the cloth. It is significant that in reply to the complaint against the weavers
for inferior quality and use of thicker twists, he took the weavers' side.
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As there was no demand, like other establishments or kuthi, Santi pur kuthi was
shut down in 1818. Mr. Long remarked in this context-" The last ruins of these
factories were pulled down, and sold between 1870 and 1880. The name
87

'Kuthirpara' (Rows ofkuthies or factories) still remains." So long the weavers
were in the habit of selling cloth at one point. Despite all harassment, they used
to deliver goods here as they used to get cash in hand for it. After the Kuthi
was closed down, both male and females were in acute financial trouble. Delving
into the history of handloom textile it is seen the weavers of Santipur, though
doomed receded temporarily rose to prominence again. Once the English
company inspired the weavers to weave finer fabrics and this came to their
help. With the decline of export trade and fall of the aristocratic class (Jamindars,
Talukdars) in the country, there was decline in the demand for finer fabrics.
This was compensated by the rise of the 'Babu' - (Bhadralok) class in the
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society. Santipur could retain its existence by selling fine fabrics to the 'Babu's of Calcutta.
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With the fall in the production ofhandloom products, the production of superior,
medium and average varieties of twists also came to a stop. Though the weavers
still continued weaving handloom textile but the problem regarding spinning of
twists remained unresolved. From 1825 the import of twists from Europe
devastated the native textile traders and it also stopped the use of indigenous
twists completely. This had also affected the women adversely. The
discontinuation of manufacturing of native twists led to disaster that is continuing
till today as such twists are no longer produced today as the technique and
elegance of the method

lost. The cessation of production of twists could not

prevent the handloom production at Santi pur.
Santipur textile survived all crises. The weavers of Santi pur and their collective
protests that had started in the
pattern

half of 18th century continued. Though the

time changed many things, but the fighting spirit of the weavers

remained unchanged. The sense of pride in the work and awareness of right
kept the textile industry ofSantipur alive even after De-industrilisation. It had
only experienced crest and trough. The struggle of the weavers can be referred
as the ultimate fight of the labour class for dignified living. Several times
these weavers were attacked but they had never lost their battle. The concept
of nationalism or patriotism could not be really expected among the uneducated
poor weavers in the 18th or 19th century. But their consciousness of right and
struggle for existence can be descrlbid as the fight for self-empowerment. Or
put it as, for the first time in India local weavers of small region could fight
against the injustice of the British Rule and this was the first fight for nationalism
that had started much before the Swadeshi movement.
Industrial downtrend cannot be blamed upon the British alone, the Indians are
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also responsible for it. Though many a time the nationalist historians put the
entire blame on them it can be understood at present that for many reasons the
Indian counterparts were also responsible for it equally. When it had actually
begun, the efforts of the weavers ofSantipur were remarkable. In the words of
Narendra Krishna Sinha- "When weaving started with imported twists they
89

were the first to promptly adjust to the scenario. Simultaneously weavers of
other areas might have done it too but their weaving was restricted to dhoti,
gamcha, lungi or the basic items of daily use. The Santipur weavers could
move beyond this because of their skill to weave finer variety and indomitable
· and persistence and had continued even after the closure
aurung

the Santi pur

1828. An excerpt from the book ofDebendra Bejay Mitra is significant-

"The weavers manufactured cloths with the imported cotton twist and sold
cloths at a much lower rates than before. But still they earned some profit
because they could purchase the imported yarn at much cheaper rates. Thus
the weavers of Santipore using the imported twists, somehow maintained
90

themselves." Labour consciousness also implies work ethics and commitment
towards the work and undoubtedly the weavers of Santi pur had it to the fullest
extent. But there was literally lack of participation of common people to it.
After 1833, fancy machine-made foreign items at a meagre rate of 2.5% tax
flooded into the market. Public started buying those items available at cheaper
prices and nobody judged the quality. It was a common belief that foreign
items are better. But actually those items were cheap in price, apparently fine
but after few washes the colour or fineness fades away gradually. The natives
preferred those items to indigenous products though the later though, at times
thicker and apparently unattractive but were much lasting in all aspects. With
the decline in use of native saris for ordinary use the weavers only thrived upon
weaving finer qualities or mulmuls. The requirement for this was comparatively

I
I
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much lower, that is the trend of the public in the country getting inclined to
foreign goods was definitely the primary reason for the De-industrialisation.
Previously working on the loom was considered a dignified job. But that started
changing from the onset of the 19th century. With the influence of western
culture many got adequately educated but all found employment under the
British government far more prestigious than working at the loom. Gradually
Santipur, which was once the centre for excellent Indian textile, started perishing.
Bengalis could not understand the destruction of native industry tantamount to
destruction of self-existence. Losing the individualistic the weavers in Santipur
started getting disintegrated and many gave up weaving and joined factories
elsewhere. In her book "The Working Class of Bengal' Deepika Basu highlighted
that the number of labourers in Bengal was much less than other regions of the
country. Hence this proved that not many weavers had become labourers or
might have returned after not being able to cope up with the hardship of being
labourers in factories.

was a mismatch for a handloom weaver to become a

routine labourer. It has been mentioned earlier that the weavers of Santipur
were very fast to adjust to the changed situation. Handloom weaving continued
no matter even after imported items Jured our countrymen, the weavers
H-'-"'"'"''-'-

weaving finer varieties even if the demand was low and

adored it stilL The weavers continued their struggle to retain their individualistic
existence through their weaving and begun a history of Protest and Resistance.
Even after the decline of industries in 1833, the textile industry of Santipur
could still retain its glory. The famous weaver and artisan Girish Chandra Pal
had glorified handloom textile with his touch of excellence. When Deputy
Magistrate Iswar Chandra Ghosal was the president of the Santipur Municipality.
Girish Chandra Pal of Madan Gopal Palli was famous for his textile industry.
He owned many looms at his residence. He employed several weavers and
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manufactured new designs of cloths. In his workshop the weavers used to
weave textile of 40 dangi. Girish Chandra invented a new type of sari called

Kalabati under Iswar Chandra's order where the entire sari was done without
twists and only withjari and he did it himself. The sari had goldenjari one one
side and silver on another. Iswar Chandra had bought one sari like that with Rs
250 and the other was sold out at Rs 1000. In 1883 Girish Chandra had
participated in an international exhibition at Calcutta by sending a handkerchief
with words from bible woven on all sides and at the centre his name, "Calcutta
91

Prodarshani -1883 Khristabdo" was woven. That handkerchief was preserved
with his grandson Kshitish Chandra Sahitya Bhusan. It goes
that Girish Chandra knew English and Sanskrit. In

days he used to design

embroidered borders on cloth imported from Manchester. Earlier they had only
plain border in mono-colour. The designed borders that Girish Chandra had
then as he visited the artist's house impressed the chief justice of the
Calcutta High Court Mr. Fiyar had copied some of the designs and had sent it
Manchester. Later they were woven into cloths manufactured in Manchester
and were brought to India. Girish Chandra was awarded a certificate of Honour
for designing such excellent designs. There were other famous weavers whose
name and contribution have been discussed earlier.
Maharsi Bholanath Chanda in 1845 had mentioned in his diary that there were
about 10000 weavers and tailors at Santi pur. That the weavers were not all lost
was evident in 1872 in Adamsumari. It was seen, that at Santipur, there were
about 13,680 textile weavers, Jute weavers 273. Goods were sent to Calcutta
for being Santi pur speciality, that was in demand and not as excess. Hence one
can conclude that even after 1833 weaving continued at Santi pur.
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TABLE NO.-3
Size of the weaving population in the Bengal Presidency.

Names of
factories

Total

Total no. The Period Weavers Weavers

population of weavers when the

or regions

houses

estimates

Total

employed employed weavmg
by the

by the

population

was made Company private
Traders
Santipore

----

-----

1822

Santi pore

----

-···"""'""""""

1872

---............ _

-----------

50,000
13,680

Source: Progs of Board ofTrade- 29th June, 1827, Prohs No. 48, Vol- 453,
Part -11,
Mitra, Debendra Bijay - Cotton Weavers of Bengal, Page - 170 - 171
Between 1880 and 1885 due to epidemic of malaria and later within 1890 in
flood the population had declined and many weavers had moved out ofSantipur
to Calcutta and other areas with factories. In 1906 in a census publication by
Mr. Gate it is said that many farmers had moved out of Santi pur. In 1898 the
magistrate of Nadia writes that only a few weavers are left who waves very
ordinary cloth. Kalikrishna Bhattacharya referring to the same year had written
about Rs 3 5,000 worth textile was produced at Santipur annually. In
1909 there was sharp decline in that earnings. Shifting of the central off1ce,
change of the course of the river, change in public mentality, advent of plague
etc were the reasons that had attributed to the decline of business and population
at Santipur.
It is true that natural disaster in 1890 had adversely affected handloom industry

at Santipur but it had again revived in 1898 inspired by the partition of Bengal
and nationalist movement. The latter had worked wonderfully in reviving all
native indigenous industries. Being deeply attached with the movement, handloom
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production got back to its original volume of production. The weavers gained
back their joy. Despite the exploitation of money lenders the weavers could see
some hope. Apparently it seemed that the period of struggle of the weavers are
over and life had calmed down for them but the weavers of Santipur had still a
long way to go So long they were vocal against the British rule. Now they had
started protesting against the leaders of the Indian national movement which
had lasted till the period of the Civil Disobedience Movement led by Gandhiji,
upto the year 1930.
The weaver of Santi pur and the Swadeshi Movement :
Before the discussion it is important to note that we have mentioned the situation
ofNadia and particularly Santipur in the period 1890 and till the beginning of
the Swadeshi Movement. This would show how warm and refreshing was the
Swadeshi movement for the weavers. In the later half of 1880 and beginning of
1890 famine had taken away the lives of many weavers. As a result many weavers
had moved out of Santi pur. The price of rice had gone up from Rs 3.5 to Rs.
4.5 per 40 kg. With the earning of 7 to 8 anas per day, the weavers could still
manage to live. The foreign black-bordered dhuti and sari were very popular
and were sold at Rs 2 a pair. It is clear from here how the natives adored the
foreign goods. During the famine the price of rice had gone up to Rs 7 to 8 per
40 kg and situation became complex.
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The moneylenders, taking the opportunity, utterly exploited the weavers and
kept their business alive. The helpless weavers started switching off to jobs at
jute mills. Many weavers started settling down at Baranagar, Srirampore and
Rishra. But weaving being their traditional profession and for generations they
could not bear the monotony of routine labour, irony of slavery and hardships
of long hours and meagre pay. They started returning to Santipur and starved.
At this time an engineer named Haridas Pal, driven by commercial interest in an
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effort to help the poor helpless weavers, installed 'thakthaki' looms again. He
employed many weavers paying reasonable wages in his workshop. But the
products could not match the competition with the imported goods in the market.
He incurred huge loss and despite all his effort the loom could not run.
It is shocking that when the weavers of Santipur were trying to revive the native

fabrics and sell them to earn their livelihood, their own countrymen did not
support them. But the weavers in order to retain the country's pride and tradition
had fought back against the British. The same people, after two years, motivated
by the Swadeshi movement had bought those cloth at increased price. Had
they realised a couple of years earlier, then the factory would not have turned
ruins due to utter indifference and negligence of the people, rather it could
have become a huge success with the appreciation of the natives and stood
as a burning example of achievement.
Bengal with the advent of machine run loom handloom did not come to an
end. The following data proves it further.
TABLE NO.-4
Yr

Mill

Loom

1896-97

7 840 lakh yards

3540 lakh yards

1926-27

13150 lakh yards

22590 lakh yards3

Source .· Tantu o Tantri, 5th Year, 1st Issue, Baisakh 1335 Bangabdo
Within a gap of30 years it is found that mechanized loom has advanced further
keeping the handloom lagging behind.
Swadeshi movement had immense impact upon the handloom sector and it had
increased its production manifold the following data confirms this :

TABLE NO.-5
1904-5

8280 lakh yards

6780 lakh yards

1905-6

10840 lakh yards

7 000 lakh yards
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(At first high productivity)
1906-7

11840 lakh yards

7080 lakh yards

1907-8

11080 lakh yards

8080 lakh yards

1908-9

11160 lakh yards

8280 lakh yards

1909-10

8960 lakh yards

963 0 lakh yards

Source : Tantu o Tantri, 5th Year, 1st Issue, Baisakh 1335 Bangabdo
From 1908-09 after Morley Minto reforms handloom industry started to stagnate
and imported items witnessed a boom in the sale. The year after the reform the
mill production exceeded the handloom production. There was a tough
competition between the two. In 1914-15 again handloom production exceeded
that of the mill, later mill again super-ceded. Handloom could not surpass mill
production though in 1918-19 the handloom production was more than that
was the total volume

imported cloth used in India.
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The mistake made by the Bengalis was promptly rectified during the Swadeshi
movement. The movement aroused patriotism. The weavers who had left the
profession returned to their traditional profession. Apart from Santipur, cloth
made in Pabna, Josohar, Mymensingh, Khulna was widely sold too. Many bought
handloom textile at higher prices to motivate the weavers. Male members from
elite families started coming to the loom at Dacca, Santipur to learn weaving.
There was a wave of revival of the native industries. The poor artisans and
weaver though still exploited by the moneylenders, had earnings that were still
2 to 3 times more than their earlier wages. But though the profit was mostly
taken away by the money lenders.
Before the Swadeshi movement many weavers were compelled to compromise
with the quality of the goods. The borders were made strong and well knit The
rest was done substandard and it was also not as bright as it is today. But
during this time huge demand changed the situation and quality was improved
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immensely. Quality was upgraded and new designs were discovered for the
border. Jari work was made popular among all communities. The borders were
designed with patriotic songs and were sold at exorbitant prices that were
beyond expectation. The weavers at Santipur designed on the border the lines
from the song "Dhanodhanye puspe vora", "Bande mataram'' and excited
95

patriotism in alL The textiles ofSantipur had its own glory that was acclaimed
widely.
The period from 1906 to 1915 was the time for revival of Santi pur handloom
industry. The loom underwent changes and became upgraded. The First World
(1914-18) interrupted the progress. During the war import of yarn, jari and
other important items were stopped. Hence prices of the remaining stock in the
country went up by 4 to 5 times. Native thread cannot be used in handloom
anymore. It was used only
regard

weft for producing thicker variety of cloth. In

will not be out of context to mention that those who were influenced

by the wave of patriotism had they focused more on the production and use of
native twist thet would have been an appropriate instance of patriotism. Hence
it was more of sentimental reason than from a contemplated and well-thought
principle the many of the so-called patriotic people were acting. During this
time the leaders were trying to harass the manufacturers to satisfy their political
interests at Manchester and hence the love for native textile. They gave up
imported items and started using native products. They did not think deep
enough to realise that production of native thread was doomed and without the
imported twists looms cannot work. They were indifferent to the issue. That is
why when true patriotism was evoked later the thought of charka or spinning
wheel came foremost. Had it started earlier then the problem regarding yarn
would have been solved long before Gandhiji 's time.
During the 1st and

2nd

decades of the twentieth century ups and downs in the
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history of handloom industry a few words would be relevant on the problems
faced by the textile industry of England.
Since long England was trying to destroy the Indian textile industry and flourish
the English textile industry but it received a blow during the 1st world war.
During and after the war the market for imported cloth in the Indian market was
destroyed by the popularity of Indian textile. In 1880-90 during famine to keep
the 1nanufacturers at Manchester happy, the British government in India did not
levy any tax on imported English goods and yarns. In the parliament vote for
the English producers were more and thus this flattery continued. The
Manchester weavers earned about 40 crore from India by selling yarns. Had it
been taxed, the government would have earned Rs 4 crores. Also · the prices
of imported goods had gone up a bit it would have facilitated sale of native
goods. The British patronized the Manchester weavers but taxed basic items
96

like salt and made the poor sufferer in various diseases for want of salt. But
the war brought ruin before the textile industry of Manchester. In 1914 India
used to import 40 Nos. 5000- 6000 bundles (Gaat) of yarns from England.
After the war, some of these 40 Nos. & 32 Nos. yarns started importing from
Japan. Slowly the, import from Japan increased to 3000 gaat to Calcutta and
5000 - 6000 to Bombay and Madras and later it came down to 10000 gaat 40
97

Nos. was imported. Before war weft thread 80 Nos. would cost 10 anas per
mora. (In 1324 bagabdo it had become 915, /90 mora). Then it was 901/15.
The critical condition of England suggested soon it would be 10 mora. The
price of food was still affordable though price of rice in India was comparatively
reduced. The wages were not reduced anywhere. To combat the situation and
compensate the 5 crore loss of Indian British government, it was the policy to
levy higher tax on thicker variety of cotton fabrics imported in India. To facilitate
Manchester to survive in competition with textiles from Japan, Italy and China,
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goods imported from those countries were be taxed heavily. After war
unemployment has increased in Manchester. Due to increase in price of goods
during war the dresses of women were also changed. The length of skirts were
made knee-length and with lesser frill.
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Anyway the problems of the 1st world war did not affect the weavers of Santi pur
much. Though the prices of goods went up, still cloth of Santi pur was in great
demand and sold at higher prices. The moneylenders took the weavers under
their grip. They started giving advance. With sudden rise in the price of imported
goods unexpectedly brought the marwari cloth merchants to Santipur and its
cloth became popular with them. They started buying and trading with Santi pur
textile and made profit in lakhs. The riches of Bombay, Madhyapradesh
Rajputana started buying cloths saris/dhotis etc from the moneylenders at
exorbitant high prices and also placed new orders. Though the weavers of
Santipur worked under the moneylenders still they were able to earn their
livelihood properly. Rather it can be said that they lived in better conditions
than before. War ended but demand for Santipur cloth did not.

TABLE NO.-6
Not just Santi pur, the textile industry of Bengal was in boom. The following
data reveals :
In 1921-22 during non- cooperation movement there was more production of
native textile than the use of imported foreign goods.
Year

Imported foreign cloth used in India For Native which cloth used

1896-97

19,320 lakh yards

10,310 lakh yards

1915-16

20,190 lakhyards

23,280 lakhyards

1916-17

17,720 lakh yards

20,850 lakh yards

1917-18

14,060 lakh yards

21 ,920 lakh yards

1918-19

10,450 lakh yards

23,120 lakh yards
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Year

Imported foreign cloth used in India For Native which cloth used

1919-20

9,360 lakh yards

19,650 lakh yards

1920-21

14,050 lakh yards

25,590 lakh yards

1921-22

9,800 lakh yards

27,350 lakh yards

1922-23

14,670 lakh yards

28,800 lakh yards

1923-24

13,740 lakh yards

25,960 lakh yards

1924-25

17, 100 lakh yards

29,960 lakh yards

1925-26

15,020 lakh yards

29,290 lakh yards

1926-27

17,280 lakh yards

33,580 lakh yards

Source : Chandra, Dhirendra Krishna
Tantu o Tantri,

5th

year,

Issue, Baisakh 1335 Bangabdo

Part of the foreign cloth that was imported into India was exported to other
countries and rest was used in India. Again cloth manufactured in India were
exported

other countries and rest retained

India, the figures of which are

given. About 20 lakh worth Khadi textile was produced then. but it could have
been more. The native handloom textile compensated for the balance and lived
on.
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Freedom movement and world war led to the revival of the weaver and handloom
and also promoted the economic growth simultaneously encouraging
the revolutionary spirit of the weavers. They used their loom as pen and reformed
the society on one hand and rose in revolt against the British on another. But
these happy days did not last long. The leaders of the national congress declared
cloth made of native threads will be considered as swadeshi and not the one
with imported threads. The places where cloth was made of imported thread
were : Dacca, Santi pur, Begumpur, Devipur, Shrirampur, J oirampur,
Ramjeevanpur, Foridpur, Atpur, Burdaman, Forashdanga, Beledanga, Kolme,
Rajbolehat, Joshohor, Shimla, Tangail, Bagherhat etc where bedcovers, dress
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materials, saris, towels, gamcha, mosquito net, shawls were produced. The
poor weavers here used to mix in their products 20% of the imported threads
and the rest was hard labour, care and lot of respect and love for the work that
was completely ignored. They used to take their products to Howrah haat but
it would not sell. Bengalis were then blind with the wave of patriotism forgetting
what true patriotism and integrated thoughts were like.
The magazine 'Sanjibani' had protested against the injustic upon the weavers.
It comments, during swadeshi movement there was development in Santipur

textile though there is also another angle to it. It was since long famous for its
dhoti and sari both in India and abroad. There are about 1200 ghani of looms
there. They use no.60 or no. 50 threads. Annually on average 86,400 Nos. of
cloth was produced and each piece cost not less than Rs 7 on average. At
Shantipur overall textile worth Rs 604800 is produced. Half of it was used to
produce dhuti and

at Santipur and so the congress has discarded that. The

sale of Santipur textile had reduced to 1ft the earlier volume. This had made the
condition of the weavers miserable. In Bombay and Ahmedabad business men
used imported machines to manufacture textiles. Thread was the main ingredient
of Santipur textile. That is imported from abroad does not justify the boycott
such cloth made out of that thread.
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The Santipur 'Ttantubai Sangha' and 'Bastra Shilpo Sanrakhini Samity' had
protested against this. Bholanath Pramanik Banikantha wrote on behalf of them
that "majority of the population at Santi pur earn their living by weaving. The
widows of well to do and middle class families do the embroidery work and
also earn their living through it. The ostagar and washerman earn ther living by
washing cloth more than a middleclass clerk. The makers of the parts of the
loom also get their living from this industry. The kalakar or rongkar dyes the
cloth and get their living from it. If the weaving industry that is very old and
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traditional had shut down, many traders would be affected too. To run the
native looms money were spent in crores for imported threads, but the earning
was 4 to 5 times more.
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In 4th of Asadh, 133 7 Bangabdo, in a public meeting

at Buro shibtola at pramanik house at the premise of the Krishna temple the
following topics were discussed. "How to prepare cloth using native threads ?
How to stop treatment of poor wash at aurang for engraving flower on the
cloth ? How to stop the manufacture of cloth for the shops of Calcutta ? How
to clear stock fast ? What are the facilities that can be provided to weavers ?
How to protect textile industry of Santi pur and develop it further? The president
of the meeting was Lakshmi Kanta Mitra, MLA and secretary Bholanath Pramanik
Banikantha.lt was decided in the meeting of the working committee that imported
threads would be discarded and native threads would be used instead and
stock would be cleared in the market as per the direction of the Congress".
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In this regard an account is given before and after the picketing. "When there
was no discard or

picket movement at Burrabazar or India." At that time

Burrabazar and other places daily 1500 gaat of imported cotton was sold worth
Rs 7.5 lakhs. After the movement it reduced to daily Rs 25000 worth cotton
(50 gaat)."
picketing had boosted sale of native threads. Average daily 400gaat of
native threads were sold worth 1.5 lakhs (~110). But such condition did not last
" 103
l ong"
Though thread was produced it was not enough to solve the problems of the
weavers of Shantipur. Use of Khadi also disturbed the production of old
traditional looms. In this regards an article was published in 'Tantu 0 Tantri',
'Samayik Prosango'. "During the partition ofBengal and Swadeshi movement,
the condition of the weavers had improved. Till then, spinning wheels or tokli
were not so much in use and volume of threads so produced were not much.
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There was not much mill. Khadi was not much in use. During the freedom
movement since the last Chaitra the condition of the weavers were becoming
worse. People were more inclined to the use ofKhadi. Congres had discarded
the use of imported cloth and cloth made of imported thread and there was
widespread picketing at schools, colleges, and everywhere. At Howrah haat
though there was no picketing yet sale was closed. The price of handloom
textile reduced considerably. Even the thicker variety of cloth was sold at lesser
prices. The price of imported twists went down. Unemployment increased
everywhere."
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weavers of Santi pur at that critical time were compelled to rise in
again. The President of 'Tontubai Sammyalani'

Narendranath Nath Seth,

on behalf of the weavers wrote a letter to pradesh Congress leader Dr. Bidhan
Chandra Roy: "Separating from the labour and livelihood of countrymen yet
promoting native goods is not what

true swadeshi feeling is all about. This

matter was discussed in 1906 in the meeting of congress subject committeee in
presence ofLokmanya Tilak".
Also in this letter there was mention of revival of textile industry and not to
boycott it for the use of imported thread in it.

I

The letter was sent through Bholanath Pramanik Banikantha. He knew all about

I

the miseries of the weavers. He could explain the condition of the weavers
properly before Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy.
Sri Narendranath Nath Seth had written another letter to Dr. Bidhan Chandra
Roy in 23rd August, 1930.
"The weavers who use handloom could not be compared with others. The
people of India had forgotten about this native industry. Owing to their false
thrift and fashion the weavers have suffered since past 150 years, secondly
they were ready to use native threads but there were no adequate supply of it.
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Thirdly out of80% of the textile woven here represents the labour of the native
weaver whereas an imported cloth has 97o/o of foreign revenue that had already
been sent to the country. The future of that movement was dependent upon the
security and prosperity of these weavers. Fifthly these cloths are more lasting
because of the use of wooden sana. Whereas mill used steel sana. Fast speed
and metallic contact reduces the longevity of the thread. Sixthly considering all
respects handloom textile should be used and made popular more than those in
mills.
In this condition sale of handloom cloths should not be entrusted to foreign
traders for sale. Firstly the weavers have already started using native twists.
Secondly the handloom cloths already produced should be sold first else the
weaver.;: will feel cornered. Thirdly though there are many faults with the current
business policy still it provides means of livelihood for many. The industry had
been kept alive through the principle of demand and supply and did not include
the principle

financial exploitation for the countrymen. Fourthly those who

are traders of imported cloth understand the business as their European
counterparts as means of economic exploitation. If the charge of weaving would
. ' 105
be entrusted upon such people destruction of the industry would be de fi1n1te' .
is hnportant to consider that we take into account all such factors. I am ready
to accept any of the working solutions and am not resistant to anything new.
But we should be careful that this should not harm the handloom industry and
other business activities. The foreign economists condemn the Bengalese and
the latter is driven off almost from every means of livelihood.
Thus two letters were written to Dr. Bidhan Chandra Roy who had not
responded to the letters.
On 31st July Sri Narendranath Nath Seth had written a letter to the then president
of Congress working committee Sardar Ballavbhai Patel as below-
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The president of 'Bangiyo Tontubai Samity' expresses that all looms stand still
due to want of fine yarn, produced good stagnate in the godown. It only involves
foreign money to the extent of 20% of the total cost. The weavers have no
other support and hence they will be compelled to starve henceforth. We have
to revive handloom as the shore-up for the future and nourish the industry
suitably.
Along with this letter a copy of the earlier letter written to Dr. Bidhan Chandra
Roy was also submitted to him but before any measure could be taken as the
British imprisoned him shortly after that.
Handloom specialist Sri Bholanath Pramanik Banikantha wrote that lakhs of
weavers in and around Santipur earn

livelihood by using imported thread.

congress declare ban on the use of imported yarn then the weavers will
sink into critical state. As suitably matching homemade yarns are not available
So he put appea]

congress leaders to discontinue with the ban

or campaign against such textile made with imported yarns rather take initiative
for production of fine yarns here within the country. If the weavers get suitable
homemade yarns they will never use the imported variety.
The helpless, illiterate weavers were not far behind and took part in the protest.
The ro]e of these people from the so-called lower strata of the society (subaltern)
was an instance by itself in the history of India. Now question arises what does
'swadeshi' mean, is it just speech with rich texture or connecting to the wants
and grievances of people and be there by these struggling community who
were full of indomitable courage and spirit to rise in protest against the British
time and again since the 18th century.
Here follows a description of a significant conference held in Poush-1337
Bangabdo.
To correct the current misery of the handloom structure a meeting was convened
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in the Howrah town hall on 23rd December. The then Calcutta Mayor Subhas
Bose presided over the meeting. Sri Santosh Kumar Bose-deputy mayor Calcutta
municipality was present too. The traders of the indigenous clothes ofHowrah
haat, moneylenders and wholesalers were invited to be present here. Hundreds
Of textile traders from Achander, Rashidpur, Gourhati, Santipur, Khulna,
Joshohar, Burdwan were also present.
Initially Sri Niyogi (Sri Gyananjan Niyogi-Secretary Pally Sanskar Samiti)
questioned the traders whether they could use the indigenous threads instead
of using the imported variety and what are the problems behind using such
homegrown variety. In response to this Sri Binod Bihari Dey stated that they
have no objection m using the native variety

neither it had any

disadvantage. Only the yarns of no. 40/70/80 are not readily available and not
effective. It needs special attention. At that time after the durga puja all retailers
were producing textiles using native yarns stiU

did not sell welL

The main reason being that the textile once woven with native yarns could not
be demarcated from the imported counterparts and buyers would not be
convinced even they are assured under oath. Textiles prepared from imported
yarns of worth 7 to 8 lakhs were lying in stock and for the same reason about
lakhs worth textile made from native yarns were in stock Customers
preferred the latter as those made of foreign yarns. In this condition the weavers
are the worst sufferers and require instant remedy or the misery will reach a
stage that would be beyond any control. In reply to this Kiran Shankar Roy
(Secretary-Swadeshi League) said the congress would look into the matter of
helping traders for using native yarns. Subhas Chandra Bose after discussion
suggested the traders and moneylenders to form a committee and try to sell
goods made with native yarns to outside the state. The congress would help
them if they would continue making clothes using native yarns. He also suggested
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them to set up arat, centralized bulk selling points and outlets ad sell indigenous
fabrics keeping low margin of profit.
It was now for the investors and traders to consider the ad vices and suggestions

of congress. But the point was how to clear the stock of goods prepared using
the imported threads that was lying in the stock. Due to the far spreading
influence of the swadeshi movement there was hardly any buyers for such
goods. Only the independent states raised hope.
But each state had their respective culture and tradition and the textile produced
were very much to the tune of Bengali taste and culture. Again if the traders and
moneylenders follow the suggestion of congress that the latter would help selling
with

yarns then a separate and new organi

had to

set up. This would involve expenses like rental charges, advertisement costs,
and wages of women-spinners all would amount to no less than Rs 200 to Rs
0 per month..

the congress would give assurance

support such expenses

like rentals then the stakeholders can proceed further.
Another fact that drew attention was native yarns and quality available. Threads
marked no. 20 and 28 were available in plenty. But textiles made from this
thicker variety would hardly find any consumer. The initial demand during the
first few months had faded away. Though the no. 110 yarn was produced in the
mills and no. 90 in Mohini mill no. 50 or no. 60 was available in the market
Only Sholapur would produce no. 80. occasionally. The fabrics were woven
mixing the native mill produced yarns of no. 70 and no. 110. But the weekly
requirement was 10 bundles or gaant (each bundle= 500 pounds) of no. 70 and
no. 80 yarns in the market or else the loom could not run. Had the congress
would then request the mill owners to supply no. 70, no. 80 in the market in
plenty only then matters would turn as desired. In this regard the attention of
the Indian mill owners and authorities of congress were sought."
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Signed by Sri Jotindra Mohon Pal.
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Protest had started in Dacca as well and it received fresh impetus during 1930
when The Civil Disobedience Movement led by Gandhiji, (in the year 1930)
begun. After few years of silence Gandhiji had led this movement. The program
of the Civil Disobedience Movement incorporated besides the breaking of the
Salt Laws, picketing of shops selling foreign goods and liquor, bonfire of foreign
cloth, refusal to pay taxes and avoidance of offices by the public officers and
schools by the students. Even the women joined forces against the British.
Those from orthodox families did not hesitate to respond to the call of the
insisted on the use ofkhadL While promoting the charka, Gandhi
felt that

a nation to turn self-reliant, it had to return

s

manufactured goods. The Santipur weavers were inspired and men and women
charka almost

every household. To use charka widely,

discussions were held. The learned folks of Santipur published books on ·
When the entire nation was promoting the madness that was witnessed in the
remote villages of Santipur for empowerment and building self-reliance was
amazing. Could the use ofkhadi yarns free the weavers from trouble? Or could
they find suitable yarns for making fabrics and indigenous textile could provide
them two square meals were the questions of the

Truly speaking, in the

days of Civil Disobedience Movement with flow of patriotism the community
at large including the weavers did not pay heed to their personal problems.
Specially the weavers of Santi pur had forgone the profit that they used to earn
weaving textile made from imported yarns and switched on to native yarns or
khadi.
But at the initial phase due to Gandhiji's charka movement and passing of
Sarda Remarriage Act there were great demand for purely Indian textiles. Huge
number of marriages was held and there was short supply of homegrown textile.
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There was a trend of boycotting foreign goods and demand for Indian textiles.
The mills started thinking of producing finer yarns for the market. Mohini mill
had introduced sample of no. 60 yarns in the market and promised to introduce
more of the variety in the market soon. If they could import raw cotton from
. cou ld b e revive
. d.
Egypt and prepare finer yarns then the lost glory of Ind1a
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Post World War political, social and economic unrest around the world had
also influenced India as welL During the war the production of Indian textile
had increased . Even export had gone up. Post war situation had changed. The
political revolutions in India, frequent picketing had adversely affected trade.
People fell into miserable condition owing to hike in price of foodstuff, increased
unemployment. Gandhiji 's

movement brought in new impetus among

the populace. It had inspired Santi pur weavers too. The mills started providing
the threads. The weavers of Santi pur started weaving and established weaving
training school for all

gender, caste and creed. Women took

active part in it. The objective behind

school was

educate

handloom and make self.·reliant They had the noble objective of rectifying
small errors in looms and weavers' work preserving the oldest tradition of
India and stand by Gandhiji's principle.
Situation gradual

changed as the excitement faded

1

3

were primarily woven at Santipur" It was not possible for the weavers
to give up the old tradition and continue for long. The matter was grave and
needed contemplation. After the decline of initial enthusiasm the weavers started
facing problems like scarcity of suitable yarns and fall in the sale and this had
led to the inflow of unfair means in the weaving industry ofSantipur. Surprisingly
the weavers who had never compromised with weaving even at the hardest time
of struggle gave away to dishonest measures under the tough condition.
<\t that time some local traders would buy inferior textiles from Ramjibanpur,
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Beldanga, Parmaduni, Dhaniakhali, Meherpur and get it embroidered and
starched at Santipur that would look attractive, thicker and made huge profits
out of the sale of the same. Some would procure any ordinary quality fabric
from any trader in Calcutta and get needlework done at Santipur and after
starch and dholai from there these fabrics were sold as pure Santipur variety
earning good margin from it. Hence these traders were not keen on buying
Santi pur fabric and pay justified price for it as they could easily procure other
inferior quality at a cheaper price and could easily pass it of as shantipur variety
and gain out of
at

The actual weavers were affected and were forced to sell the

price. This made them economically fragile. Many of the weavers

got entrapped

debt-web. Want of money led to lack of food and misery

and many were forced out of work.
10 or 11
staff
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traders of Bombay used to purchase loads of Santi pur
later cheated on quality and price for which they had stopped purchasing

the same. The dishonesty of some local traders had earned bad reputation for
the weavers ofSantipur in generaL It had lost its glory and fame. If the traders
would change their practices it could still be revived. The weavers could be
revived and restored to their profession and would not have to starve to death.
Or else the situation would be similar to when the golden egg bearing duck
would get killed for good."

109

The shrewd moneylenders did not spare any opportunity in that period. " A
pure black embroidered fabric at Santipur would cost rupees 12 to 150. No
ordinary person would purchase such piece neither the seller would make much
profit in selling them offto such customers. Hence some of the moneylenders
would buy fabrics made of finer threads from the foreign factories at cheap
prices and get them blocked in different design that they would again bring to
Santi pur to complete the designs in needlework. Generally the women used to
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do such needlework in their leisure hours. They would earn from rupees two to
five for such labour. The washermen of Santipur were equally famous then.
The moneylenders would then get their fake Santipur varieties washed by the
expert washermen and that could pass them off as ones from Santipur. The
shrewd investors would then carry the loads of fabrics on a porter's back and
sell them in the different corners ofBengal making huge profits. They did not
hesitate to proclaim the fabrics to be original pieces of Santipur. The customers
were often lured by the look of the fabrics and hence such fabrics had enormous
demand in the markeL But such fabrics were not lasting in quality or colour.
Soon people started losing respect for the Santipur textiles.
affected the Santipur textiles in both ways."

adversely
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But the Art and aesthetic conscious weavers of Santi pur did not sit idle. Through
meetings and writings in 1nagazine or papers they tried to alert all
with the

industry about the gravity of the situation. Despite all

hardships the weavers had retained

finer quality work hence for them it

was not possible to accept such dishonest practise of some traders
compromising with the quality. It was apparently for utter economic crisis,
hardships and scarcity of quality yarns and that some of the weavers were
forced to succumb to temptation

take resort to dishonesty else it was

difficult to accept the fact that weavers who were so long loyal to the
their products could ever do such malpractices.
"In 1914-18 during the First World War import had stopped and due to other
factors there were some crisis in the textile industry which had been discussed
before. After that the wages of the labourers were between Rs 40 to 60. After
the Civil Disobedience Movement the business of the Bombay mill owners
prospered manifold leading to decline in the Bengal textile industry. Still the
weavers earned wages between Rs 24 to 28. Even in bangabdo 1345 wages
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were in the range ofRs 15 to 16. From 1346 the wages declined steeply. Where
previously about one and half years ago for 100 dangi-s the wages was Re 1
and two ana later it fell down to 12 anas only. The monthly wages stood at not
more than Rs 7/8 per weaver. Consequently about 12000 families at Santipur
were at the doorstep of utter poverty and hunger. After the Second World War
prices of goods went up even higher. The situation had put the handloom and
survival at stake. It was difficult to retain the valued characteristics of the
Santipur textiles. Increasing unfair competitiveness among the investors
themselves had brought down the price and wages of the textile industry even
lower."

lH

The only remedy could have

oflabour union or association,

co-operative society and a special help from any bank It is evident that the
combined support from the association and bank could restore the lost glory
Santipur textile
district board run

once agam.

had happened so. At Santipur the

training school was set up. The secretary of the

school, the then Municipal Chairman Dr. Sachinath Pramanik could please the
Bengal's industrial development in charge then Mr, Weston by showing the
school on 1341 Bangabdo. At that time Santipur had 700 looms for weaving
J

designs. Mr. Weston declared a grant ofRs 1200 for the schooL"

112

To meet the problematic situation the labour association was established.
the meetings of the association issues like prices of yarns, misery of weavers,
scattered affect of machine, industry and other social disorders and the weavers'
primary training school were discussed. The secretary of the weavers association
Sri Khetranath Pramanik had played a key role in this matter. In claim for rights
the weavers had taken to strikes as well. The weavers of Santi pur in the last half
of the 18th century already displayed the instance of strike. Comrade Kanai Pal
the secretary to 'Sramik Sangha' had played a vital role in organizing the strikes.

I
I
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It was under the leadership of the Sramik Sangha or labourer's association that
the weavers could fight back the dishonest investors and restore their rightful
.
113
cl a1ms.
From the above discussion it is evident that the Santipur weavers were conscious
labour and their awareness was revealed from time to time at the pre and during
the independence movement. Sometimes voices were raised against the British
or the national leaders or against the dishonest investors. In those days weavers
were aware of the wages in the market around the country. They used to compare
the wages prevalent at Bombay then analyzee the reasons why wages in Bengal
would be less and went ahead to solve the problem . The fighting spirit of the
weavers IS

there are many co-operative societies in

and around Santipur and Phulia. The government run co-operatives, Tantuja,
Manjusha (the buyers) have helped the weavers to a great extent thus reduced
/investors. The moneylenders in their own
started looking

interests of the weavers. In this regard the

Basak community of moneylenders ofPhulia are much ahead of others

their

humane approach.
At present the primary occupation of the community at Santipur is still weaving,
women of the families are also fully involved in

There are families who

cannot think of any other occupation. The unity in continuing with the tradition
among the community has prospered Santipur. The profession has its benefits
and hazards, prosperity, happiness and miseries too; it has grievances and
often led to revolts and protests. The love and deep commitment in their
profession has continued without interruption.
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Chapter- IV

Role of Santipur Weaving Class - as a reformer of society
In the previous chapter we have discussed the mass protest of the weavers of
Santipur. Revolt, protest or honesty were innate in the weavers at Santipur and
so it was natural for them to express their grudge and fight for the social issues
being part of the society and they did it rightly. The social reformation movement
in the 19th century is well known. It was not just unrestricted support towards
the reform led by Rammohan Roy, Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar and their effort
in building up mass support and awareness for the same was remarkable. Due
the entry of the East India Company and other foreign companies the socioeconomic atlas of India as weH as for weavers of Santi pur was changing.
tune with this change the socio-cultural changes started in the 19th century and
since the last half of the century it joined hands with the political movements.
Since early days the weavers of Santipur were committed to the mass welfare
moves. Without social reforms, development and freedom from the
claustrophobic social malice was not possible. This ultimate truth was beyond
the understanding of many learned whereas the simple half educated weavers
could understand that easily. They had chosen the loom and weaving as their
weapon to create awareness among the people. The finer needle work of the
weavers of Santi pur and they had used these tapestry to express the messages
ofRammohan Roy, Iswar Chandra Vidyasagar and reach the mothers and sisters
and brothers in BengaL Later, during the independence movement they had
also used the same medium to express their commitment towards the country.
The practice ofSati or self-immolation ofwidows on the funeral pyres of their
dead husband was a social practice prevalent in India from ancient times. To
stop this inhuman practice Raja Rammohan Roy gave the movements its real
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momentum. Finally Governor General Lord William Bentinck prohibited Sati in
1829 by a Government Regulation. The Santipur weavers welecomed the
Regulation and they designed on the cloths the lines praising the efforts of
Rammohan as "Banglar Susantan Raja Rammohan". Inspired by Vidyasagar's
effort to Ban Child marriage and promote widow remarriage in 1856, the weavers
embroidered designs on the border of Santipuri saris and dhotis, depicting "Beche thako Vidyasagar Chirojibi Hoe" this was the :first line from the
composition by Baidyanath Mukhopadhyay,
the complete verse is as under Bee he thako Vidyasagar Chirojibi Hoe
Sadare koreche
Kobe habe
Jelai

'•I' I'''

ain~

din, prokash hobe a

thanai berube hukum,
lege jabe dhum i

}vfoner

mora monomoto poti loye

Emon din kabe habe, baidhobyo jontrona jabe,
avoron poribo sobe, loke dekhbe tai,
Alochal kanchkola malsar mukhe chhai,
sabe baron dala mathai loye

i

Kobibor hese koi, ghuchilo nareer voi,
Sakoler hater kharu hoilo akshay !
Sobe bole Bidyasagar mahasayer joi

1 1

During that time Vidyasagar had visited Santipur and was felicitated with a
cloth designed in the above manner with those lines. 1 During the social reforms
movement, Gour Das Basak, a dedicated baisnab was a famous weaver. Inspired
by the social reforms movement he gave up his baisnab religion to adopt
Christianity. In support of widow remarriage he had written and designed the
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I

j

following lines that were sung by the cart drivers around the villages-

j

" Vidyasagar Sadare koreche report bidhobader hobe biye". Based on this,

j

Belgachia Natyashala was established and Michael Madhusudan's drama

j

'Sharmistha' was staged. Later Rabindranath's Nobel Prize winning was

j

depicted as- "Banglar Robi biswer kobi". 2

j

No other instances of such social awareness could be found among other

j
j

weavers in Bengal other than at Santi pur. Situating 61 miles away from Calcutta

j

and poorly connected with the city but amazingly the weavers in that remote

j

corners were aware of contemporary socio-political movement in Calcutta.

j

muslins were found in Dacca that was slightly better than ones at Santi pur"

j

immaculate tapestry and preserving

through needlework

j

was the characteristics of the weavers of Santi pur. In the mass movements the

j

weavers had separate existence and this was one of its significant aspects.

j

Another important facet

j

social reforms was to eradicate division in the society

j

due to caste and creed. The weavers of Santipur were to acclaimed for their

j

broad-minded attitude. During Mughal period the weaver community were the

j

ones who used to weave. During the time of the Nawabs when textile industry

j

was flourishing, people of many other castes had joined this profession. 3

j

Generally the people belonging

j

the baisya caste used to carry on with this

significant profession. But the weavers did not earn much respect

j

the society

j

During the 18th and 19th century the superstitions and malice of caste and

j

creed had differentiated them further. The Hindus did the main section of the

j

work in the weaving process. But the masters, arang-worksmen and washerman

j

or dholai-men were the Muslims. The combined effort of the Hindus and Muslims

j

made the Santipur textiles world famous. The comunal harmony among the

j

weavers of Santi pur was exemplery. 4

j
j

That the Santi pur weavers could rise above the superstition of caste creed was

j
j

j
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evident from the marriages that had occurred in 19th century between the Radhi
and Barendra sect of communities. 5 At Pabna the marriage between Sri
Prankrishna Saha's grandson (Radhi) and Sri Kartik Chandra Pramanik's
daughter (Barendra) was an instance of such generosity. Sri Bonkobihari Basak
ofDogachi village was the patron of several such marriages.
In the last quarter of 19th century and the first half of the 20th century the
revolt of the factory workers was laced with communalism and this was their
weakness. But they could get out of this from the first half of the 20th century"
The weavers ofSantipur were also aware of the importance of women's progress
in the society. The women were self reliant
very beginning" Those who were

the weaving industry from the
money were

earn

weaving itself. They had never thought of the women folks as the second class
citizen rather the women were thought of the complete and enlightened and
cultured messiah of the society as contemplated by Rammohan, Vidyasagar
and the weavers supported such thoughts wholeheartedly and the weavers of
Santipur were remarkable in it. They realised that education was the primary
step to women's emancipation. They strived continually to include all children
particularly girl-child within the purview of education among the weavers
community in BengaL They had made written acknowledgement and appeal in
this regard in the Bengali magazine ofweavers' community 'Tantu 0 Tantri'. 6
To inspire the women they had open invitation for writing articles for the above
papers from the women of the weaver's community. Consequently Srimati
Protima Seth had written about the importance of education among women
and awareness of their rights. She suggested the formation of women's
association or 'Nari Sangha' for solving the problems ofwomen. 7 It was quite
unthinkable at that time.
Due to this awareness Santipur was chosen for setting up the weaving school
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over all other weaving centres. Vice chairman of Santipur municipality Sri

I

Bhagabati Charan Das, Raysaheb Sri Khetranath Pramanik had pioneered the

I

process. In the age when there was acute crisis of basic necessities, they could

I

think of the importance of setting weaving school for the youths to combat the
problems of unemployment. Santipur was basically the weaver predominant
area and famous for textile-weaving centre hence it was most suitable for such
high-class ideal weaving schooL 8 After the school started at Santipur, a good
number of boys and girls have attended it and till to date it stands there
glorious history.
The weavers' protest against the vices of child marriage and polygamy was
significanL They started sensitizing

weaver

community about the

physiological, psychological, economical and ethical adverse effects of such
vices upon them barring all progress. They sensitized the community about the
myths of wrong reproductive practices and how it can incapacitate the ability
of hard labour, affecting mental strength and happiness. Among the western

I

people Anne Besant was the foremost to sensitize about these issues and had

I

to face hardships for it though the labourers could understand its benefits

I

later. 9 The weaver's community was not backward in any way. The weavers of

I

Santipur was advanced with time and adapted with the changes.

I

They had also participated in the India wide self-empowerment movement when
all other provinces of India had integrated themselves and unitedly empowered

I

themselves and rose gainst the British, the weavers of Santipur did not lag

I

behind. They had inspired themselves with the spirit of' arise and awake' and

I

know your rights. 'Otho jago, nijeder odhikar bujhe nao' and advanced despite
the fact that the job was not easy. During the post industrial revolution the
hand1oorn production was hampered. Many of the weavers had shifted to other
profession for survival. The weavers broke into several groups and sub-groups
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that destroyed their traditional unity. Utter poverty had driven some to dishonest
recourses faking inferior clothes and as those of original Santipur stuffs and
selling them to make high profits. 10 Some were using higher quality yarns at the
borders and in between using inferior yarns claiming it to be of good quality. n
Besides the stay orders put by congress over Santipur textile was taking the
weavers away from their looms and profession. In this difficult situation it was
really tough to bring the weavers back to their profession.
There were plenty of problems. The economic misery of the weavers can be
attributed to the existence of the intermediaries between the buyers and
sellers or weavers. The intermediaries controlled the textile business. They were
the investors. Another set

intermediaries who were residents ofSantipur was

the wholesalers. They would take the textiles to the retailers at Howrah haat or
Calcutta market So many middlemen caused huge difference between the prices
weaver

hand and the

sale price and the artisan was worst affected.

Weavers would lose on the profit and moneylenders prospered. The weavers
understood the elimination of the intermediaries in the process to claim rightful
profit. They had realised that to survive handloom in the face of mechanized
loom they would need improved techniques. 12 Otherwise it would be difficult
to thrive against competition with the foreign companies. Gokhale' Bittal das
and Mr. Havel Chatterton could establish the supremacy of handloom over
powerloom. Though it was declared that the western method of power loom
was not good but western spirit, its persistence, never to give up attitude were
acclaimed great. In the book- "Sachitra Bayan Bigyan", Sri Rasamoy Singha
had suggested new techniques in handloom.
Nowadays certain new varieties of loom have been discovered and the basic
reason behind this is still the clattering loom (Thakthaki Tant). Many varieties
oflooms could be designed and derived from the basic variety that any intelligent
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weaver would understand. During weaving on one side the cloth is prepared
and wrapped around the front part called noroz on the other side the warp yarn
is taken out from the outer naroz. Both the naroz are kept secured with the help
oflatch. Hence after weaving a little each time one has to unlock and tighten the
latch and that leads to loss of time. So if by any technique we can attach with
the naroz a toothed wheel and a ratchet or by any way set it such that after
wrapping the cloth in the naroz and releasing the latter it would remain in position
then the loss of time for locking/unlocking the latch can be avoided. Similarly
the wooden loom can be designed so that the maku need not be pushed and the
push in the rod would move the maku automatically. 'Salvation Army Loom' is
one ofthe instances of this kind." 13
But notj

at Santipur, weavers of other areas were indifferent about the use

of improvement in loom design. The Santipur weavers were aware about the
lethargy and lack
Santi pur weavers was

weaver community at large along with the
on restoring the lost glory ofBengal textile through

persistent effort They were eager to overcome obstacles and gain strength.
The primary need was to identify the loopholes and make people aware of it
and finally correct them.
identify

defects in the loom structure many efforts were made. The first

step was to set up a weavers union to unite the Santipur weavers under one
roof. They would be able to express their grievances and discuss solutions
there. The organisation would give the necessary platform to discuss their
problems and progress. Besides a cooperative credit society was the need of
the hour to enable weavers to sell their products directly in the market. It was
then a remote thing for the illiterate weavers until some of the learned and well
to do persons of the society would come forward to support the weavers. 14
In order to aware the weaver community, the committed and patriotic weavers
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continued writing articles in different papers. Santi pur had its own publication

I

called Jubak from where we come across references of different conferences

I
I

of weavers. In those conferences the weavers discussed about the use of
advanced technique and designs for looms and effort to realise it was remarkable.
The Resolutions of some ofthe weaver's conferences are given below:1323 Bangabdo, Pous 9th
''On the above date at Santipur a conference was held. People from all classes
poor and rich, from Santipur and Sutragarh had joined in. The first meeting
the conference was held in the hall of the English medium school, Oriental
Academy. Sri Bhagabaticharan Das, M.A. presided over
to spread literacy among the weaver community.

The

·ective was

Ramkrishna Das was the

secretary, Sri Bamacharan Das treasurer, Gokulchandra Pramanik, Sri Hajarilal
Dalal and two others were the assistant secretaries. Sri Bhagabaticharan admitted
donate Rs 100 to the central fund. Sri Nabadwip Chandra Pramanik though
not present, confirmed over telegram of sending money for the fund. He had

I

agreed to donate Rs 1001 for the national literacy mission and provide scholarship

I

to one student. Also member of the village community who were at work in

I

places like Kanpur, Lucknow, Jamal pur, Assam, Dinajpur had sent letters, money

I

and praised the effort saying

I

the effort would be successful where people

like Sri Bhagabaticharan, Sri Bamacharan, Sri Nabadwiop Chandra were
involved.
Such efforts were not new at Santipur. 15 years back another such meeting was
held at the same venue and since the rich people of the community could not
join the attempt went in vain. We often fail to understand who are the great
people. At Santipur among the 3000 people the dominant classes were of
Goswami, tantubai and ripukar (muslim tapestry artist) who were advanced,
rich, intelligent and educated. They lacked progress for lack of unity among

I
I
I
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them} 5
1324 Bangabdo, Baisakh :
The weaver community were above the division of caste, colour or creed. For
progress it is important to mix open-mindedly and have generosity. Creating
distance among each other had become a normal practise. Most of the
enlightened people had admitted to the fact. It is imperative to educate the
fellow members of the community. Social interaction and exchange of views is
possible through the magazines of the communityY'
1326 Bangabdo, 18thAsadh
On the above date Thursday evening after 6pm, a huge meeting was held for
the weavers of barendra community of Santipur at the premise named Pond
View of Sri Nabinchandra Pramanik, a great well wisher of the community.
More than 500 people had attended it. Sri Bhagabaticharan Das presided over

He delivered a remarkable speech on the "Strength of Unity". Much money
was spent in the meeting but Sri Nabinchandra was not worried what he wanted
was to unite the weavers community rising above all differences. At Santipur
many Basak families are there but lack of unity had led them to break into sub
groups. The internal meanness, competitiveness made them weaker and dragged
them into misery without progress. The meetings were held to dissolve this
difference and unite them. Sri Nabinchandra had visited every house requesting
the members to be present in the meeting. His commitment and effort would
perhaps take the entire effort to heights and benefitted the weaver community.
The appeal signed by all leaders of different regions were read in the meeting
which highlighted the internal conflicts among the Santipur weavers that had
left their glory and fame almost extinct. The weavers have made groups and
subgroups that had created differences among themselves hence were separated.
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The groups need to be united beyond all differences or else weaver community
will be soon extinct. 17
From 'Tantu 0 Tantri' an article on 'Santi pur Tantubai Sangha' has details of a
meeting of the weaver community that reveals the social awareness of the
community.
On the above date at the school premises the second annual meeting of the
association was held that was presided over by Bhagabaticharan Das. Secretary
was Sri Amulya Kumar Pramanik. 15 issues were taken up and discussed.
remarkable ones were:1.

Boys like Sri Sushil Kumar Pramanik had received higher education. They

should be felicitated.
2.

Uniting weaver conference with other conferences.

3.

Suggesting support of association for the census on weavers in the

community.
4.

•Tantu 0 Tantri ~ magazine handed over to an effective association was

happily acknowledged.
5.

Requesting widows of the community to engage in profession of their

own community and not to approach to other communities
revenue through collecting membership fees and enrolling more
members.
7.

Proposal to establish a health centre

8.

Proposal for holding a district conference for the weaver community" 18

The other matters that were discussed were that in the second year an average
34 boys and girls had received education from the weaving school out of which
27 are disabled. Some of them had received admission in Oriental and other
English medium schools for higher study.
From the above it is evident that the weavers ofSantipur were highly aware and
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socially conscious .and keen on social reform that places them higher above
many other comunities.
The weavers of Santipur had realised the importance of education much before.
Poverty was the primary obstacle. A reference in the Jubok magazine reveals
that awareness. Sri Damodar Pramanik -a famous weaver of Santipur wrote
that want of money was driving the weavers to direct their sons to other
professions other than weaving. As a result weaving was affected and there
was threat against its further development. The literates among the weavers
community were not taking up weaving as their profession. But everyone needed
to come forward or else the progressofthe community was impossible. So the
call of the hour was to forget hesitation, doubts and revive the latent energy to
progress. 19
In 1323 Bangabdo

Santipur with the above objective the 'Jatio Siksha Bistar

Samity' was founded. Every year the mission held meetings and its work
continued. In 31st Aswin, 1328 Bangabdo, in the evening, the 6th annual meeting
was held in the house of Sri Nabadwip Chandra Pramanik. In tune with national
literacy progress matters related to the spread of education in the weaver
community was thoroughly discussed. 20 The 6th annual meeting was also held
the same venue. Sri Saratchandra Banga Mohodoy had presided over it. The
response was not very encouraging. But the meeting had discussed important
issues. To ease the work of the association, Sri Sachinath Pramanik was elected
both secretary and treasurer. Sri Haripada Pramanik was elected additional
assistant secretary. 21
In this drive for literacy another programme was the establishment of free school
at Chugacha for the children of the community. The well wishers like Sri Haridas
Pramanik, Sri Amulya Kumar Pramanik and Sri Hariprasad Bidyanto patronized
the school. Many children started studying in the schools. Not just school, but
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to encourage students prizes were distributed too. 22 In the 7th annual meeting
this step was initiated. Sri Rasamay Pramanik felicitated the students with
garlands and addressed them saying the garlands were much beyond that when
they saw the meanings should reach their soul and inspire them. 23
The weavers did not restrict their endeavour to spread education among the
Hindus, its effect had reached to the Muslims as welL There were few schools
for the Hindu girls and the weaver community requested the Muslims to set up
schools for their girls as well enhancing the benefits. Educated mothers would
produce an educated son that was the belief then. The Hindus praised the
Muslims for being proactive in many fields and urged them to be so in the field
of education as welL This was a very unique examples of Hindu Muslim unity
and communal harmony. 24
Not just promoting education, attempts were taken to bring back the educated
weavers in the community to the traditional profession of weaving and not to
take up jobs elsewhere. In the '

0 Tantri'

had appealed to the weaver community to discard lethargy and hesitation and
also analyzed the reasons. Most of the people at Santipur are economically
backward. He had identified laziness; inconsistent effort, uncontrolled freedom
and lack of farsightedness were the reasons behind their weakness. Consistent
effort and regular hard work can assure earnings better than in any professions.
However, in the last decade of the 19th century the condition of the weavers
was better to some. extent. Damodar Pramanik said that, If a weaver worked
for 6 hours regularly his daily income would be equal to or more than earned
by any graduate. With regular 6hours oflabour a weaver could easily earn Rs 2
to 9 daily. Due to variation of the seasons and adverse climatic condition the
weaver might not get similar volume of work regularly. But ifthe weaver would
plan and work with determination he could still manage 5 to 6 hours of work
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daily and earn monthly Rs 50/60. The writer had inspired the artisans to go
back to their original profession and not let the traditional weaving lose its
glory due to depraved social notions. The weaver community possessed
undaunted spirit and would give everything up to reach their goal. Their persistent
effort and strength was praiseworthy. The Bengalese lacked it. That is why the
English could snatch away Bengal's business. The Bengalese was responsible
for that. 25 If the Bengalese did not become conscious, the progress of the
British could not be stopped.
The socially aware weavers of Santipur had taken part in the freedom movement
and had their remarkable contribution. During the partition of Bengal and freedom
movement, the weavers used to design lines from poetry and songs on textile
to express their sentiment, like '"Banglar mati Banglarjal" .... ''Mayer dewa

mota kapor" ... "Dhonodhanye pushpe vora" ... "Bandemataram" etc. 26 Thus
they try to

· the spirit of nationalism.

Since the 18th century the way the weavers had got involved in different
movements to save the weaving industry and their participation in freedom
movement had been discussed earlier. From the 2nd half of the 19th century
weaver community started getting exposed to the world of education. Over
above the Non-Coopeartion Movement, Civil Disobedience Movement had
inspired the weavers further. When in 18th century they had fought against the
British there was no trace of patriotism in that. But in the beginning of the 20th
century the weavers were inspired by patriotism and had fought against the
British. They could be poor but did not lack in patriotism. They were true
nationalists, deeply patriotic, humane and culturally developed" Lacked in
conventional education their liberal thinking, deep understanding and wide
outlook made it possible to stand by the side ofVidyasagar, ignoring the grudges
of the conservatives.
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Chaitra mela and Hindu mela in Calcutta were considered national convention
precedent to that of Congress. Coordinating relations between fellow
countrymen and promoting progress in the country Chaitra mela was held in
1273 on the day ofChaitra Sankranti (12th April, 1867) for the first time. On
7th august, 1865 under the editorship of Sri Nabagopal Mitra the first national
paper was published. Such nationalist sentiment had been already present at
Santipur since many years. The freedom lover people of Santi pur had thought
about freeing the country from the rule of the British. The weavers were no
exception. The national club was established at Santipur. In 1898 at Motigunj
on the Victoria road a national school was established.
ln 1

was shifted from Motigunj to the Goswami's huge

1

two-storied

near Rashkotha. Then started the Khilafat Movement ( 1919-

1922) that was a significant Islamic movement in India during the British rule.
was an attempt by the Indian Muslim community to unite together in support
the Turkish Empire ruled by the Khalifa, which was attacked by European
powers. Then started the anti RowlattAct The act was passed by British judge
Sir Sidney Rowlatt had effectively authorized the government to imprison for a
maximum period of two years, without trial, any person suspected of terrorism
Raj.

protest, a nationwide cessation of work (hartal) was called,

marking the beginning of widespread, although not nationwide, popular
discontenL In 1921 when Gandhiji initiated the Non-Cooperation Movement,
many youths of Santipur had responded to Gandhiji's call and accepted
imprisonment and the remarkable among them were Narayan Goswami, Haridas
Dey and others. Many of the students refused to sit for their examination from
the British run schools hence examination was arranged by Deshbandhu
Chittaranjan Das run school at "Gourio Sarbabidyatan". Out of 50 examinees
at Santi pur 7 of them had appeared in the exaamination. Among them Provas
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Roy and Dhirananda Goswami passed in first division. Deshbandhu Chittaranjan
Das, Kiranshankar Roy, Hemant Sarkar and others conducted the examination. 27
The name of Provash Roy deserves special mention being a very renowned
person and representatives of the weavers community.
He was a learned man ofSantipur. Originally a Pramanik later turned to Roy, he
was a proud representative of the weaver community and had never discarded
the surname out of hesitation but due to personal reasons. He had passed out
from National school and later became its head master. In those days the boys
were made aware of national movements and spirits of patriotism was inducted
into them in the school days. They were also physically trained with exercises
and martial arts with sticks

secret

from the school days. 28

Provash Ray was a great patriot dedicated for the country. He had also inspired
others with patriotism. He used to impart basic trainings in weaving and others.
children were taught to work on the spinning wheeL Handloom was for all
both literate and·

was proved by the involvement of the educated

and intelligent people and many instances could be cited. Till today the house
of Provas Roy has the loom as a mark of history. During 20th century some
other significant men among the weaving communities were Kanai Pal, Gour
and Nitai PaL
Santipur was also not unexposed to the Leftist Movement. In 1934
Student Union had grown up at Santi pur. People of the weaver community like
Kanai Pal, Gour Pal and Nitai Pal were actively involved with such organisation. 29
1942 Quit India Movement had deep influence on Santi pur. At that time Leaders
like Gour Pal, Kanai Pal, Nitai Pal used to run the powerful socialist groups.
On 1Oth August under the leadership of socialist revolutionaries, the Nadia
communist Party had held a public gathering at the field of Santipur Public
Library. Sri Gour Pal had played a vital role in the meeting. 30 A campaign to the
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police station was part of the agenda. In the campaign Haridas De the congress
leader was from the weaver community. The slogans given by the revolutionaries
had charged up the environment. The police were asked to discard their uniform
under British service and adopt native clothes and surrender within 24 hours.
In that circumstances Gour Pal had climbed up the roof of the police station
and hoisted the leftist flag along with national flag. Within hours police from
Lalbazar had arrived and arrested some of them. Gour Pal and Kanai Pal had

I
I

hid themselves and eluded the police. Later Nitai pal was arrested and sent for
imprisonment for 3 years in the central jail at Dumdum. Kanai and Gour Pal
were also arrested later. Meanwhile Quit India Movement had slowed down. 31
The participation of the weavers of Santipur in

movements

social reforms, freedom movement and movement for empowerment was
remarkable. They

left a glorious chapter of Protest and Reform in different

periods of history. Their efforts marked a paradigm shift
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Chapter- V
Participation and the role of Women in the Cotton Weaving Industry of
Santipur and Phulia.

Like in all other cottage industries women are also deeply involved in weaving.
But unlike other industries where women are directly involved in the process
from the beginning to the end like beedi, weaving had some exceptions. Since
the Vedic period the women were engaged in the loom. Weaving did not mean
any occupation of disgrace. a portion in 'Tantu 0 Tantri' is significant in this
respecL That the weaver community had received many accolades in the Aryan
since the

Vedic period many evidences to its support were found

the Vedic chants. In the above issue 'Bastro Silpo' alias 'Baiswa tantubai
Jatir Prachinatwo' were the titles of the articles ofwhich certain things need
mention. During that time in the Aryan society men and women both
used to weave

so the women were held high in the society. In Sam Veda we

find mention of it with high praises. The respectful saints had instructed to
regard them as Devi with great respect A little probe would reveal the dominance
of such following chants in the Vedas,

Om Ja Akrintanayabayan Ja atannata
Jasccha Debbya Antanvitohatatashthya i
Tashtawa Debbya Jarosa Sangbay Nataushmateedang Paridhatswa basow :

11~11

Om Pari Datwa Datwa Basosaina; sataushe; krinnuto Dirghomaue,
Satancho Jibo Sarodo : Saccha
Bosuni Charjye Bivrijasi Jiban

II

(-Iti Ahnik Krityamadhritya: Beda Mantram)l

1

It meant the "ones who have made the yarns, woven the cloth, made the thread
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and completed the. border they are the adorable ladies who made one wear
clothes till old age. Hey the lucky one, do wear the cloth."
It is evident from the above comment that since ancient times higher caste

women used to weave clothes or else the saints would not have addressed any
lower caste women as devi or the respectable lady. 2 But things started changing
gradually and till 19th century, in different areas ofBengal, especially at Santi pur,
Ranaghat women were barred from touching the loom. But till the time of
starting weaving at the loom all work were accomplished by the women from
spinning yarns, to preparing mari, dyeing, and naiL The situation grew as if
weaving was a matter of disgrace for the women. When women started weaving
19th century and mainly in the 20th century it was seen
women

higher caste did not come to this profession. Before that some

women used to prepare yarns, do tapestry and most of them were found to be
women. Primarily it was because of cottage industries and did
not require dexterity of any kind. At that age women irrespective of castes were
not found to be very keen on entering the profession, which was also not
expected too.
Despite all factors, still women had played a major role in establishing the glory
weaving industry. They had immensely rendered support to the male
weavers from the background, tolerated the atrocities of British

yet had

survived and fought back and continued working, and all these deserve special
discussion.
From the time prior to 1770 women used to make yarns, do tapestry for
livelihood. Where self-reliance is now a priority for women, many years ago in
the remote villages of Santi pur downtrodden women and widows had created
that instance. Though they were not weavers but such effort for self-reliance
claims accolades and set praiseworthy model for women of today.
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The 'kapash' of Santipur was famous for weaving. Girls between the age of
12-15 years whose palms were very soft would go to the fields in the early
hours of the morning and before sun rise and before dew drops dry up and
spin the yarn. These yarns would be very fine. 3 In the context of textile industry
it is mentioned that using indigenous methods the way Santipur females used to
spin fine yarns British could never produce such finer variety with all their
techniques in the mills. The English had toiled hard, studied, researched, taken
samples to places in Europe to understand the technique yet could never realise
or learn the procedure to make such finer yarns. All these were a matter of great
pride and joy for the people here. Till then the English despite very diligent
quality of the Indian fineness in the yarns. 4

efforts, could never·
Fletcher, Resident

Santipur, submitted to the Board of Trade the following

account of the spinners' monthly work and gain - suppose a seer of cotton is
the

gross

have

taken out which is equal to four seer in the

yeild of the different kinds of threads as follows :
Superfine

6 Chittals

Fine

6 Chittals

Middling

8 Chittals

Ordinary

12 Chittals

Spineer ~, monthly work, net gain
Quantity in Selling price Amount of

Price of

a month

per rupee

a spinner

cotton used monthly

sa weight

sa weight

monthly work

As. P.

Superfine

4"- 8

@ 3"

1-8-0

0-1-8

1-6-4

Fine

5" - 10

@4"

1-6-0

0-2-0

1-4-0

Middling

7"

@ 6"

1-2-3

0-2-0

1-0-3

Ordinary

12"

@ 10"

1-3-3

0-2-8

1-0-4

Net

profit

5
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At Santipur initially men and women used to produce clothes from thicker
yarns. Dacca used to weave the finer quality. East India Company had established
loom for finer quality textile at Santipur kuthi. Two hundred years ago when a
weaver from Cuttack had settled at Santipur who had taught other weavers
about designed borders in textile. The traders used to sell cotton yarns and
weavers used to buy them from retailers. In 1770 due to famine the number of
yarn spinners had reduced. 6
Making designed border and tapestry work were the characteristics of women
in the weaving industry. At present, even at the older time the women used to
design the border. They used to work on design of the border with silk thread
and produce high priced designed border for the sarL These borders involved
money as well as the dedication, commitment and love for the work and warmth
of the artisan soul

them. The rich bought those textiles and the poor women

used to make them on white or any pastel light shaded cloth and do tapestry of
flowers on them. lnitially the drawings of flowers, animals, river or plants,
moon or the fountains or fan would be marked with charcoal or pencil on the
border and then tapestry would be done. Colours used were red, blue, yellow,
purple or mostly black.
Different stitches were used

bring

the optimum effect like run, double

run, slant or tercha stitch, bakheya, leak, chatai, pati, banspata, jotil,button
hole, chain, cross, darling (like ripu stitches in run) etc. Thus we get the aesthetic
aspects of the women in the textile industry. 7
So it can be inferred that the women made remarkable contributions in the
weaving industry. It was not just the primary means of livelihood for them it
had also been a part and parcel of their life. Due to the famine in 1770 many
thread cutters or katuni had died. Thus the deaths of weavers and thread spinners
had direct effect over price. Consequently the weaving industry at Santipur
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faced yawning crisis.
As the weavers were trying hard to get over with the crisis of the famine the
atrocities of the East India Company were increasing. We had already discussed
the protests held in the remote villages of Bengal. In this situation it is important
to discuss how the large section of women whose livelihood and life was
inseparably involved with the industry was affected.
In 1813 when loads of cloths were imported from Manchester at reasonable
prices it had adversely affected the textile industry of Santi pur. In the words of
poet Nabin Chandra Sen- "Santipurer Tantusakal Manchesterer Koleyr Agune
Nirban Laav". In 1818 when the kuthi was shut down the women became
unemployed. 8
1825 the import of foreign yarns caused harm to the weaving industry at
j

Santipur. In this regard the letter of a thread spinner is significant. The leter was
published in 'Samachar Darpan', There is a mention of this letter in 'Tantu 0
Tantri' and it follows :
"Piercing the decades of cover a despondent woman is telling a tale of pain for
hearing - hundred years back the paper was found in Bengal on 22nd Pous,
1234 Bangabdo, when the letter was published. Searching the old priceless
heaps of paper Sri Brajendranath Bandopadhyay had discovered this letter and
made us all grateful. He had published the letter in 'Baisakher Varatbarso -Samachar Darpan'- In The Article Sekaler Katha.The letter was signed off as
the sad story of anonymous thread spinner of Santipur. But nobody could give
her the answer.
"Respected Sri Editor,
When I was 22 years (5.5 Ganda) old I had become widow and had three
daughters. My husband did not leave any fortune to maintain the family of
father and mother ·in law and three daughters. Selling my ornaments I had
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performed the last rites for him. We were starving to death almost when god's
grace showed me the path to save the family. I had started spinning charkaproducing threads after completing my daily family chores. I used to work till
2pm cutting katna complete one tolla of thread before bath. After cooking and

I
I

lunch would sit again to prepare aina thread of another tolla. Then I used to sell
these threads to the weavers 3 tolla for Re 1 and 1.5 tolla per 1 Re for aina
thread that was promptly paid. Gradually the work ±1ourished and gaining

I
I

experience my skill improved and soon I had Rs 140 to marry off my daughter
and later married off other daughters as well. I did all that had to be done for
my daughters and to maintain relationships with their in-laws. Later my father
passed away and had spent Rs
and had settled

it

taken

weavers

I
I

within one and half year. Meanwhile things changed and my

other in law and myself were in financial crisis. Threads were not selling wen
despite all efforts and we suffered for reasons unknown. Then we heard that

I
I

imported foreign threads were engulfing our market Threads were better than
one made by me and were priced Rs % per Seer. I was frustrated completely. I
understood the English had more unfortunates than me that is why threads that
did not sell well in their market were sent to our country for sale. It was sold at
cheap rate causing harm

us. The qualities were not good enough and clothes

made out of it did not last long. I am requesting the thread spinners of England

I
I

to consider my letter and whether it was ethically correct to send such threads
to our country. (Short form ofthe translation ofthe original letter in Bengali)
Written by a sad thread spinner woman. Santipur." 9
From the above letter we come to know how the helpless women of Santi pur
had earned their living from spinning the charka, do tapestry and played vital
role in the weaving industry. Dewan Kartikeyo Chandra Roy had mentioned in
his "Khitish Bangshabalicharit", "Previously foreign threads were not imported

I
I
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into the country. The women used to spin the threads and prepare and these
threads were used for weaving all textile. There were many instruments for
cutting the threads takra and charka. The first would be used for finer threads
and later for thicke~ variety. This work helped a lot in daily living." 10
Acharya Prafulla Chandra Roy had written about an appeal in his autobiography
in support of Colebrook's degradation of charka and grievances of the poor
that how imported English threads had affected the Indian industry badly. The
depressed widow had mistaken the threads to be of cheap variety what she
could not understand was that the yarns were made in steam run mills. 11
is remarkable and a great instance in the labour's world that the men of the
weaver community had fought back all problems with determination to keep
their industry alive. This could not be compared with the women involved in
the industry at large as they were still in the dark and the light of knowledge did
reach them. But still the women of weaver community were self-reliant.
They strived hard to keep their self-reliance intact and fought for the survival of
the industry. This was much beyond expectation from the women of the
superstitious tradition oriented society of the 18th century.
Next comes the de-industrialization process in 1833 and through crest and
trough the beginning of different empowering movements in the last half of
19th century. Handloorn industry started picking up slowly. The swadeshi
movement and later Gandhij i 's Charka movement had inspired the women to
engage in weaving again. Women started running charka and spinning threads.
In the Swadeshi Movement the women did not lag behind the men. They started
spinning threads in charka and making dhoti, garncha, sari etc at horne. But still
there was scarcity of thread in the market compared to the demand.
During the Swadeshi Movement when both men and women were fighting hard
to empower and actively participate in the movement, the swadeshi leader's
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boycott of goods prepared from imported yarns had shocked the weavers. 12
The weaver community started holding protests and meeting expressing their
grievances towards such action. Bholanath Pramanik wrote in their favour "most
of the people at Santipur earned their living through weaving and widows in
particular were dependent upon it.
They would prepare yarns and do tapestry helping in completing the textile that
are used by the people at large." 13
The men and women of Santipur used to use imported threads and weave
clothes that the congress had boycotted. This had led to the weavers misery as
there was scarcity of indigenous threads as welL Hence Bholanath Pramanik
Banikantha pleaded before

congress

reconsider and withdraw the boycott

and see that good quality threads are produced in our country in adequate
amounts that would encourage all to use indigenous threads. 14
the

and charka movement the weavers of Santi pur had

adopting the native yarns discarding the imported variety. They were
truly committed towards swadeshi movement and empowerment and had
created burning instance of dedication.
The women of the weaver community of Santi pur had come forward in different
social reform movements. They had stressed upon women's education and
financial independence. Such awareness, though absent in the 18th century
in the later half of 19th century and mostly in the 20th century they had realised
it deeply. The women promoted admission of girls in the weaving school. They

also had championed the cause of setting up women's association. But there
were still many obstacles that had prevented the progress of the women at that
time.
There are many professions where the wages of men and women differ. But
Santipur and Phulia were exceptions and had no such demarcation. Loom was
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based in individual's house. And the women participated in all activities and
question of separate wages did not occur. Wages were determined on the basis
of quality of clothes. Wages were cloth-piece based. Irrespective of the time
taken wages were settled on the basis of number cloth made and delivered. So
men or woman was not the factor for determining wages. 15
This does not affect the wages anyway. For designing the cloth the rates are
done in similar fashion. Rates for Nali, mari are low and generally done by unfit
men or women. Many women are working in the cooperatives and they earn
equal wages as the men. Husband and wife together work at many places and
earn bonus of Rs 3500. 15 (Santipur Kuthirpara Samabay Samity).
1

had rendered a different dimension to the progress

women in the weaver community. Many people had migrated from east
Bengal into Nabadwip, Samudragarh, Santipur and Phulia. The women in these
needed

be

all the more. Initially the women were engaged

and tapestry but later they took up weaving as well. At the
outset women of higher caste did not come forward as weaving was then still
considered profession of lesser grace. The women never moved out to weave
in the beginning. But later they would move out with instruments and weave the
exclusive stole for export. The cooperatives played key roles in this and had
paid definite price for it.
The wages were maximum of Rs 30. At present in some parts of Phulia and
Santi pur women weave textiles. Primarily for need of money the entire family
participate in it. The women of the household work for 8hours and prepare the
sari with plain or designed border. The women would finish her daily household
work and then weave. They used to use their leisure in weaving. Though the
women do not get any separate earning but they do it for the family earning and
their contribution remain significant. At present the women do not weave much
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as they lack in dexterity. They generally weave plain cloth. There is no use of
jacquard design in their weaving. The males are educated and trained and are
skilled. They are also physically strong and are fast at work with both their legs
and arms moving as and when required. Like in designing jacquards coordinated
movement of arms and legs are necessary.
During post independence period many more women joined in the profession
weaving. This requires special mention of one quality of the women weavers
ofPhulia. At present Phulia exports stole which are considered fashion status
countries abroad. The spinning of threads and and braiding is done exclusively
by the women. They work on it at cooperatives, arangs and also from home .
For braiding of stole she would

2.5 for every two edges and

for

doing the edge with several braids she would earn Rs 4/5. A woman can earn
Rs 3000/3500 per month from this. Wages are paid piece based. For the
convenience of the men and women the cooperatives start after 1 pm. 17
Another noticable feature of the weaving industry of Santipur and Phulia is
absence of any union. One union had come up in Phulia and weavers connected
to it had stopped working. Mostly looms are home based. Many weavers have
come down from Dinajpur, Coochbehar and none has any union. There is no
exploitation here as work and wages are directly related and more one
works he would earn more. 18
Initially though weaving was prestigious for women but in the middle it had
stopped and later women began to participate in preparing the accessories and
basics of weaving and less into direct weaving. They used to earn living through
various handloom related works. They had participated and supported the men
in different movements including the swadeshi movement. They actively
participated in charka movement. At present more and more women are taking
part in the weaving industry. Nowadays not just lower and middle class even
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the upper middle class women are taking up weaving as profession. The vision
is widening and this is another aspect of women's emancipation and awareness.
The participation of women in weaving industry at present has given a new
dimension to the Bengal economy in every level. The weaving industry ofNadia
has spread into the regions ofNorth Bengal. 19 Phulia has inspired this extension
more than Santipur. The homeless destitute weavers had turned Phulia into
handloom centre and created a bright instance through hard work and inspiration.
Though Nadia and Santipur are not much behind. Since at Phulia, many weavers
from different places come to work and its fame has spread far and wide. Most
importantly the women have accepted handloom as certain means of livelihood
mainly for the uneducated or less educated women this is a definite means of
earning. Since 18th century many women had been doing handloom related
work and in the 21st century women are not just into indirect support they are
actually engaged

weaving and supporting their families. Some of the

examples are cited below :
'Problems of Survival :Role of the co-operative society' portion has mentioned
ofUSHA GRAM SAMABAI LOKE SIKHA NIKETAN inspired by Phulia 199697. the organisation is a member of INDIAN FAIR TRADE FORUM. At present
are more than 100 women members and engaged in handloom and batique
work. They earn reasonably well. Their products are mainly sold in Phulia. The
interviews of some of the women working there as follows :

USHA GRAM SAMABAI (near Phulia)
Interviews
l.Date

:4/05/08

Name

: Usha Biswas

Residence

: Taherpur Colony

Age

:29/27
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Years OfExperience

: 20Years

Wages

: Ordinary Cloth @Rs 70 Per Piece
Benarasi @ Rs 120 Per Piece

Where Their Products Are Sold

:To Mahajans And Shops OfPhulia

Skill

:Not Needed

Family Problem That Had

:No Family Problem

Brought Her Here
2.Date

: 4/05/08

Name

: MukulDas

Residence

: Taherpur New Colony

Age

: 40Years

Years OfExperience

:20 Years

Wages

: Ordinary Cloth @Rs 70 Per Piece
And Benarasi 120 Per Piece

Where

Products Are Sold

:To Mahajans And Shops OfPhulia

Skill

:Ordinary

Family Problem

:No Family Problem

3.Date

: 4/05/08

Name

: Gouri Ray

Residence

: U sha Village

Age

: 40- 42 Years

Years OfExperience

:22 Years

Wages

: Like Everyone

Skill

:Ordinary

Family Problem

:No Family Problem

Women initially were not considered 'skilled' in weaving but now the situation
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has changed and they are now considered experts in weaving. Usha Biswas of
USHA GRAM SAMABAI is an instance. She had been working since twenty
years and had started at the age of 7 with her mother. Today she is an expert
jacquard artisan arid weaves benarasi very efficiently competing any expert
man in the industry. Such instances in scores can be found in Santipur, Phulia,
Samudragarh, Karimpur, Dumurdaha, Chakdah, Nabadwip.
At present, to make women self employed, the government has also come
forward. The different cooperatives and the government employees have
extended their hands in help in different forms. The co-operatives have such
supports listed in their directory. D.R.D.C (District Rural Development Cell)
has taken various steps to ensure that working environment is made secured
for the women through the formation of various organisations. In this regards
the statement of project manager of D.R.D.C- Ms. Deepika Chakraborty,
Krishnanagar Branch is worth mentioning.
Jnterview ofDeepika Chakraborty, project manager- Krishnanagar Branch
After 1970 the office was opened here. This is a cottage industry and primarily
work in different parts ofNadia. Like Santipur, Phulia, Nabadwip, Nakashigunj,
karimpur. The organisation helps the weavers in many ways. Primarily the
weavers specially women were guided to work in groups. They inspire each
group to create savings. They are given training for it. If they can save 50%
money the rest will be arranged by the organisation in the form ofloan. Interest
will be on 50% if they could save Rs 1.25 lakhs then they can avail loan to the
extent of Rs 2.5 to 3 lakhs. The interest will be on 1.5lakh. They inspire the
weavers to select a bigger space and work in groups then D.R.D.C. would
support it but the latter could not buy the land and build the shed as yet.
Participation of women:
She stressed upon the fact that about 90% of the work is done by the women
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though at the initial point of the scheme it was decided that participation would
be 60%. They also want to render marketing facilities to the women. The
moneylenders such that it is not possible for any individual be it man or woman
to rise above the situation substantially captures the market. Where would they
sell their products? The women are insisting upon a place at Howrah Haat so
that they could sell their products independently or else they would have to
depend upon the moneylenders again.
At present the women are taking part in different fairs in different parts of
Bengal, Delhi and Hyderabad and selling their textile. Generally two women
represent the groups the expenditure is borne by D.R.D.C.
They are generally weaving textile. At Karimpur a woman on her own is weaving
Bangladesi Dhakai sari and labour cost to which amounts toRs 2800. D.R.D.C.
taken by surprise wondering where did they locate the market for such product
Mainly support is extended towards the men and women of the BPL category.
The well off is left to themselves to buy their own raw materials.
The women are engaged in weaving plain as well as jacquard bordered cloths.
There is no discrimination between the wages between male and female weavers.
Focus is on how to equip them better that they can produce more and earn
extra and become self-reliant. Primarily the housewives and ladies of the house
weave. According to her, the rate of women weavers are pretty high at Phulia. 20
D.R.D.C has taken pioneering measures to make women self-reliant. Working
at loom from home is a very apt mean for earning. Initially they used to lend
support to domestic expenses now they earn enough to take care of the entire
expenditure and sometimes even more. Working from home give them chance
to support the domestic needs of the family.
Participation and the role of women in the cotton weaving industry ofSantipur
and Phulia has revealed how the women were involved in weaving since the
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18th century. Handloom is one of the oldest cottage industries in India. Without
the participation of the women it would not have been what it is today. Just not
as a means of earning, the support of the women had been essential in every
steps of weaving rendered with much care and attention. The women had faced

I
I

the atrocities of the British with the same resilience as the men. They had raised
their voice along with the men at the time of crisis like during the famine of
1770. When scarcity of thread had created critical problems they had written to

I
I

the British government. They could not write it themselves but their strong urge
could find a vent through somebody else's words and expression. The protest
regarding yarn by the women outmaneuvered the protests by the modern women
thereafter. What is remarkable

that the women force had worked at the

background supporting every vital activity but they did not get desired

I

recognition. The dexterity of male weavers hovered the limelight. But the textiles

1

of Santi pur would

much of

grandeur had the women been not into

The f1neness of the textile would have been long lost, had not the women

1

used to embroider over the charcoal drawings.

1

Situation had changed with the advent of spinning wheel or charka. Everybody
could weave textile. Phulia took a new avatar. The women at Phulia, Santi pur
other places have taken weaving keenly unlike the earlier period when they
had abstained from weaving. There is no gender discrimination in weaving
now. Women are also engaged in weaving stoles.

I
I

Women who are engaged in weaving no longer at the background. The
discrimination between any other profession and weaving are no more. Women
can be engaged in weaving like any other dignified occupation of their choice,
invest and become self-reliant though still there are some social taboos to it
Weaving has given a special support to Bengal economy and it had always
been like that since long. At present weaving is a very popular self help means

I
I
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Chapter- VI

Problems of Survival : Role of the Co-operative Society
At the time of Charka Revolution under the leadership of Gandhiji in the 3rd
decade of the 19th century, import ofyarns from foreign countries had declined.
The import of foreign yarns had dropped to meagre even before the Second
World War. It is known from a survey report in 1940 that the number of looms
1

ranged to 43000 in the state then. It is no way less in comparison to the
nmnber of looms present in other states of the country at that time. But where
would one get thread? Decline in import of thread supplemented by scarce
supply

native ones though a smaller bulk of the same could be procured

from other states yet the supply was fewer than the demand putting weavers in
horns of dilemma.
From the anecdotal evidences of the past it

apparent that the weavers of

Nadia had faced crisis and struggled to overcome it many a time before. Only
the technique keeps changing. The situation became grave due to the migration
of many weavers and others from East Pakistan (then Bangladesh) after the
partition

India. It is to be mentioned here that during the 14th end 15th

Centuries Phulia was mentioned as a populated and a developed area. But

Is

quite surprising that Phulia remained silent losing much of its earlier glory for
several decades. We did not get any proper evidence behind this silence. Phulia
again came into the limelight after the partition of India. Post partitioned migrated
people came and settled at Phulia. They had also settled down in places like
Nabadwip, Chakdaha, Sikarpur, Karimpur (2), Dumurdaha and Samudragarh
(adjacent to Nabadwip within Burdwan). The thread crisis was always there
and it became criticaL
With thousands of weavers settling in Nadia the exploitation ofthe moneylenders
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became worse. It is true that moneylenders' atrocities had caused much

I

disturbance to the weavers but it had never exceeded limit though 70% of the

j

weavers were at their disposition. The weavers were even exploited during the
Swadeshi movement yet they had survived comfortably. But now with the

I
I

growing population of migrating weavers strained the relationship with the
moneylenders. Some of the opportunistic and greedy moneylenders took
advantage of the hapless weavers and trapped them. Vast number of weavers

I
I

came under the clutch of the moneylenders in order to sustain. The moneylenders
started settling the weavers within their house initially later bought lands
settled them in quarters there. Huge volume of textiles was produced and the
moneylenders' pocket grew tat whereas weavers were exploited to the maximum.

I
I

The weavers, without finding any way began to protest. There was no adequate
Government aid for this huge number of weavers. The number of employees in
the Indian registered factories was in the range of 4 7lakhs whereas workers

I
I

associated with loom was in the range of 1 crore which was actually equal to or
rather exceeded the sum of all employees under central government, state
government both military and paramilitary and those under municipal
corporations ( 1967 report-97 lakhs ).
The immense importance

2

widespread popularity ofhandloom is thus proved

I
I

once again" Ironically in this condition the weavers of Phulia were at the stark
face of utter misery and distress. They were living in hapless condition and the
support from any corner was insignificant.
In 1972 the refugee congested Nadia had about 40000 looms against 1 lakh

I
I

75000 looms all over West Bengal. The numbers are ever increasing driven by
needs of earning livelihood as sitting at home anybody can take up this
independent occupation. For instance in 1948-49, 7 crore yards of textile was
produced, in 1961 it was 19 crores of yards and the

3rct

Five year Plan had set

I
I
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the target of28 crores of yards. West Bengal has registered factories engaging
about 8 lakh and 50000employees. Other cottage industries have employed
about 15 lakhs of people. Handloom itself has engaged about 6lakh employees.

3

It is evident from this statistics that post 1948 the number of weavers at Nadia

and in West Bengal have increased progressively which was further obvious at
Phulia. Government report states there are about 3,66,540 people engaged in
handloom operation against 3,38,499 looms. Nadia has 70000 looms though
unofficially it is supposed to be much more. In 1971-72 this figure was 8131
according to official report.

4

weavers who had migrated into Phulia were primarily from Tangail with
and wonderful style and technique. Moneylenders were keen to
hold them back. The state government had built a refugee colony for them
rehabilitating 125 families along with financial aid for setting loom and buying
5

threads. But the Way there was streaming flow of homeless refugees the aid
was insignificant compared to the need. Hence hapless homeless migrants took
shelter with the moneylenders. The latter understanding the prospective
com1nercial benefits bought lands at cheap rates adjacent to their residents and
settled the weavers. Thus centering Phulia the weaver settlements grew up at
Buicha, Mathpara, Chotkatola, Bahanno Bigha, Taltola etc.

6

The weavers gradually got trapped within the Dadni system. They rose to protest
entrapped in debt when the number of loom at Phulia had exceeded 10000.
Every household in Nadia engaged in handloom experienced similar despair.
Santipur faced similar situation in the face of problems regarding refugees and
scarcity of yarns. According to statistics in 1989 Santi pur required 4112 bails
7

of yarns with about 40000 handlooms operating there. Bengal lacked in quality
thread then. Imported threads would cost more. Working independently the
weaver was subjected to thread crisis. On the other hand if he would take help
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from moneylender for yarn, jari and colour, the weaver would have to be under
his grip. The weaver was claustrophobic and soon rose to protest and struggle
for existence began once more. Another remarkable characteristic is that the
weavers were never ready to give up their occupation at the loom. Tradition
and familiarity could be a reason but the main reason was their deep commitment
for the profession that is unparallel. We have seen at times that weavers (Santipur)
had given up the profession only to come back again. Weavers at Phulia, Santipur
and the entire weaver community share this persistence and unwavering attitude.
Meetings, protest, blockades and protest procession followed consequently.
Government ultimately came forward to support, bank supported with loan.
The weavers comprehended

that samity or collective body would be

the ray of hope hence they fonned samity to facilitate united struggle for existence
and sustenance.
The co-operative movement at Santipur had started much before independence.
1944 Kuthirpara Samabay was formed which is running successfully till
date. To boost handloom industry, the West Bengal government has founded
750 co-operative societies and about 19 dyeing units that embraced 60000
looms. For selling handloom products 176 outlets and 4 central marketing units
been formed. But none of the co-operatives could not be established and
8

developed due to corruption and allied problems. The weavers therefore
collectively continued their struggle and protest to sustain and survive.
The struggle for existence that the Santipur weavers had started once has now
become the plea of the weavers at Phulia. In this regard it is worth discussing
how the co-operatives were formed at Phulia.
We can go back to the year 1844 A.D. the Rochdelle co-operative was formed
in Britain and some of the weavers of that co-operative had formed a buyers
co-operative out of their small capital. This introduced a new trait in the economy
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especially for the poor sellers and weavers. Now that concept of buyer cooperative have grown huge to touch many aspects of life and expanded to a
greater extent. Thus Rochdelle co-operative was considered a pioneer in the
field that had inspired many co-operatives in many places.

9

As there is no similarity between the co-operatives at Phulia with that of the one
ofRochdelle hence doubts may arise to the relevance of the reference drawn.
The similarity lies in the fact that in both cases we find that the weavers formed
co-operatives, weavers who took pride in their profession and earned respect
through love and commitment for their work. They had profound faith in the
effectiveness of forming a co-operative. The members of Rochdelle were
weavers too for generations together.

10

The beginning of co-operatives was always packed with hurdles especially for
the poor hardworking weavers. The weavers still had dilemmas about the efficacy
co-operatives

whether it could truly free them from the moneylenders.

Though the possibilities and efficacy of co-operatives are far better in India
than any other country yet the extensiveness of such concept is more popular
with countries like Japan, Germany, Russia, IsraeL Agricultural co-operatives
have shown much progress in Maharashtra and Punjab, handloom co-operatives
are advanced in Tamilnadu, Andhrapradesh but Bengal took long time to come
around with the concept and formation. n
The evolution of Phulia as a handloom centre does not have a long history.
About three decades back the weavers who had migrated from Tangail of East
Pakistan had started weaving the tangail textile here. In 1951 Kanti Basak from
Tangail had come followed by Bhupathi Basak, Kanai Basak and others. Gosai
das Basak had arrived here from Dacca for a while but even weavers from
Dacca started weaving the tangail variety exclusively.

12

Initially the weavers stayed under thatched roof huts and later tin roof was
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built. The buildings ofPhulia polytechnic were almost complete. In the big hall
of the polytechnic building several looms were set up. 'Phulia Textile Workers
Co-operative Society' was set up to take care of yarn, wages, running the
loom, market linkage and all other operational expenses. This was the first of
its kind among the weavers of Phulia. The members were all weavers with
secretary Gopal Basak, assistant secretary Naresh Chandra Basak who were
the pioneers to inspire the weavers. The society had successfully worked for
two years with more than 100 members.

13

In 1953 during recession in the state scarcity of yarns and lack of marketing of
products caused to shut down the society. All other industries at Phulia had
suffered then like sheet metal, soap, hosiery etc. Corruption charges were
brought against the authorities of the society and investigation was conducted
under the then West Bengal Co-operative Registrar Mahendra Chowdhury and
audit was performed and charges were proved wrong. The first endeavour for
' wasth us destroye d .
co-operative

14

For many years the weavers were again under the clutch of the moneylenders.
Meanwhile, a few co-operatives were set up with members, collected capital
fund and with fresh courage they begun to run the Co-operatives but soon they
turned ·

proprietor's business losing the true meaning of a co-operative.

Weavers were exploited and losing faith contemptuously they left the cooperatives only to fall prey to the moneylenders and utter exploitation of the
helpless weavers continued. In 1972 the number of weavers in and around
15

Phulia stood at about 10000. The situation became worse, wages were minimal
and many weavers went back to Bangladesh and many took to job in the
agricultural fields and handloom industry was at stake.
Some of the leaders in this field took initiatives and guided the weavers to
revive the cottage industry. Provat Kumar Basak played a key role in the
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mobement that took forms of siege, procession, slogan, petitions at handloom,
B.D.O. offices etc.

16

Tarakanta Bagchi, then agent ofUnited Bank ofindia, came forward with financial
assistance through .his bank so that the weavers can form samity where they
will be the owner and labourer.

17

In 1973 weavers found their samity as ''Fulia TangaH Shari Bayan SHpa
18

Samity" and started functioning under the direct guidance of Sri Bag chi. The

I
I

response was spontaneous and initially it had 7 5 members and many more
were willing to join in. This inspired to form another samity called "TangaH
Tantujibi Unnoyon Samity" (1974). The samity could
handloom industrv., from devastation

was

revive tangail
a point of time.

The samity duo continued working despite all stumbling blocks to the
dissatisfaction of the moneylenders. There were about 125members with 300
looms under the sarnity duo. Bank had made an investment of about 7 lakhs.
In 1977 the tan gail industry faced a crisis due to shortage of raw materials.

19
20

The samity needed government intervention and financial support along with
marketing support, Hence they were disintegrated to form three co-operative

I
I

societies named as "Fulia Tangail Shari Bayan Silpa Samabay Samity
Ltd.", "Tangail Tantujibi Unnoyon Samabay Samity Ltd.'', and "Notun
Fulia Tantubai Samabay Samity Ltd." All this stabilized the co-operative
societies with added marketing advantage, supply of adequate yarns assured
by HPaschimbanga Rajya Tantubai Samabay Samity" (head of all cooperative societies), financial intervention by government and bank loan helped
them to perform and progress better. The wages of the weavers increased with
other enhanced benefits. So the fragile handloom industry of1973 entered another
glorified phase in 1977 and progressively boosted the economy of Phulia to a
. .fi
21
s1gn1 tcant extent.

I
I
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There were about 6000 looms in 1983 with 2000 weaver families with 15000
members were entirely dependent upon this cottage industry for their living.

22

The incessant effort of the co-operatives has taken tangail sari to an epitome of
finer design, elegant texture, exquisite colour combination such that it can
outsmart or level any other finer variety of textile in the country or abroad. The
market has expanded and tangail is currently at par with any form of modern
trend in fashion.
"Paschimbanga Rajya Tantubai Samabay Samity" ensured to buy back
60% of the total production and other government and co-operatives purchase
from the above three co-operatives. Introduction of new instruments, share
issue, bank loan heightened

performances and bank invested about 3 0 lakhs

in the co-operatives trio in 1983.

23

The young leaders of the samity conveyed message through their work to the
moneylenders and public that handloom itself can be self sufficient for their
successful sustenance. Though the samity could accommodate only about 300
weavers out of 12-14000 weavers but still the good was done. The current
success of the co-operative overwhelmed all earlier failures of the co-operatives.
Despite all efforts the moneylenders could not hinder the progress of the comovement and finally were compelled to reduce their profits and
provide benefits to weavers and increased rates of wages at par with the cooperative.24 Not only for Phulia but also for Nadia as a whole, 1977 was a
determinant year. Many other areas started following the footsteps of the weavers
atPhulia.
There is need for many more co-operative societies as suggested by the weavers'
keenness to come under the cover of the co-operative mode. 1983 figures
reveal that the co-operative trio could only accommodate 616 weavers under
their wing that was only 10% ofthe total weaver community. In 1982 "Fulia
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Tantshilpo Samabay Samity" was formed and it had started to carry on the
primary functions. There was another samity registered for the loom less weavers.
At present many co-operatives are operating at Phulia and all around Nadia for
the upliftment of the weaver community.
It is true that all problems did not dissolve with the establishment of the co-

operative society. Detail discussion would reveal wherefrom the society has
come up to this developed stage and why this grew up as a role model for all.
Like the co-operatives at Santi pur the ones at Phulia are also fortunate in receiving
much financial support from the state as well as central government which is
further revealed by the expansion of the Phulia co-operative. At present United
Bank along with Central co-operative bank is providing capital to the co-operative
society. With the financial help from state government and National Co-operative
society Development Corporation the society could build 3 buildings ( 1990)
named Samabai Sadan along with garden, the dyeing workshops are also run
within the building premises. It

remarkable that the society not only supported

the homeless people but also involved the women into work. Though the society
could not accommodate many, yet it paved way for the others to derive extra
benefits from the moneylenders. The consciousness and instance of the society
compelled the moneylenders to render benefits at par with the society.
The yarn crisis was also solved to an extent with the coming up of cotton mill
at Kalyani in Nadia, and cotton cultivation at Medinipur and Sunderbans that
were quite fine.
The progressive history of the co-operative society is evident from the statistics.
The samabai sadan was awarded 3 gold and silver medals and special prize in
1993-94 for its remarkable contribution in the development of weavers' cooperative.25 The statistics of progress and regress between 2000-2007 are
discussed later. At present many of the co-operatives are facing troubles that
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needs discussion. But despite hurdles and problems the co-operatives are
making advances. There is no problem of unemployment at Phulia. There are
about 35000 looms making tangail variety of textile. Though all are not members
of the co-operative yet they get opportunities at par with the co-operatives and
the moneylenders are compelled to provide them so. The weavers of
Samudragarh, Nabadwip, Dumurdaha, Karimpur, Chakdah are following the
footsteps of the weavers of Phulia. It goes without saying that 1977 marks the
new era in weaving Industry characterized by struggle for progress overcoming
any occasion of trailing behind.,
Currently the annual production oftangail ofPhulia amounts to more than Rs 1
crore. Phulia produces cotton, silk, and tussar; polyester and other export
varieties of textile. The market has expanded all across the country. The primary
buyers are from Calcutta and wholesalers ofburrabazar. Outside Bengal in the
southern part of India the demand for Phulia tangail is increasing progressively.
It is exported to countries like Japan, Germany, France, Afganisthan and Middle

East.

26

While discussing the increasing demand for tangail saris ofPhulia in the market
across the world it would be relevant to discuss the origin and history of such
breed of textile. It had originated at a place called Tangail in Bangladesh (East
Bengal then). It was a township then, which is currently the district headquarter.
Centering the township weavers' settlements had come up in 22 villages around
it.

27

In undivided India and after the entry of the East India Company and for

establishing the Manchester Cotton Industry the increasing atrocities of the
British over the weavers at Dacca many of them had settled in nearby Dhamrai
and Chouhatti villages. Later on the invitation of the jamindars (landlords) of
Deshduar, Santosh, Kharindar many weavers from Dhamrai and Chouhatti had
settled in Tangail. They were basically all basak breeds of weavers. These
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(Basak) weavers had migrated and settled at Phulia later. Weaving tangail sari
was their sole occupation. Partition in 194 7 had made the weavers homeless.
We have seen how weavers (Basak) from East Bengal (from Tangail) had settled
at Phulia. Apart from Phulia some had also settled at Samudragarh (Burdwan),
Dhatrigram (Burdwan), Nabadwip (Nadia).
a special place in

h~mdloom
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Samudragarh has already found

industry. The immigrant weavers elsewhere have

taken up different styles of weaving but those at Phulia have specially focused
on tangail variety and revived its glory and have flourished. Despite all hardships
they have not given it up and continued with dexterity, finer designs, artistic
finesse to take tangail variety to a different dimension that is acclaimed all over
the world. Tang ail variety is completely different from one that is called J amdani.

29

At present the co-operatives are getting entangled in several problems. Though
the production was increasing yet the income was not augmented in
commensurate to the sale. The primary reason was that the co-operatives were
dependent upon Tantuja, Tantusree, Manjusha who were initially doing good
work but gradually became devoid ofintiatives. Due to want of market the cooperatives started selling textiles to the wholesalers at Calcutta and moneylenders
around. The latter comprehending the problem started taking advantage of the
situation and delayed payment blocking the money for long periods and
sometimes refused to return the stock on demand thus harassing the cooperatives. The latter started exporting tangail textile and achieved quite a success
in the effort. This had adversely affected tangail weaving curbing its production.
As the overseas market had little demand for tan gail sari, it was ready to accept
cotton lengths, stole and allied varieties.

3

° Consequently there

was lack of

innovation in designs/varieties. While exploring overseas market the problems
at the home ground stood as obstacles.
The statements given by the heads of different co-operatives are relevant here.
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We shall henceforth demarcate them as Samabay (co-operative) 1 & 2
31

respectively. The statement of the head of the co-operative. Reveals that all
the co-operatives are focusing more on the production of stoles than any other
variety of textiles as the overseas market has huge demand for such stoles. The
wage rate for stole is also high. Thus a labourer can earn as much as Rs 40 by
making the ball or pompom across the stole- border as the wage rate at cooperatives are higher than outside. The head of co-operative stated that during
2008, they had given away wages amounting toRs 1.5 lakh for making balls or
pompoms along the stole- border alone. The head of co-operative revealed
that in order to procure overseas orders they are participating in the Indian
Industrial Trade

at New Delhi by expending an amount ofRs 70000. But

the profits were overwhelming as they earned orders from Denmark, Greece,
Afganisthan,
work were

.K. and U.S.A. and he hopes for more. He asserted that if the
diligently there would be more scope for work and earnings

for further.

32

But there are some troubleshooter issues that are creating obstacles against the
progress. The co-operatives no longer are willing to depend upon tantuja,
Manjusha rather they are keen upon exploring the export market directly. This
the foreign market is flourishing with upper-end prices; payment is
smooth against stacked stocks, blocked I delayed payment at the domestic
market. So long their products were exported through intermediaries now they
want to do it directly earning higher margin. The problem arises when they
receive cheques I drafts that they deposit at the co-operative bank which takes
about 10-12 days to clear and without the facility of ATMs the weavers are
often at a loss when in urgent need of money for investment. Again they cannot
transact with any other bank as the co-operative banks have given them credits.
So it is essential that the government should take some steps that the service at
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co-operative banks improve or provide opportunities to the co-operative
societies that they can deal with other banks as well for transactions in this
regard or else the co-operatives may lose the overseas market.

33

The dilemma between the eagerness to capture overseas market and reluctance
to produce for the domestic market (in the context of the current scenario) the
handloom industry at Phulia was distressed for a while. There is another
important factor in export is maintaining the quality of the product and delivering
within the scheduled time. But there are lots of discrepancies in this regard and
negligence towards the customers~ demand can further deteriorate the relationship
between the buyers and sellers. This is actually hampering the orders and market
reputation is getting affected thus constricting the market. One needs to be
more careful and particular about the marketing etiquettes, timely production,
delivery, and market reputation and customer service. Or else in front of tough
competition these co-operatives will soon lose ground.
Another problem has come

34

arrive due to drastic rise in the rate of interest on

loan from 8.5% to 12.5%. This 4% increase has created an excessive burden
on the samity leading to loss in business. The government has also withdrawn
subsidy on loan-interest for reasons unknown to the members of the samity.
Immediate remedy can come through reverting the situation by the government
with reduced rate of interest and introducing subsidy once more. Else the veil
of gloom seems to darken the future prospective of the co-operatives.

35

Despite all hardships the annual production of the co-operatives are progressively
increasing (figures given later). The handloom industry of Phulia is making
incessant effort to bring back the glory, engaging more artisan members into
the co-operatives. The members had made an application for building cooperative houses with government grants and subsidy for themselves in 2000
that has been approved in 2008.
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The authority has sanctioned and released subsidy for 20 members.
There is two more Government projects that are on namely MAHATMA
GANDHI BUNKAR BIMA YOJANA (MGBBY) and Swasthya Bima Yojna
(RSBY). The basic objective of the 'Mahatma Gandhi Bunkar Bima Yojana' is
to provide enhanced insurance cover to the handloom weavers in the case of
natural as well as accidental death and also higher sum assured. The objective
ofRSBY is providing insurance cover for the BPL families with guard against
health shocks involving hospitalization. And though all members have not been
embraced by it as yet, the co-operative is making attempt to include more
members under the umbrella.

36

has been previously discussed that the movement of the weavers at Phulia
had inspired all the weavers ofNadia. Currently weavers from Dinajpur, Dinhata
and other places have arrived at Phulia and joined the handloom industry here.
Around 12000 labourers from different places outside Phulia have joined the
handloom industry. It goes without saying that there is no crisis of employment
at Phulia. The work culture at Phulia has encouraged an organisation Usha
Gram Loka Sikhsha Niketan (vill:Usha Gram, Post: Birnagar, Dist: Nadia).
In 1980 a Trust was build for the co-operatives under the guidance ofD.R.D.C.
currently Smt Sandhya Sarkar is the secretary of the co-operative.

37

This is

included under TRYSEM scheme of the government primarily for the training
of the members ofBPL category. At present the Loka Sikhsha Niketan established
by Sri Gopal Chandra Chakroborty has become member of (Indian) Fair Trade
Forum. There is no child labour involved in this organisation and more than
100 women members primarily and exclusively run it. Inspired by the integrated
effort of the Phulia co-operatives D.R.D.C. has taken steps to develop many
more instances all over Nadia where women will play the key role.

38

The glorious march that had started in 1977 has been successful. Notwithstanding
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all hurdles the progress has continued consistently. The objective of the cooperative has consummated though a long way to go. Still many people migrated
into Nadia from East Bengal (Bangladesh) and these homeless people try to
engage with the handloom industry. Thus strikingly a cottage industry is providing
means of livelihood for an enormous populace. There is no want of effort and
both government and private support are welcome. The struggle for existence
that had started in 1773 has taken a definite sensational shape in 2008. At this
time besides Nadia a huge population from different parts ofBengal are involved
with this industry. Like many families ofMurshidabad and Maldah are into biri
making and many are involved with the silk industry. But nowhere could one
witness so much of change, ups and down that the handloom industry of Nadia
has undergone. The weaver community ofNadia has gladly embraced all crisis
and solutions and continues to live and struggle with the glorious tradition of
handloom industry.
time

chosen for my research is between 1773-1977. I have already

discussed the reason for choosing 1977 (the landmark year for weavers at
Nadia) as the end year. The evidence of the establishment of co-operatives in
1977 and tracing the progress of co-operatives from 2001 to till date is very
to the subject hence has been discussed.
DATA- I
1. Name ofthe Society

: FULIA TANGAIL SIIAEI BAYAN SILPA
SAMABAY SAMITY LTD.

2. Regn. No. & Date

: 373 dated- 14.05.1977

3. Address

: Samabay Sadan, P. 0. - Fulia Colony,
Dist-Nadia, Pin-741402, West Bengal.
Phone No. : (03473)- 234222
Website : www.ftsbsssltd.com
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Email: ftsbsssltd@bluebottle.com
4. Total No. of Members

: 571 + 1 State Govt.

5. Total No. of Looms

: 568

6. Total No. of working Looms

:Normal- 195,
Export- 360
Total- 555

7. Financial Assistance Received Under Different Scheme :

i) H. D. C.

: Rs. 9.175 lakh.

ii) Q. D. U.

: Rs. 5.565 lakh.

iii) Project Package Scheme

: Rs. 6.60 lakh + Rs. 2.96 lakh
=

Rs. 9.56 lakh .

: Rs. 12.00 lakh. + Rs. 5.60 lakh

iv) D. E. P.M.

=

v) D. D. H. P. Y

Rs. 17.60 lakh

: Rs. 2.2375 lakh (State)+ Rs. 2.63 lakh
(Central)+ Rs. 2.655 lakh (Bank Loan)

vi) N. C. D. C.,
8.

: Rs. 3.85 lakh.

NABARD Finance Received
2001-02

2002-03

2003-04

Rs. 88.00 Lakh

Rs. 90.00 lakh

Rs. 90.00 lakh

9. Production last three years

: (Rs. In lakh)

2001-02
Qty

2002-03
Value
(Rs.)

Qty.

Value
(Rs.)

Normal 2.07lakh mtr. 153.83lakh 1.72lakh mtr. 118.12lakh
Export

2003-04
Qty

Value
(Rs.)

1.05 lakh mtr. 72.67lakh

1.36 lakh mtr. 73.60 lakh 2.20 lakh mtr. 108.04 lakh 2.54 lakh mtr. 125.95 lakh.
3.43 lakh mtr. 232.43 lakh 3.92lakh mtr. 226.16lakh 3.59lakh mtr. 198.62lakh
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10. Sale Turn Over last three years : ( Rs. In lakh)
2001-02

2002-03
Qty

Value

2003-04

Qty.

Value

(Rs.)

Qty

Value
(Rs.)

(Rs.)

Normal

1.78lakh mtr. 155.46lakh 1.8llakh mtr. 120.77lakh 1.28lakh mtr. 97.0llakh.

Export

1.13 lakh mtr. 85.50 lakh

2.17 lakh mtr. 117.42 lakh 2.52 lakh mtr. 124.45 lakh.

2.91lakh mtr. 240.96lakh

198 Iakh mtr. 238J9lakh 3.80 lakh mtr. 22L46lakh.

1 L Export order inhand

: Rs. 70.00 lakh.

12. No. of Design Developed Under : 175
D.E.P.M. Scheme
13. M.D.A. Receivable

: Rs. 5.41 lakh.

14. Mktg. Incentive Receivable

: Rs. 51.20 lakh.

up to 2003-04
15. Name of Export Countries

: Japan, Italy, America, Canada,
Westindies, Germany, France, All over
India.

16. Receivable from central

: Rs. 71.27lakh.

Marketing Agencies
1 . Averages wages Earned.

: Rs

per weaver (per month)

Export : Rs. 3,000/- per weaver (per month)
18. Problems

: a) Inordinate Delay for payment of Govt. dues.
b) Inordinate Delay in payment of Bills from central
Marketing Agencies.
c) Inordinate Delay clearance of cheque by District
Central Co-operative Bank Ltd .

18. Varieties of products

: Tangail Shari, Exportable Scarves,
Running fabrics & Dress Materials etc.
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DATA- II
1. Name ofthe Society

: FULIA TANGAIL SHAEI BAYAN SILPA
SAMABAYSAMITYLTD.

2. Regn. No. & Date

:373 dated- 14.05.1977

3. Address

: Samabay Sadan, P. 0. - Fulia Colony,
Dist-Nadia, Pin-741402, West Bengal.
Phone No. : (03473)- 234222
Website : www.ftsbsssltd.com
Email: ftsbsssltd@bluebottle.com

4. Total No. of Members

: 571 + 1 State Govt.

5. Total No. of Looms

:568

6. Total No.

:Normal- 195,

working Looms

Export- 360
Total - 555
Financial Assistance

Under Different Scheme :

i)H. D. C.

: Rs. 9.175 lakh.

ii) Q. D. U.

: Rs. 5.565 lakh.

iii) Project Package Scheme

: Rs. 6.60 lakh + Rs. 2.96 lakh
=

iv) D. E. P. M.

: Rs. 12.00 lakh. + Rs. 5.60 lakh
=

v) D. D. H. P. Y

Rs. 9.56 lakh.

Rs. 17.60 lakh

: Rs. 2.2375 lakh (State)+ Rs. 2.645 lakh
(Central)

vi) N.C. D. C.

: Rs. 3.85 lakh.

vii) I. H. T. P.

: Rs. 2.135lakh.
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NABARD Finance Received
2004-05

2005-06

2006-07

Rs. 91.50 Lakh

Rs. 93.00 lakh

Rs.93.00 lakh

9. Production last three years

: (Rs. In lakh)

2001-02

2003-04

2002-03

Qty

Value

Qty.

Value

Normal 1.63 lakh mtr. 126.41lakh L26lakh mtr. IOL73 lakh

Value
(Rs.)

(Rs.)

(Rs.)

Export

Qty

1.99lakh mtr. 156.62lakh

2JO lakh mtr. 143.80 lakh 4.62lakh mtr. 263.74lakh 4.45lakh mtr. 218.44lakh.
3.93 lakh mtr. 270.2llakh 5.88lakh mtr. 365.47lakh 6.44lakh

1

Sale Turn Over last three years : ( Rs.
2004-05
Qty

lakh)

2005-06

Value

Qty.

Value

2006-07
Qty

(Rs.)

(Rs.)

Value
(Rs.)

Normal

1.661akh mtr. 154.15lakh 1

Export

2.22lakh mtr. 141.73 lakh 3.97lakh mtr. 199.99lakh 4.40 lakh mtr. 222.27lakh.
3.88lakh mtr. 295.88lakh

lakh mtr. 116.10 lakh 2.07lakh mtr. l86.591akh.

5.32lakh mtr. 316.09lakh 6.47lakh mtr. 408.86lakh.

11. Export order in hand

: Rs. 75.00 lakh.

l

: Rs. 5Al lakh.

M.D.A. Receivable

13. Mktg. Incentive Receivable

: Rs. 27.47 lakh.

up to 2006-07
14. One time Rebate ( 10%)

: Rs. 7.88 Lakh (Updated)

15. Name of Export Countries

: Japan, Italy, America, Canada, Turkye,
Westindies, Germany, France, All over
India.

16. Averages wages Earned :Normal : Rs. 2,000/- per weaver (per month)
Export : Rs. 3,000/- per weaver (per month)

(

17. Problems
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: a) Inordinate Delay for payment of Govt. dues.
b) Inordinate Delay clearance of cheque by Nadia
District Central Co-operative Bank Ltd .

18. Varieties of products

: Tangail Shari, Exportable Scarves,
Running fabrics & Dress Materials etc.
Source of Data No. I & II: Phulia Samabay Sadan

I
From 2001-2008 the Samity had flourished, figures revealed that the samabai
has worked welL It had been trying to secure central and state government
support. They had also submitted the Project Package Scheme before
government for augmenting home production and export volume. Government
has conceded to · and this has stirred the curve of development upward further.
Following the boom in the handloom industry Phulia is inhabited by weavers
predominantly

about 22000 looms involving about 55000 people. The co-

operative society

held high in the esteem of the natives here. Many people

are into weaving and export ofhandloom products but very few of them could
become member of the society. In the future there is scope for many more
people to come under the cover of the society.
The society has successfully completed the first part of the Development
Exportable Products and their Marketing D. E. P. M. (Development of
Exportable Products and their Marketing) Scheme. The society has made
application furnished with details of the first part of accomplishment for another
round of support from the authority.
In this regard it would be relevant to point out that countries like Japan and
Italy prefer products made with vegetable dyes. Hence the sadan has set up a
vegetable-dyeing unit for making export quality stuff to gratify the overseas
customers preference. This has definitely boosted the export volume.

I
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The Crisis of Santipur Handloom Industry And
Its Solution by the co-operatives
It is evident from the prior discussion that scarcity of thread that persisted and

aggravated between the middle of the 18th century and start of the 19th century
could not stop the looms at Santipur. The production volume was reduced but
was not closed completely. We have witnessed how during and post first world
war there was the contrasting developments between empowerment of weavers
on one side and thread crisis on another due to decline in imported thread. The
rate of participation of weavers in handloom industry was increasing but thread
was not available in commensurate to the volume of demand . This led to
for the weavers of Nadia. The thread spinners of Chandannagar and others
who made fine threads were not keen to produce the thicker or ordinary variety.
this situation the exploitation by the moneylenders also increased. To manage
crisis a union of weavers/ labourers ca1led sangha was formed. Comrade
Ramanimohon Pramanik and Nirmalchandra Pramanik became the president
and secretary respectively. In the general meeting of the sangha issues like
thread crisis and increased price of thread, misery of the weavers, use of
technology/machines, social and imperialism and disorderliness were discussed.
another union or sangha Comrade Kanailal Pal, Secretary of
'Santi pur Bayan Sramik Sangha', Gopinath Pramanik and Kartik Chandra Ghosh
had submitted a written document stating the current miserable state of the
weavers at Santipur and the need for protest to improve it. The statement revealed
that in 1346 Bangabdo (1939A.D) after durga puja the wages were radically
reduced. Even a year and half ago for every 100 dangi the wage after meeting
the cost was one rupee and two anas which stood reduced as 12 anas only. As
a result the weavers did not earn beyond rupees 7-8 at that time. With this
minimal wage of Rs 2 -8anas or rupees 3, thousands of weavers along with
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their families (about 12000 people) at Santi pur were in the face of starvation.
With the start of second world war prices of essential commodities were rising
steeply. At this juncture the fate of Santi pur handloom industry was at stake.
The moneylenders exploited the opportunity and helpless people entirely to
make money. A meeting was held at the municipal office then presided over by
Dr. Durgacharan Gangopadhyay in respect to "Solving problem of
unemployment and seeking economic development".
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But problems were

increasing day by day.
In this critical situation many had started migrating to other areas leaving Santi pur.
Many faced critical turns in life. There was major state of confusion everywhere.
At that time under the leadership of' Santi pur Bay an Sramik Sangha', Santi pur
Bayan Sramik Samity' several weavers had united and made mass deputation
before the district magistrate of Krishnanagar and laid siege on him. They
demanded the restoration of their right to live and revive the handloom industry.
The authority was not much moved at this and did not try any harder. Protest
continued under the leadership of Kanai Pal, Sambhu Pramanik, Gopinath
Pramanik, Promothesh Bhattacharya. Even the ones who used to dye the thread
were affected badly and almost ruined at this economic crisis. Dyeing of thread
stopped

this region. Inferior quality thread with second-rate dyeing was

imported from abroad. This ruined the market for coloured textile.
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It was crucial to form co-operative or samity to revive the handloom industry

of Santipur much before the independence. Much prior to independence we
had seen how the weavers under the direction of' Santipur Bayan Sramik Sangha'
had organised strikes Gust not by weavers, strikes by labourers engaged in
dyeing, sweepers, drain cleaners, milkmen etc). Then again in 1944 on 161h
December the weavers united under 'Kuthirpara Samabay Samity' to fight
against the exploitation of the moneylenders. At this time the thread crisis was
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critical and sixteen weavers in their own interest started a co-operative. The
weavers to combat the situation formed many other co-operatives. The ones
that were remarkable were Chaital Para weavers' co-operative society Ltd.,
Ranaghat Sub-divisional Industrial Co-operative Society Limited. The latter
was previously a sub-divisional Society now has turned into private concern.
Its main objective is to assist in production and marketing.
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Initially the co-operatives worked well but owing to several problems relating
to handloom weakened their effectiveness. There was no government intervention
to turn the wave. The trouble turned serious after the Partition in 194 7. By 1950
scores

homeless people started pouring in and settling down in search of

work at SantipuL
Many weavers settled at Santipur, Phulia, Samudragarh, Nabadwip. Despite all
hardships they were not ready to give up their traditional occupation. On one
hand crisis of thread was aggravated on the other people had no loom, no
shelter, no food and situation worsened. Weavers at Santipur and Phulia became
dependent upon the moneylenders. Weavers were torn in between the abuses
of moneylenders and want of shelter, yarn, and loom. They started mingling
designs ofSantipur with that ofDacca and Tangail, katak (Orissa) and created
new varieties demand for which soared high in the market. Phulia concentrated
upon making pure tangail variety. Introduction of technology brought some
changes in the weft method through introduction of drumming system, which
relieved the weavers from problems related to weft run in the rainy season.
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The subsequent crisis in the handloom industry appeared in 1971-72. The
scarcity of thread at reasonable price was the reason behind such crisis. In
February 1972 100 count of thread cost Rs 130 per bundle. In 1973 the price
rose exorbitantly to Rs 23 5. The state government immediately increased the
price of yarn at Kalyani cotton mill from Rs 120 per 100 count to Rs 185.
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Consequently Rs 5 or 6-increased price of textile at Santipur led to the closure
of about 150 looms. Many weavers were compelled to leave their traditional
occupation and take up other work. The handloom industry was again in a
. . 1 p h ase. 43
cntlca
At times the irony leave many of us dazed. At one end when the moneylenders
were dominating the scenario on the other weavers of Sutragarh were developing
co-operatives and selling textile directly to the market overcoming the
moneylenders. Such undaunted spirit of the weavers was really rare and they
had started doing business independently and progressively since the end of
the 1950s.
the

the weavers started selling the textile in the Sarvuj market. Slowly

the market started expanding. Several small hats developed where the weavers
sold their products. Still today such small local markets are the places where
and sellers transact Gradually in the area beside the high school at
Sutragarh textile market started on every Sundays and Thursdays, which has
eased the labour of the weavers, now moneylenders come to them in the market
and purchase their stock. Currently thre are about 800 stalls and buyers come
from Malda, Siliguri, Assam, Benaras etc.
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Thus the handloom industry of Santipur bloomed. The united effort,
independence and integration of the weavers of Sutragarh inspired the cooperatives elsewhere. The samity established at Phulia flourished and business
expanded. The Kuthirpara Samabay Samity of Santipur and other co-operatives
had received government intervention and prospered. With the intervention of
government organisation Tantuja, Tantusree, Manjusha Santipur textiles went
places all over the country. Kuthirpara Samabay Samity had set the unique
instance where men and women worked hand in hand which has been already
mentioned in the earlier section on women participation. The co-operatives
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have significantly cut off the dominace of the moneylenders. But the most
remarkable fact that surfaced is the indomitable spirit of the weavers that keep
them walking towards the goal forever conquering all barriers.
The central government has introduced several schemes for the co-operatives
of the handloom industry, which are as follows:

•!•

Pension Scheme (central Govt.)

•!•

Handloom development scheme 1994-95 (co-operatives will produce

textile and yarn)

•!•

D.E.P.M scheme 2001-02 development for exportable products and

marketing

•!•

Project Package Scheme (central Go vt.)

•!•

Dindayal Halkargha Prattrasha Yzona (D.D.H.P.Y) to update the co-

operatives. The BJP government at the centre had started the scheme

•!•

Provident Fund Scheme' ratio- wage earner's 3

operative

contribution 3

co-

plus the contributions of the state and central

government a provident fund for the employees will be created. This is a
significant development.

•!•

Residences for the weavers

•!•

Medical benefits and spectacles

•!•

Maternity benefits for the women- Rs 500 up to the birth of two children

•!•

Asthamatic tendency- Rs 1500 -2000 maximum by state government but

the extent of Rs 190

one should become the member of C.P.F, one year of continuous service will
make one eligible for membership of society.

•!•

State Government Pension Scheme

•!•

10 yrs of continuous service at the co-operative. Rs 400 per month after

60 yrs of age and free to work as long as one can
There is no leave for the weavers, as it would lead to loss of wages. Under
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Santipur samabay there are many weavers who are around 77 yrs of age. It has
become more of a passion than an occupation. In this case its not the wages
but the love for the work keep such veterans ticking. There are stories that
there are weavers who had been into this profession since pre independence
period and even when they are taken ill at hospital bed they continue weaving.

45

It is evident from all documents above that the history of Santipur handloom

industry had witnessed many crest and trough, waves of changes. It is also the

I

anecdotes of love and passion of the weavers for the profession it was

I

much more than just profession rather it was the pulse of their lives. There had
been a strong nexus between the loom and their soul that had helped them tide
over crisis during British period, rise against
and continue their love for the work

wrongs with indomitable courage

resolute weavers with their undaunted

spirit had set instance that has become glory of the nation strengthening the
nations' spine further. But one would
nationalists anywhere

find the names of such patriots,

maybe for the fact that their vast contribution

over a long period could not be measured or captured within the meagre pages
of history.
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CONCLUSION

The cotton weaving industry ofNadia forms an important part mainly of
the pre and post independence weaving industry of Nadia specially Santi pur
and Phulia. Apart from its significant impact on socio-economic-cultural history
of these area, the protest movement is instrumental to a very large extent inbringing
similar identity aspirations among other weavers ofNadia not only this time but
still now.
This work has been done keeping in mind all probable aspects related to
the movement of the weavers community of Santi pur and Phulia. Now they are
with this work And the following'-' conclusions have been arrived
at:
1. The ups and down of the handloom industry had a deep influence
over the economic and social life of the people ofNadia and it was intricately
connected with their survivaL The weavers of remote village Santi pur in Nadia
district had showed remarkable courage, persistence to revive and sustain the
traditional handloom heritage of India. The quality of Santi pur textile is not just
in its exquisite and subtle design and quality but also as the expression of the
emotions and passion of the artisans makes

remarkable.

2. The weavers in ordr to retain the traditional heritage of Santipur has
strived hard through all barriers and adapted to changed circumtances to sustain
and continue with the convention. For this reason they protested again and
again against English East India Company and then British Government. It was
true that the collapse of the weaving industry resulted in great sufferings of the
weavers, and more particularly, of the spinners who were totally thrown out of
employment. They were not trained in any other branches of employment. But
the weavers try to survive this problem so rapidly. Moreover, a section of the
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weaving population kept themselves engaged in spining Dhooties, Chaddars,
Baftaes for the native people. Thus we find that at least in the cases of two
classes of goods, the embroidered and the other finer goods in which the
handloom had a peculiar advantage and the coarser kinds, which supplied the
demands of the common people, the cotton weavers of Bengal could easily
hold their own. As a result of these local employment opportunities, a section
of the weavers could still maintain themselves by weaving. The Santipur weavers
were also of no exception.
3. Not only this, the weavers of Santipur participated in the social
reformation movement of the 19th Century. This is another side of the spirited
righteous character of the weavers.
4. They inspired their own community to protect their indegenous industry
and to strengthen their mentality. Because handloom is just not only occupation
for the weavers it is the rhythm of their existence, the inspiration behind living
and the pulsating force of motivation keeping in pace with the beat of life,
5. During the period of swadeshi movement they have faced the wrath of
the influential members including the National Congress leaders. We have
observed how they have protested and later managed to overcome the crisis.
6. Thread crisis is one of the main problem of the weaving industry of
Bengal. The weavers of Santi pur so rapidly matched with this problem. They
did not stop their weaving and started weaving by the foreign thread since 19th
Century. After 194 7, the weavers of Santi pur and Phulia tried to solve this
problem.
7. Since the establishment of co-operative society ( 1977) and mainly by
the Government initiative they solved this thread problem. But still now the
weaving industry of Santi pur faced many problem. They again and again tried
their best to protect and secure their indegenous industry.
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The weavers ofSantipur, Phulia, Samudragarh, Nabadwip knew this truth
at heart. I sincerely hope that in future many more writings describing the revolting
spirit of the weavers and their vehement protests will come up. I have tried to
collect information from Primary and secondary sources and interviews and
express the feelings of the weavers, their grievances and happiness. They are
still the backbone of India's economy and their exquisite handwork brings
accolades for India from all over the world.
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APPENDIX- i
Board of Trade Commercial
General Letters from the Court of Directors
13th Dec-1765 to 15th Sep. 1785
Typed copies (111) Vol 101. A.

Extract of Consultation dated 12th April 1773
The following is the Account given by the Anumeen and one of the
weavers of Santipore.

THE CLOTHS of Santi pore are made of produced in these provinces which is

brought by the Beparees or Pedlars and retailed in very small quantities
to be Cattances or woman employed in spinning; when it is made in to
yarn the weaver purchases it either directly from them or from the Pykers
who collect

the different villages. In order to enable the weaver to

carry on his Business or atleast on this pretence Advances are made to
him from the Factory in ready money; but this is what he complains of,
all edging that he is first obliged to accept of money against his will and
afterwards forced to part with his Goods at an arbitrary valuation, for
below the market price and by this method receives nothing for his labour
as the yern costs him as much or even more than he gets for the coth
after it is manufactured. After having spent all their former savings they
are now obliged to run in Debt to the Factory which with the Profits
they get on Dooties & other cloths that their women and children make
and sell in the market, serves to keep them alive. Two or three men are
usually employed in making a piece of cloth so that it is difficult to say
in what time one man clold manufacture it. They reckon about 25 days
for a piece ofmidling Mulmulls. The price ofYarn has been gradually
rising for many years past, and the number of spinners being greatly
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reduced by the Famine, it is now 25P cent dearer than foprmally, yet the
value of the cloths remain the same for altho' the rates are rather higher
than before the Gomastahs when they come to appraise the cloths, throw
them always into the lower classes, so that they are under valued. In
former times Advances were made only for the fine Mulmulls which the
weavers would not manufacture without a certainly of their being taken
off his hands; the midling kinds always commanded a ready sale.
The weavers request only one indulgence - That they may not be forced
to take money against their will; if this is granted them, they are satisfied;
but the Goods will cost the Company 40P cent more than at present

I
I
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WNQUIRY into the Midling Sort of Mulmulls of 2 1/ 4 Cubits Broad
made by the weavers & c. a ofSantipore and Nuddea.
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N. B. On this last there was a Dedcudtion of2 Annoes under the name ofGuge
Cummy.
The above Enquiry was made in the presence of the Gomastahs of the Factory
&

c.a in publick. Midling Mulmulls of2

1
/

4

Cubits appear at a medium to weigh

48 Tollas and the price is 6-15 for the Thread & the weavers complain that they
are not paid for their labour at the rate of3 Rupees. The price of Thread is paid
in sicca Rupees when purchased from the Cattanies or spinners & in Sonaut
Rupees when from the Pykars.
The weavers complain that two Annas P P Pieces are taken from them as Crutch
or charges; This is not in the Accounts but must be taken by the Del Oils as
due from the weavers under the Name ofBahar Del Oily.
They also complain that they are frequently tied up to a Stake and flogg'd, to
this the Factory Gomastahs answer that the weavers; deliver cloths of different
and inferior classes; therefore they flogg them, as to the fine and very fine
Sorts of2 1/ 4 Cubits Mulmulls and also of3 Cubits all ofthese kinds are taken
away and therefore it was impossible to make any Enquiry.
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APPENDIX- II
BOARD OF TRADE
COMMERCIAL
PROCEEDINGS
18th July 1786
to
2ndAugust 1786
Vol - 51, Part -· II
Pages- 301 - 794
Fort William the 18th July 1786s observations on the argee delivered by the Gomostahs and
Dulolls on the part (sic) ofthe Dutch Company in the aurung Santipore.
In the preamble they set forth after much time had elapsed arrived
begin their purchases~ and that consequently
"'they used all their endeavours to become successful '"therein

3
',

This eviences pretty strongly that they are now disappointed inpurchasing cloths
which had been made with the company's advances a practice very general of
late, altho' there is a standing order of this Government dated 29th April 1782 .~
strictly forbidding it, and which was notified throughout the aurung about
months ago.
Mr. Beanland who is at present heudencis having sent a peon for Roggoo
mannee as stated in the argee. The cause in this the company's weavers for
these last four months have not delivered above one quarter part of the usual
quantity of cloths for the investment, all tho these is not one of them but what
has advances in hand for two or three pieces. It was therefore found necessary
to station peons to prevent them from working for other people. The
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aprementioned Roggoo mannee being selected in making advances to the
weavers was brought to the Factory by one of those peons, and Mr. Beanland
acknowledges that he took a mootchulka from him not to take any more advances
to the company's weavers, and for bid the other complaints doing it.
The Gomostah Khissore Sandel who is now employed under Mr. Beanland
had the sole management of the Santi pore aurung on the part of the company
many years and he insists that during his superintendenship the company's
weavers were not permitted to work for others people. A like complaint to the
present was exhibited against him both by the French & Dutch during Mr.
Verelests Government, and it was then resolved that those weavers who were
wnrolled in the factory looks (sic) should be solely employed for the company,
nor Is

possible that any contractor would be success in the provision of an

investment unless this rule is adhenced to - It is necessary to observe that those
weavers have been constantly kept in employment by the company and therefore
it can not be denied (sic) a hardship to make them contribute their labour to the

company impreference when necessity requires it- That the company withdraw
their advances but for twelve months before this rivalship took place, there
would have been a general complaint from the weavers that they were all starving,
they would have pleased that from their infancy they had been taught no other
manufactory than the companys assartment, and that their sole consistence
depended thereon.
Not half of the weavers of Santi pore are employed by the Company, the rest
worth for whom they please.
Calcutta 29th June 1786
John fergus son
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The foregoing papers were sent in circulation by order of the

Circulated President with the following Minute; the proportion in which having
been approved the necessary orders and Intimation were
accordingly sent to Mr. Bebb & Furgusson.
President's Propositions
& orders accordingly

From the confusion existing at Santipore and
the declaration from ML Furgusson of the

difficulties he experinces in completing the arguments made with Mro
for the last year's judgement as well as performing his offers for the present, it
is to be apprehended that the company may be disappointed in the timely
prov1sswn

the small

of goods tendered from the aurung which are

much less than what is required and as it is incumbent on the Board to use
evrey means for the presentations ofthe investment which so valuable an aurung
yearlds (sic). The president proposes that a Civil Servent be immediately deputed
enquired

the causes of the refactory disposition testified by the weavers

into the compaints made by the french and dutch regarding that aurung, to use
his endeavours for the accommodation ofthe present disturbances and to inform
to the Board of his opinion of the competency of the aurung to furcish the
required from thence for the present season.
The president further moves that Mr. John Bebb be deputed on
that the secretary furcishe him with copies of the papers now in circulation as

well as any other on the records which may tend to assist the business of his
deputation. That Mr. Furgusson be informed of his deputation.

7th

July
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APPENDIX- III
BOARD OF TRADE
COMMERCIAL
PROCEEDINGS

I
I

3rd January- 28th Feby 1801
Fort William the 3rd February 1801Read the following translations of Petitions from sundry weavers

the

I
I

Soonabarrya Aurung a Dependency of the Santipore Factory:
Translation

Translation of a Pitition from the weavers of the

of 1st. Petition

Soonaberrya aurung to the Board

from Soonabarrya

received the 9th Jany. 180L

Trade dated -

I
I

Aurung
We have all along been employed in weaving cloths
upon advances from the Hon'ble Company aggreable to their Musters, and our

I
I

cloths have been always priged on the said Musters and received. In this manner
receiving, advances, weaving and delivering cloths at the factory, we were
comfortably maintaining ourselves, together with our families. For the last six
or seven years, a person on behalf of Seebram Sandyaul, named Ram mohun
Lahorry has been Gomastah

I
I

Noboneah Factory under the above aurung

who has taken a perquisite of one Rupee upon every piece of cloth advanced
for at eight or nine Rupees, and also a Rupee upon each piece for which
sixteen or eighteen. Rupees are advanced, making a perquisite of two Rupees

1

upon every two pieces of cloth, which is deducted from the advance before it

1

is paido It complaint is made to the Head Gomastah Sandyal, he prevents our
representattions reaching the Resident, and harrasses by putting us off from
time to time, and we are under the necessity of delivering cloths agreeable to
the presclbid qualities, to the Gomasth at Noboneah the under factory, who

I
I
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sorts and receives them, after which Shandyal the Head Gomostah at the
Soonabarrya Factory and Panchoo Jawchondars changed the descriptions of
the cloth, and prije them as Cloths of the third, fourth and fifth letters which
causes a loss of three of four Rupees on each piece.
The delivery of Cloths is inserted in our tickets, three ot four months after the
dispatch of the cloth from Sonabarrah, to Calcutta and any loss which results
from the conclusive prising is placed to our debit, which loss not leave us the
prime cost of our thread. In this manner we and our families are reduced to
great distress.
The cash keeper at the Head factory, Shandyal takes a perquisite
upon the advance given for every piece of Fine cloth; again

one Rupee,
we deliver the

same at the public Factory the Head Gomostah Shibram Sandyaul and Panchoo
Jawchonedaur examine the cloths and receive them in our presence, but
afterwards when they under them in our Tickets they enter them a letter lower
than their qualities, and cause us to loss the differenced. In this manner all the
different sorts of Cloths we deliver, are brought to account in our Tickets, a
letter lower than their value, by which we loss an anah in every Rupee. When
we ask Sandyal, why he has entered our cloths a letter lower than their value.
He says, that the weavers

every

allow him the difference, of one

gradation as a ferquinte (sic), and that we must also pay it, and that if we object
we shall not receive any advances. In this manner he unjustly with holds one
anna in every Rupee on the advances made to us. He makes a difference of one
letter to us in the different Cloths that he despatches to Calcutta; if we were
aware of the particulars of the del very at Calcutta, we should be able to set
forth the loss he accassions (sic) to the Honrble Company.
Half of anna in the Rupee is deducted by him under the head of Croperage
(sic), we do not know what pieces of Rupee Shandyal Receives from
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Government, for the advances, but he pays us in money on which we sustain a
loss of One or to anna, in every Rupee. If the weavers to avoid these Oppressions
move to other places, it will be detrimental to the Public Business. We therefore
pray that the Board will be pleased to Summon the Noboneah Gomastah Ram
mohon Lahorry, cash keeper & Bhyrub Sandyal and Panchoo and the Head
Gomastah Seebram Sandyal and render us Justice, and we will prove the
respective charges.
Signed
Goloke Nandy, Teloke Daloll, Preebo Ram Daas, Prellhand Dey, Sonatun Dey,
Ramkeeshore Dey, Joynarayin Dey, Ram Lochun Daas, Gour Daas, Contook
Daas, Gopenant Daas, Dataram Nandy, Poraun Detto, Coonjooram Daas,
Calypersand Daas, Radhakrishno Daas, Juggernant Daas, Ramlochun Das,
Poteeram Nundy, Joogul Nundy, Nosheeram Car, Goury Daas, Govindram Daas,
Ramjoy Daas, Ramdhun Nundy, Shaym Nundy, Krishna Nandy, Totaram Nundy,
Rammohun Nundy, Bhogoraum Nundy, Benud Dutto, Nilmony Nundy,
Pawchoo Nundy, Kerparam Daas, Detaram Daas, Bancharam Daas, Nemy
Dutto, Boloram Cur & others.
A true translation
W. C. Blaquiere
T. B. T.

Translation

Translation

Translation of a Pitition of Sonaberreah weavers to

of2d. Petition from

the Board of Trade Dated 26th January received

Sonaberiah aurung

13thjanuary 1801.

We have been in the Honrble Company's employ a
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lonf time and delivered cloths agreeable to the advances made us which were
appraised on Musters and received" For these last six or seven years, Jogomohun
Chowdhary the Gomastah and Ramanund Bhadoory; the cash keeper of the
under Factory at Monohurgunge, have taken a perquisite of one Rupee upon
every eight or nine. Rupees of the advance made us, before they will pay the
money; when we have wave cloths of the sort, for which we have received
advances, deliver them to the Gomastah of the under Factory, who examines
and receives them, after which Seebram Sandayl and Pawchoo J awchondaur in
concert together, change all the descriptions of the cloths in our absence at
Sonabarea, prije them as third, fourth and fifth letter, and after dispatching the
same to Calcutta

down

mg

our Tickets~ In this manner they cause

us a loss of three or four Rupees per piece.
The deduct half and anah out of every Rupee as brocherage; we do not know
what species

they

on Gold Mohurs,

pay us

Government, but when their is Batta
that Coin, and when there is a premium of

Gold Mohurs they give us Rupees of all descriptions, deficient one anah or or
one anah and a half each, where by we suffer heavy losses. Labouring under all
these oppressions we are going to ruin, we therefore oray that the Board will be
p

ased to summ on the Head Gomastah Seebram Sandayl, Pawchoo

Jawchondaur, Jogomohun Chowdhury the Gomastah and the cash keeper

Ramanund Bhaudoory and grant us redress Signed
Noyan Cur, Pritram Dutto, Shodharang Dutto, Roghomat Daas, Ramhurry Daas,
Thacoorram Cur, Bhacut Daas, Boidde Noth Dutto, Chohharam Cur, Ramcaunto
Daas, Bancharam Daas, Gungaram Daas, Crassiram Cur, Horakrishno Daas,
Ramnarain Cur, Bancharam Seidaur (sic), Conny Dutto, Ramai Cur,
Krishnopersand Dutto, J oychaund Daas, Ramnarain Ditto, Dataram Daas,
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Ramsoondore Cur, Krishno Daas, Bancharan Daas, Bhojoram Cur, Ramhurry
Nundy, Neeloo Daas, Peritram Daas, Ramjoy Shick, Sudanund Daas, Bhirub
Daas, Niloo Daas, Dishteedhur Cur, Gorachaund Daas, Surbressar Daas, Conun
Daas, Ramai Daas, Ramdhun Cur, Poleram Daas, Purraun Cur, Haran Cur,
Doyaram Cur.
All Inhabitants of
Monohur Gunge & ..
A true Translation
W. C. Blaquiere
T. B. T.

Translation

Translation of a Pitition from the weavers of the

of 3d. Petition from

Sonabareas Aurung to the Board of Trade Dated 28th

Sonabarria

January received 30th january 1801.

weavers
We have for a long time been employed by the Honrble
Company and delivered cloths agreeable to the advances made us, which were
sorted and taken upon Musters. For the last six or seven years, Ramjibun
Bhaudoory Gomastah, and Bissonoth Surcaur Cashkeeper of the renders,
Factory shatballcah (sic) and Ramkishore Dalaul first take a perquisite of one
Rupee upon every eight or nine Rupees of the advance at the under factory,
before they will give us the money, and we deliver cloths to the Gomostah at
the under Factory agreeable to the descriptions for which we have received
advance, adn the Gomostah receives them, after having examined and approved
them, after which Seebram Sandayl and Pawchoo Jawchondarr in concert
together change all the descriptions of our cloths at Sonabareh in our absence,
and take them under the third, fourth & fifth letters, & having dispatched the
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same to the presidency, enter the prising in our Tickets. In this manner they
cause us to suffer a loss of three or four Rupees for each piece of cloth.
Bhyrub Sandayal the Cashkeeper at the factory takes a perquisite of one one
Rupee upon the advance made for fine cloths before he will give us the advance
Money, & the Head Gomostah Sibram Sandayl & Pawchoo Jawchondar being
connected prige the said cloths a letter inferrior to their real quality & enter
them as such in our Tickets.
They take half an anna upon every Rupee as Brokerage, we do not know what
speceis of money they receive from Government, but when there is Batta on
Gold Mohurs they pay us in that Coin & when the reverse they give us all sort
Rupees deficient one anna or one anna & a half each where by we suffer
heavy losses.
Through all these means we poor people are being suined, we therefore pray
that the Board will Summon Seebram Sandayl, Bhyrub Sandayl, Pawchoo
Jawchondaur, Ramjibun Bhawdoory, Bissonaut Sircar & Ramkisore Dalaul and
render us Justiced.
Signed
Shafulram Cur, Anandyram Daas, Rammohun Gojy, Horihnomungul Cur,
Ramnarain Daas, Docory Ditto, Nety Dalaul, Shafulram Gojy, Dipchundro Daas,
Jahoordaas Daas, Ramchundro Booraguey, Ramkrishore Daas, Ramsoondore

Dutto, Beerchond Daas, Ramjoy Daas, Kabolram Daas, No boo Carre gar, Hotoo
Carregur, and Rashaye Carregur.
A true Translation
W. C. Blaquiere
T. B. T.

Ordered that the original Petitions be reffered to the Resident at Santipore, and
that he be desired to state whether any Represantations of the kind and in such
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case to informed the Board, of the Proceedings held by him upon them.
Ex William (sic)
- Gaynard

John Haldane
Wt. Euerntnee (sic)
Gredery (sic)
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APPENDIX - IV
THE EMPLOYEES OF THE BRITISH ESTABLISHMENTS AT SANTIPUR
1)

John Princep- Kuthial (1783)

2)

John Bebb- Kuthial (1784)

3)

Edward Flecher- Kuthial (22nd July 1787-1801)

4)

Thomas Twinning- Assistant (4th Feb, 1793 -29th March, 1798)

5)

Henry William Drodge -Assistant (1st May, 1796- 1st March, 1800)

6)

Dorjey Chester- Principal Assistant (23rd June 1801 - 8111 August, 1804)

7)

Thomas Abraham - Deputy Secretary - export warehouse - 11th June

1802- 12 1hapril, 1804)
8)

8) John William Packston-Kuthial (12 1hApril1804- 1809)

9)

Archbold George James Todd-Assistant (9t11 August 1804- l6 1h August

1808)

10)

Charles Bailley- Kuthial (26th Jan 1809 --25th Dececember 1811)

ll)

John Shan- Assistant

12)

John Nathaniel S ·

13)

William Richard Burton Bennett- Kuthial (1st Jan 1813 - lOth March

pt May, 1811- 6 1h June, 1814)

- Kuthial (26 111 Jan 1812-31 st Jan 1813)

1815)
14)

Edward Barnett- Assistant Kuthial (11th March 1815- 28 1h March 181

15)

Edward Margribanks- Assistant Kuthial (12th Jan 1815 --29th March

1817)
Edward Margribanks- Kuthial (30th Mar 1817- 16th Sept 1819)
Edward Margribanks- Kuthial (13th Nov 1820- April 1831)
16)

John Dick- Assistant Kuthial ( 1Qth April 1822- 1823)

17)

Henry Sleith- Temporary Kuthial (28th Dec 1830- June 1833)

18)

Charles Chichelly Hide- Temporary Kuthial (April, 1831 -April, 1832)
Source: Purnendunath Nath, Santi pur: Samaj Sanskriti 0 Itihas. P-5
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